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Abstract: According to the traditional inferential theory of perception, percepts of object motion or stationarity stem from an
evaluation ofaffercnt rctinal signals (which encode image motion)witb thehelp ofextraretinal signals (which encode eye movements).
According to direct perception theory, on thc otherhand, the percepts derive from retinally conveyed information only. Neitherview
is compatible with a perceptual phenomenon that occun during visually induced sensations of ego motion (vection). A rnodilied
version ofinferential theory yields a rnodel in which the concept ofcxtraretinal signals is replaced by that ofreference signals, which
do not cncode how the eyes move in their orbits but how they movc in space. Hence reference signals are produced not only during
eye movernents but also during ego motion (i.e., in response to vestibular stimulation and to retinal image flow, which may induce
vection). The present theory describes the inter{ace between self-motion and object-motion percepts. An expedmental paradigm that
allows quantitative measurement ofthe magnitude and gain ofreference signals and the size ofthejust noticeable difference (JND)
between retinal and reference signals reveals that the distinction between direct and inferential theories largely depends on: (1) a
mistaken beliefthat perceptual veddicality is evidence that extrarctinal information is not involved, and (2) a failure to distinguish
between (the perception o0 absolute object motion in space and relative rnotion ofobjects with respect to each other. The model
currects these errors, and provides a new, uniffed {iamework for interpreting many phenomena in the ffeld of motion perception.
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1. Inferential versus direct perception

How do we maintain the visual percept of a stable world
while images of our environment move across the retinae
during eye movementsP Answers to this question can be
classified in two main theoretical approaches. According
to the traditional view, here called inferential theory, we
perceive the motion or stationarity of an object, or of the
visual w<lrld itself, on the basis of the outcome of a
comparison between two neural signals (see e.g., Helm-
holtz l9l0; Jeannerod et al.  1979; MacKay 1972; Mit-
telstaedt 1990; Sperry 1950; Von Holst & Mittelstaedt
1950). One signal, here to be called the retinal signal,
consists of retinal afferents encoding the characteristics of
the movernent of the objects'image across the retina. The
other signal, encoding concurrent eye movement charac-
teristics, is usually terrned the extraretinal signal, be-
cause it does not derive from visual afferents (Matin et al.
1969; Mack 1986; see also Matin 1982; 1986). The compar-
ison mechanisrn treats the two signals as vectors (see,
e. g. , Mateeffet al. l99l; Wallach et al. 1985) and applies a
simple rule: uhen theg dffir, object motion is perceioed;
when theg are equal, object stationarity is Tterceiaed.
Wertheirn (1981) has shown that when a srnooth pursuit
eye rnovement is made across a visual stimulus pattern,
the magnitude of the retinal signal corresponds to the
velocity of the retinal irnage flow of the pattern. Similarly,

the magnitude of the extraretinal signal corresponds to
the velocity of the concurrent eye movement as "esti-

mated" within the perceptual apparatus (see sect. 5. l) .  In
the present target article, eye movements are mainly of
the smooth pursuit type. Hence, the terms "magnitude"

or "size" of retinal and extraretinal signals will refer to
these velocity vectors. We see a stable world during eye
rnovements because retinal and extraretinal signals are
equal: the velocity of the irnage of the world across the
retinae equals the velocity of the eyes.

The alternative theoretical view, here called the theory
of direct perception, which originated from Gibson (1966,

1979), has no need of the concept of an extraretinal signal
(Gibson 1968; 1973), as it assumes that the perception of
rnotion derives exclusively from afferent retinal inforrna-
tion. Its point of departure is that in everyday circum-
stances perception is veridical (it should be: the organ-
isrn's chances of survival depend on it - for this reason the
approach is also called the ecological theory of percep-
tion). Hence the perceptual mechanism functions as an
unbiased sampler of external information from the real
world (see Lombardo 1987). According to this theory, the
visual world rnanifests itself as the particular pattern of
light, called the optic arrau, that hits an observer s eye.
The inforrnational content of the scene is given in ("spe-

cified" by) particular invariant structural features of this
light pattern. To perceive is to "pick-up" such invariants.
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Thus, rnovernent of an olrject may be speci{iecl by an
i'variant described as the concurrent appearance and
disappearance of part of the array (specifyi,rJ irr" back-
ground) 

_along the two opposite tu..l".ri,."r-u{tanother
part of the array (specifying the object). When the eyes
move across the visual world as duiing (combinecl) 

"y",head, 0r eg. movernents, a coherent strearni'g rnotion clf
the optic array relative to the retinae usually oic.,rs. The
resu-lting retinal flow pattern has in recent years becorne
the focus of research in the literature of dir;t fe.ceptio'
theory. The basic assumption is that the brain' is able to"pick up" frorn retinal flow those characteristics that are
caused by invariants clf the optic array such as the one
mentioned above_ (they rnay lle cailed 

i'optic 
flow i'vari-

ants")' A reti'al-flow pattern, howev"., nioy alscl contairr
characteristics that stLrn frorn movements of the eyes in
space (caused by eye, head, or ego rnotion), but these
invariants only specify how the eyes rnove (or are rnovecl
in space). when these i'variants .re "picke.l .,p, " we clnlv
perceive (i. e. , becorle aware of) the pirticular ,"tta u'. 

"gLmotions that gave rise t<l these invariants. r This is called"visual kinaesthesis." Forexample, an invariant that spe-
cifies eye movernents in the head coulcl lr" ..utiun of'the
dark rniddle area of the array - specifying the nose -
relative to the outer bou,rdarie, uf th" uptT" iir* {iercl.
other i'variants specify head or ego rnclvernents.2

Because the optic-array sterns frur', a stable worlcl,
retinal flow never holds optic flow i'variants that coulcr
specify rnotion of the worrd. consequentry, the visual
world cannot be perceived as rnoving. Recently, the
question has bee' raised whether th" uir. ,al systern ar-
ways needs to distinguish between optic flow invariants
a'd self--rnotion invariants (cutting et al. Igg2b). Ar-
though strictly speaking this reflects a deviation frorn the
original point of departure of clirect percepti,n the'r,v, it
does not affect the ftrndarnent.l priniiple tu tr" cliscr,ssecl
in this paper: that the perceptio, of ol1e.,t  ,nutiu,. ,  o,
stationarity sterns only frorn retinal afferent info'nation
and not from comparing retinar and extrar"ti";ii;ib'na-
t ion.

In neurclphysiological research, awareness 'f ego mo-
tion is usually ass.ciated with the output activity ofcells i'
particular areas of the brain, notably ihe vestibular n'clei
and the vestibular c'rtex. These ceils are driven by
afferents frorn the erluilibriurn systern and the s'rnat,-
sensory kinaesthetic system (herc these wil l  be cal lecl,
collectively, oestibular afferenfs). Many,f these cells are
also driven by visual.(irnage fl,*) affeients. or" irnpu.-
tant-pathway through which these visual afl.erents are
conducted is known as the accessory optic pathway (see,
e'g.,  Bti t tner & B.ettner lgTB; Bti t tner & I lenn lggr;
Cohen & Henn tgSB;-Dichgans & Brandt l97B; Oi"hgu.,,
et al '  1973; Henn et al.  rg74; r9B0). These visual afferents
are cornplernentary to vestibular aflbrents. Their {uncti<ln
is to generate or sustain sensati'ns of ego rncltion when
the equilibriurn systern rernains silent,' ttrui ir, i,, tt 

"absence of an accelerating fbrce acting on the 
"q,rililr.i,,,r-,systern (".g.,  when travel ing at constant velocity in a

train). In the literature concerned with reseu.ch i,, thi,
area of so-called visual-vestibular interactions, a vistrallv
induced sensation of'ego rnotion is terrned unrtiori,,-'ulnA
the particular features <f retinal flow that gener-ate vection
are not called "invariants that specify ego motion,', but

"optokinetic. " The stirnuli that generate them will here be
termed "optokinetic st irnul i ,"  and the te'n "optokinetic
pathwav" will be used to denote in general the iombinecl
neural channels that cclnvey the optrkinetic afferents that
generate vection and interact with vestibular afferents. To
be- optokinetic, a vrsual pattern -rrl i; l;;;", have
relatively low spatial frequency characteristicr, ilove (not
too fast) across the retinie, and remain visible for more
than.a very brief interval (see, e.g., Bertho z et al.  lgTS;
Berthoz & Droulez rgg2, Branclt 

"t '"1. 
rg73; DL Graafet

al.  lgg0; Dichgans & Brandt lgTB).
It is the purpose of this target article to show that -

within the dornain 
^of olrject-inotion perception - an

adapted versi<ln of inferential theory, rn combination with
knowledge fr,rn the research area of visual-vestibular
i'teractions and ego rnotion, res'rves the criffbre'ces of
opinion between inf'erenti^l and direct theories of per-
ception.

2. Problems for both theories

If vecticln is generated in the laboratory, sorne perceptuul
phenornena rnay occur that are incornpatible with both
direct and in{bre'tial theory. As an exa,nple, consicler
vection createcl with an "optokinetic drurn,"^a large drurn
with vert ical black and whlte str ipes pai ' ted u' i i ,  inside
wall that can be rotated around nr, ubr"rue,. seateJ inside
on a stati'nary chair. Fclr the present purpose let us
assurne that the drum r,tates with an urrg.,lui velocitv of
60 deg/sec around. a stat io'ary obseru", *hur" t . i .rv,
head, and eyes are fixed in space (using a srn.il ,t,.tiunury
fixation point attached to the staticlnary crrnir). Let us
further ass.rne that the l ights inside the drurn are extin-
guished ( i .e.,  the clbserver sits in the clark a'cl  d.es not
know that the drurn r,tates). If we n,w suddenly switch
o' the l ights inside the d.rnr, the ,bserver wil l  ini t ial ly
perceive the drurn crlrrectlv as r'tating ancl will experi-
ence no ego rottrti<-rn. However, within a f-ew seconds an
illusory se'sation'f egcl rotatior in the chrecti.n rlrposite
to that rf the dru'r (callecl circular oectiort) grid,,ally
develops. During this periocl, ego velocity i, ;;p?;"nced
as increasing trnd the rotatio''f trre drutti 

"1rp"i* 
to slow

down. Finally, the drurn is perceivecl as J;;rl"i"ly sta_
tio'ary in space and eg. velocity dcles .ot ,L",r to i'-
crease any further. circular vec'tion is then saicl t<l be
saturated' The whole process - frorn the rnoment the
lights inside the drurn al'e switchecl cln to the saturation of'
vection -_ rnay last between 4 ancl 6 seconds, clepencling
'n the vel'city of the drurn. At very row drtrrn vei'cities,
saturated vection rnav even be irnmediate, but i' the
present exarnple, where drurn velocity is consiclerably
higher' it rnay take as long as 6 seconcls or rnore befilre
vection is cornpletely saturatecl (for'ore dettrils about the
dynamics of 'circular vection, see e.g., Dichgans & Branclt
l97B; Mergner & Becker lg90; Wirng & Frost tgTg).
_ The questi.n that raises theoreticai'problerns {br both

direct ar-rd inferential theory is: why, duri"g ,uir.ut",l
circular vection, is the drurn perceivecl u, ,tuti,r,-,ary in
spaceP Direct perception theory has a sirnple answer: .
coherent ret in. l  f low of the entire environrnent is an
invariant that nrlrrnally specifies ego rn<lti'n. whe'
picked up, this yields a percept (a'  aware'ess) ' f .egcl
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motion, not of drum motion. This reasoning poses two
problems, however. First, how could the drum initially
have been perceived as rnoving? That suggests the pres-

ence of an invariant that specifies environmental motion.
Second, this anomalous invariant seems tcl dissipate in
tirne (as drun-r rotation appears to slow down gradually)

and disappears cornpletely upon saturation, even though
the optic array and the retinal flow characteristics remain
physical ly identical.  3

Inferential theory can explain why the drurn is initially
perceived as rnoving: its moving retinal irnage generates u
substantial retinal signal, but the stationary eyes (focused

on the fixation point) generate a zero extraretinal signal.
The two signals therefore differ and the drurn is seen tcl
rnove. Hence for inferential theory the problern is that the
drurn appears to be stationary once vection is saturated.

3. An alternative model

The problerns can be solved within the frarnework of
inferential theory by reconsidering the concept of an
extraretinal signal. This signal is usually defined as encod-
ing ocular velocity and serves to determine to what extent
retinal image rnotion is an eye lnovernent artifact, The
remaining irnage rnotion then reflects real object rnoticln
in external space. However, this reasoning only holds if
tlre signal encodes eye velocity relatioe to external space,
not relative to the head. The logic of this point has been
recognized by rnany authclrs (see, e.g., Swanston et al.
l9B7; Swanston & Wade 1988, Wallach 1987) but its
conse(luences for the nature of extraretinal signals have
not lreen ful ly recognized.

Fonnally speaking, eve vel<lcity in space (V"u".,) corre-
sponds to the vectorial addition of eye velocity in the head
(V",,",.r,) and head velocity in space (Vr,..na.,). Thus, it is
here propclsed that extraretinal signals actually consist of
the vector sum of a V...,"..6 ttl]d t V1,",,.t., velocity vectclr.

Wertheirn: Motion perception

The V"'",.h vector may derive from what is known as the
"efference copy - a neural corollary to the efferent

oculornotor commands (Von Holst & Mittelstaedt 19501+ -

and the Vh"n,l., vector most likely derives from vestibular

afferents that result from head movements.
The implication of this reasoning is that during ego

motion extraretinal signals must also be generated: al-

thclugh the eyes rnay not rnove in their orbits during ego

motion, they do move in space and thus create artifactual
retinal irnage motion.5 How are these extraretinal signals
genertrted? First, they most probably derive from the
already rnentioned vestibular afferents that encode
Vh"o.l., during ego rnoticln. There must be another source,
however. The point is that in cases where the awareness of'

ego rnotion is sustained visually (vection), there are no

such vestibular afferents: their function is taken over by
the visual a{Ierents that are induced by optokinetic irnage
flow and pass through such channels as the accessory optic
pathway. These pathways are referred to here by the
general term "optokinetic pathway." Thus, it is proposed

that such particular visual afferents may also generate
(part of) an extraretinal signal. This obviously renders the
tenn "extraretinal signal" incorrect. Therefore, from here

on, the term reference signal will be used, which empha-
sizes clnly the evaluative function of the signal with re-
spect to ret inal image motion.

In sumrnary, then, the present rnodel holds that refer-

ence signals are cornpound signals, which rnay include
(any cornbination of) an efference copy, a vestibular, and a

visual cornponent. Figure I illustrates how such re{'er-

ence signtrls rnay be generatecl.
The gating rnechanism in the optokinetic pathway de-

termines what aspects of visual afferents generate vection

and thus generate or affect reference signals. The features

that make a visual stimulus (its retinal {low) optokinetic
have already been rnentioned. They suggest that the
gating mechanisrn acts as a low band-pass spatiotemporal
filter.

re t ina l p e r c e p t  o f
ob jec t  movement

or  s ta t ionar i ty
i n  s p a c e

percept  o f
se l f  -movement
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i n  s p a c e

F'igure l. !'unctional model describing the generation ofreference signals as they interelate the percepts ofego motion and object
motion in space. Thick lines reflcct the traditional inferential litcrature on object-motion perceptioD. Thin lincs rcflect the literuture
oD visual-vestibular intcrirctions and ego-motion perccptiol. Cray arrows illustrate the contribution ofthe prescnt modcl, connecting
these two bodies of literature. Notc that the refercncc signal (not thc cfcrence copy) feeds into the comparator mcchanism and
represcnts the estimate ofeyc velocity in space. The term "estirnator" has no cognitive connotation but irnplics that retinal image,
cye, and hcad velocities are not necessarily encodcd correctly but with a particular gain. The dotted lincs bctwcen the retina and thc
oculomotor mechanisrn and betwecn the estimator ofhead velocity in space and the oculomotor mechanism represent the pathways
that function t<-r generate rcflcxive eye rnovcrlcnts known as optokinetic and vestibular nystagmus (these are discussed in sect. 5.4).
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A warning should be rnade here: the adclition of a visual
cornponent to the ref'erence signal is not meant to irnply
strict linear addltivity, In fact, it is quite likely that the
interaction between retinal and vestibular a{I'erent infbr-
rnation at the level of the estirnator of head velocity in
space is nonl inear (see, e.8., Barth6l6rny et al.  l9B8;
Borah et al.  l9BB; Fletcher et al.  1990; Probst et al.  1985;
Xerri  et al.  1988).

The theoretical significance of the visual component in
the reference signal - whlch can be conceptualized in
cybernetic terrns as a kind of{bed{urward signal - is that it
implies a self-referential circularity or "strange loclp"
(Hofstadter 1980) in the perceptual systern: retinal irnage
motion may create (part of) a reference signal to deter-
mine its own perceptual interpretation. This circularity
solves the problems associated with the development and
saturation of circular vection: when the optokinetic drurn
starts rotating, the rnoving image of its stripes irnme-
diately generates a retinal signal (the eyes do not move in
the head, as they remain focused on the stationary fixation
point). But in the present exarnple (in which the drum
rotates at 60 deg/sec) vection develops only gradually,
due to the low temporal band-pass characteristics of the
gating mechanisrn in the optokinetic pathway. Flence, a
(visually induced) reference signal is not irnrnediately
present, and the drum is initially perceived (correctly) as
moving. When vection begins to build up, however, so
does the reference signal. The difference between the
(unchanged) retinal signal and this growing reference
signal thus decreases gradually. If perceived object veloc-
ity is detennined by this difference -as shown in section
5.2 - drum velocity will be seen as slowing down until
saturation is reached, that is, until the reference signal
has becorne approximately equal to the retinal signal. The
drum is then perceived as stationary in space.

The relevance of this rnodel for the discussion between
direct and inferential theories of rnotion perception is that
it provides a view that to a large extent agrees with both
these theories, that is, it creates a compatibility between
the basic presumptions of both inferential and direct
theory. On the one hand, it agrees with the rnain inferen-
tial premise that information about how the eyes rnove (in
space) is always necessary to perceive object motion or
stationarity; on the other hand, it also agrees with three
rnain assumptions of direct perception theory. First, the
percept of object motion or stationarity rnay indeed stem
exclusively from visual afferents (i.e., when reference
signals only consist of a visual component). Second, reti-
nal flow patterns may indeed specify ego motion and do
not specify rnotion of the visual environment. Third, the
gating mechanism in the optokinetic pathway (see Fig. 1)
can be viewed as the mechanism responsible for "picking

up" invariants from retinal image flow. Hence, in the light
ofthe present model, the fundarnental postulates ofdirect
and inferential theory are no longer contradictory.

In the remainder of this article it will be shown that this
also holds for the empirical database that has given rise to
the controversies between direct and inferential theory,
as well as to theoretical attempts to find a compromise
between the two approaches (i.e., theories that propose
that direct and inferential perception are not mutually
exclusive but reflect two distinct modes of perception;
such theories will be called "dual mode theories," see
sect. 5). To make this clear, I will review empirical tests of

predictions that fbllow {rorn the present rnodel but do not

follow {rclrn dual rnode theory or frorn either of the

original two rival approaches thernselves. F-irst, however,

an experimental paradigm rnust be outlined to serve as

the frarne of re{'erence in terrns of which the data obtain

their significance.

4. Experimental paradigm

hnagine a subject looking at a screen in front of his eyes.
On the screen a visual st irnulus is projected. The st irnulus
can move in both hclrizontal directions with a fixed veloc-
ity, set by the experimenter. Assut-ne also that the sub-
ject's head is fixed in space but that his eyes pursue a srnall
{ixation point sweeping horizontally (with another fixed
velocity) across the rnoving stimulus. If we synchronize
the beginning and tennination of the motions of the

stirnulus and the {ixation point, we can study the percep-

tion of stirnulus motion clr stationarity during a (pursuit)

eye lnovement - made across the stimulus - of any given

velocity. We will then use the following conventions: first,
the terrns "retinal irnage" or "retinal signal" will always be
used to refer to the irnage of tlie stimulus, not the image of
the fixation point. Second, retinal image velocity will be
defined as the velocity of the eyes in space rninus the
velocity of the stimulus in space. This rneans that the
directional sign given to the retinal irnage velocity vector
(i. e. , to the retinal signal, V,,",) will be such that in the case
of a stationary stimulus it is the sarne as the sign given to
the direction in which the eyes rnove in space (V"....,).

Thus when, in the present example, the stirnulus is
stationary, the velocity of its retinal irnage equals V",.",.,.
If the stirnulus is indeed perceived as stationary, retinal
and reference signals must be equal too. Now imagine
that we move the stimulus slightly in the same direction as
the eyes. This reduces retinal image velocity and thus de-
creases the size of the retinal signal, which then becornes
slightly srnaller than the reference signal. If we further
increase stimulus velocity, the difference between retinal
and reference signals further increases until it become
detectable within the perceptual apparatus. At that point
the threshold is reached for perceiving stirnulus rnotion
during a pursuit eye rnovernent. The retinal signal is then
exactly one just noticeable difference (JND) smaller than
the reference signal (see MacKay 1973, Wallach & Kravitz
1965; Wertheim f981). This may be expressed as:

V , . . t w : V . " f - J N D ( l )

where V."tw is retinal signal size at the threshold for
stimulus motion roith the eyes (with-threshold), and V,."sis
the magnitude of the reference signal induced by the eye
movement. Conversely, if the stimulus moves in the
direction opposite to the eyes, retinal image velocity
increases. The threshold for perceiving stimulus motion
in that direction (against-threshold) is then reached when

Vr . , tA :  V , . ' i +  JN I ) (2)

where V."tA is retinal signal size at the against-threshold.
It thus follows that
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Since retinal irnage velocity can lle calculated as V.."".." -

V,t i , , , . .  (where V,t i , , , . .  is st imulus velocity in space), this
rnay also be written as:

JND : lV't i ' "e '  -  V't i ' ' lv ' l  (4)

Hence, half the di{ference between the stirnulus veloc-

ities at the two opposite thresholds {br perceivirtg object
rnotion can be used als an operational tneasure of the
magnitude of one JND between retinal and ref'erence
s ignals .6

At the exact rnidpoint between tlie two opposite thresh-
olds - which in this article will be called the point of
subjective stationaritv (PSS) retinal image vclocity
(V..,t.p".) corresponds to V,..1' ltecause

V . . ' t .  P S S  
:

(V."r-  JND) *  (V*.r+ JND) : V,"l' (5)

Thus at the PSS retinal irnage velocity is not only propor-

tional to the retinal signal but also the concurrent refer-

ence signal. We may therefore take retinal irnage velocity

at the PSS as an operational measure of reference signal

size.
The gain of a reference signal (G'..r) is the extent to

which it registers the actual velocity of the eyes in space
(V"u".. .) .  I t  can be expressed as:

VG,..r.:tr (6)

Since V,...gwaS operationalized as V,.....pss, Gref rnay also be
expressed as:

Wertheim: Motion perception

eye velocity in space is overrepresented in the reference

signal. Hence asymrnetric thresholds indicate an under-

or overregistration of eye velocity in space in the refer-

ence signal depending on which thresh<lld is higher, that

is, on whether the PSS has shifted in the direction with or

against the eyes.

5. Empirical tests of the model and their
relevance for direct and inferential theory

5.1. Thresholds for motion perception. As rnentioned in
section 3, there have been some attempts to bridge the
gap between the direct and inferential approaches in the
form of a dual mode theor,v. This is basically the assump-
tion that there exist twcl rnodes of visual perception: a
direct rnode, in which extraretinal signals play no role and
which yields veridical percepts, and an inferential mode,
which rnakes use of extraretinal signals and may yield
illusions. For example, it is claimed that when a visual
pattern is very large and covers most or all of the visual
field, a particular mode of perception called aisual cap-
turebecornes dominant. This rnode needs no extraretinal
signals and creates veridical percepts (see, e.g., Stark &
Bridgernan 1983). Hence it can be viewed as a direct
perceptual rnode (".g.,  Mack 1978). (I t  is also possible to
view visual capture as a cognitive influence on percep-

tion, assuming that such patterns evoke a cognition of
environrnental stationarity because we know that our
envir<lnment is normally stationary.)

Dual mode theory (Mack 1978; 1986; see also Matin
1986) has developed from concepts originally formulated
by Wallach (see, e.g., Wallach 1959) to explain the phe-

nomenon of center surround induced motion (a stationary
stirnulus is seen to move when its surrounding back-
ground moves, irrespective of whether the eyes fixate the
stimulus or track the surround; e.g., Shulman 1979).
According to Wallach, there are two kinds of cues that
may generate a percept of rnotion: "object-relative" and
"subject-relative" cues (see also Shaffer & Wallach 1966).
The "object-relative cues stem frorn motion of objects
relative to each other (i. e. , frorn motion of object images
relative to each other on the retina; see Matin 1986).
These "object-relative" cues presumably overrule or sup-
press what Wallach called "subject-relative" cues, which
stem frorn object rnotion relative to the observer. Center-
surround induced rnotion is then explained as follows: the
percept of surround motion, which is "subject-relative,"

is overruled by the percept of motion that stems from the
"object-relative" cue of surround motion relative to the
center stimulus. The irnpression of rnotion, however, is
attributed to the srnaller center stirnulus, because -

according to a Gestalt-like principle called the "sta-

tionarity tendency of large stimuli" (Duncker 1929) - a
surround tends to act as a perceptual frame <lf reference
(see, e.g., Mack & Flerrnan 1978; Wallach 1959).

According to dual mode theory, "object-relative" and
"subject-relative" cues somehow force the visual system
to operate in a direct or in an inferential perceptual mode,
respectively. The dominant direct mode is always opera-
tive in normal circumstances, because objects usually
move relative to a full-field visually structured back-
ground - which implies the presence of "object-relative"

motion cues - and the Gestalt principle mentioned above

V.,'tw * V."ta------z--

\/
Grr ' t  :

' < . v e s P S S . -

Ve,yespss.s being the velocity of the eyes in space
PSS. Since ret inal image velocity equals V.,. . , . ,
stimulus velocity in space (V,,,.,.,..,). this rnay also
pressed as:

G , . " f  : 1 -  Y s t i r ' P S s s  ( 8 )
' <  y e s I ) S S . s

where VstirnpSS.s is st imulus velocity in space at the PSS.
Note that the PSS is the midpoint between two opposite
thresholds. I f  they are equal, VstimpsS.. is zero. G."pthen
equals l, which rneans that eye velocity in space is
correctly registered in the reference signal.

What would uneclual thresholds mean? Assume that
the with-threshold is higher than the against-threshold.
Vstirnpss.s then differs from zero and is in the same direc-
tion (has the sarne sign) as Ve'espss.s. According to Equa-
tion B, G..s is then smaller than 1, which rneans that the
reference signal is too small, that is, that eye velocity in
space is underregistered in the reference signal (to the
extent of I - G."r). Conversely, if the against-threshold is
higher than the with-threshold, the stirnulus moves at the
PSS in the direction opposite to VevespsS.s. G."f is then
larger than l, and G,..6 - I indicates the extent to which

(7)

at the
rninus
be ex-
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Wertheim: Motion perception

o against the eyes thresholds
o with the eyes thresholds

6 . 5 9 .8 1 3 . 1 1  6 . 1
eye velocity (deg/s)

Figure 2. Stimulus velocity at the two opposite thresholds (with and against the eyes) for perceiving motion in space of a large
stimulus pattem, duringapursuit eye movement to afixation point sweepingacross the pattem, as afunction ofeye velocity. Head is
stationan in sDace.

always attributes the impression of motion t<l the smaller
objects. The inferential mode, on the other hand, is seen
as a kind of backup systern, which uses extraretinal sig-
nals. It becomes operative if no "object-relative cues are
present (".g.,  when objects move in a total ly darkened
environrnent). This mode produces illusions because ofan
underregistration of eye velocity in the efference copy.

Dual mode theory may be criticized on the basis of the
argument that illusions of motion of the visual world often
occur in situations where they should be prevented by
capture (".g.,  when dizzy, or when gently pressing a
{inger against the eyeball). But in the present section we
will take a different approach, reviewing a number of
experiments whose results show that the logic of dual
mode theories is flawed, because the empirical criterion
for distinguishing between the two modes is question-
able.

The experiments concern predictions about thresholds
for rnotion during eye movernents. According to the new
model, the difference between the thresholds with and
against the eyes corresponds to twice the JND between
the retinal and the reference signal (Equation 4). As JNDs
increase linearly with signal size - Weber's law - the
distance between the tuso thresholds should increase lin-
early with eye oelocitg (in sTtace). Wertheim (f981) mea-
sured these thresholds {br a large stirnulus pattern (head
fixed in space) and shows this to be true (Fig. 2). The
dependency of the thresholds on eye rnovernent velocity
(rather than amplitude) implied that during pursuit eye
movements the magnitude of retinal and reference signals
corresponds to the encoded oelocity oI eye and image
movernents. T

In Figure 3 the data from the same experirnent are
plotted in terms of a relation between retinal irnage
velocity and eye velocity (in space). The dashed line in this
graph divides the vertical distance between the two
threshold lines in half. It thus represents retinal image
velocity at the rnidpoints between the two opposite
thresholds, or V.-. . , .ps5, that is, i t  gives the magnitude of
V...1 &t any eye velocity (in space), and according to
Equation 7, its slope reflects G...s.

In this particular experiment, G,"1was approximately
l, that is, eye velocity in space was encoded more or less
correctly in the reference signal. It should be noted that
in this study the stimulus pattern was present on the
screen throughout each pursuit eye movement that was
made across it. Hence, during the eye moverlents there
was always retinal flow. Therefore, the reference signal
must - apart from its efference copy component - have
contained a (relatively srnall) visual component. If the
stimulus had been very small  and had been visible only
briefly during each pursuit eye rnovement, no such visual
component would have been generated, because with

o against the eyes thresholds
o  w i th  the  eyes  th resho lds

#z
no

lst imulus
s t imu lus
perceived
as  movrng
against  the eyes

motion
percerveo

s t imu lus
perceived
as  mov ing
with the eyes

0  5  1 0  1 5  2 0
eye veloci ty  (deg/s)

Figure 3. Retinal image verkrcity at thc two opposite thresh-
olds (with ancl against the eyes) for perceiving stirntrlus rnotion
in space of a large stirnulus pattern, during a pursuit cvc
rnovement to a fixation poir-rt sweeping across ther pattern, ets a
function of eye velocity. I{ead is stationary in space.
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such stirnuli retinal afferents are too srnall and too short-
lived to pass through the optokinetic pathway (given its
low spatiotemporal band-pass gating characteristics).
Consequently, it is predicted that with small and briefly
visible stimuli the reference signal (its size and gain)

should be less than with large stimuli that rernain visible
for a longer period.

Experiments with such srnall and briefly visible stimuli
(per{onned in total darkness)have been reported by Mack
and Herman (f978). These do indeed indicate the pres-

ence of undersized reference signals (G..r < l), because
they yield high with- and low against-thresholds: at the
PSS the stirnuli always rnoved slightly in the same direc-
tion as the eyes. Since in these experiments ref'erence
signals could have consisted only clf an efference copy, this
is evidence that, during smooth pursuit eye rnovetnents,
ocular velocity in the head is underregistered in the
efference copy. In the Mack and Herman study the
asyrnmetry between the with- and against-thresholds was
quite strong. The against-threshold was often so low that
it actually became "negative," that is, when stationary, the
stimuli were still perceived as rnoving above threshold
against the eyes (to reach the against-threshold they rnust
be rnoved slightly with the eyes), This phenornenon is
known as the Filehne illusion (De Graaf & Wertheirn
lgBB; Fi lehne 1922, Mack & Hennan 1973; Wertheirn
1987). Its occurrence always irnplies a significantly under-
sized reference signal.s

The Wertheirn (l98l) study, however, does not neces-
sarily prove the existence of reference signals that include
a visuarl cornponent. Since the stirnulus was rluite large (38
x 2O d.g), the absence of a Fi lehne i l lusion could be
explained as an instance where, according to dual mode
theory, a direct rnode of perception has clccurred, visual
capture rnay have happened or the "stationarity ten-
dency" of large stirnuli rnav have counteracted the F-il-
ehne i l lusion.

To test these hypotheses against the present one, the
Wertheirn (tg8l) study was replicatecl with a large but
briefly visible stirnulus pattern flashed on the screen for
only 300 rnsec during the pursuit eye rnovetnent
(Wertheim l9B5; Wertheim & Bles 1984). Because briefly
visible stimuli, whatever their size, cannot be optokinetic
(do not pass the low ternporal band-pass gating in the
optokinetic pathway) thev cannot generate a visual corn-
ponent in the reference signal (see Fig. l) .  Hence the
Filehne illusion should reappear. But according to a visual
capture or stationarity-tendenc)i hypclthesis, no such illu-
sion should occur with such a large stirnulus. As shown in
Figure 4, however, the illusion was observed.

Nevertheless, the support for the present model is still
not definitive, because visual capture or a stationarity
tendency might need more than 300 msec to build up. To
test the rnodel against this possibility, the experiment was
repeated, but now with stirnuli varying in optokinetic
potential (Wertheim 1987). A very power{ul optokinetic
stirnulus should induce such a large visual cornponent
that reference signals r-nay beccxne oversized (G,...1> 1). In
terms clf Erluation 7, this rneans that to reach the PSS such
a pattern should be rnoved against the eyes. If the eff'ect is
strong enough, an inoerter/ Filehne illusion should be
observed (the stirnulus would, when stationary, seem tcr
move uith tbe eyes). No visual capture or stationarity-
tendency hypothesis can be ccxnpatible with such a re-
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Figure 4. Stirnulus velocity at the two opposite thresholds
(with and against the eyes) for perceiving rnotion in space of a
large stirnulus pattern, during a pursuit eye Inoverrlent to a
fixartion point sweeping across the patterr-r, as a function of eye
velocity. Ilcad is stationary in space. Uppcr panel: stirnulus
continuously visible. f,ower panel, stirnulus visible for only 300
rnsec. (Note the occurrence of the Fi lehne i l lusion.)

sult .  Various st irnulus patterns were trsed, Each consisted
of a large sinusoidal grating of a particular spatial fre-
quency. Low spatial frecluency patterns have a stronger
optokinetic potential than high spatial fiequency patterns
(Berthoz & Droulez 1982; Bonnet 1982; De Graaf et al.
f990). Hence the fonner should create a larger visual

component in the reference signal than the latter; and
with very low spatial frequencies the reference signal

might becorne oversized.
This indeed did happen: when the patterns were made

visible long enough ( l  sec) to generate a visual component
in the reference signal, the lowest spatial frequency
pattern created an inverted Filehne illusion and increas-
ing spatial frequency reduced G...s. At the highest spatial
frequency G,...s €V€il became less than I again.g It is
interesting to note that when the gratings were presented

only briefly (300 msec) during the pursuit eye movement,
the nonnal Filehne illusion was again always observed
(G..1being approximately 0.8) and spatial {requency had
no effect. This was in line with expectations because such
briefly visible stirnuli, whatever their spatial frequency
characteristics, have no optokinetic potential.

The conclusion thtrt reference signal gain can actually
be rnodulated invalidates the ernpirical basis on which the
cornpromise of dual mode theory rests. The point is that
the empirical criterion, which makes it possible to iden-
tify whether a percept is direct or inferential, depends on
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the issue of perceptual veridicality, an issue closely tied to

the idea that extiaretinal signals are always u'dersized'

The traclitional claim of direct perception theory is that

perceptual cleviations frorn reality indicate a lack of in{irr-

Lation in the optic array, t[at is, particular invariants are

"br".tt, 
incotnlilete, or have changed structurally' Such

instances clu ,-rot reflect (deficient) characteristics of tfie

;";;;;*-l picking-up rnechanistn but "irnpoverished"

uir.,oilnfurmationln the en,rirontnent, often believed to

b" 
"r. 

trrtifact of laboratory cclnditions. Ngrtnal, ecolclgi-

cally relevant percepts are tfi.ught t. be veridical. (For

,uni" discussions oi the central role of veridicality in

direct perception theory, see Gyr 1972; Lornbardo l9B7;

Ulhnan f980.)
In inferential theory, the extent to which percepts

deviate {i6m reality reflects the extent to which the gain gf

extraretinal signals deviates frorn l. Since the Mack and

Herrnan (lgTiistuclies on the Filehne illusion (see above)

it has been assumed that extraretinal sig'als have a gai'

less than l. consequently, inferential theory has always

founcl it clifficult to explain instances of really veridical

perception (see, e.g., Matin l9B2)'

Tfiese contradictory views have (implicitlv) led to the

clecision rule of dual rnode theory: if a percept is not

veridical, this shclws that it n-rust have been mediated

i'ferentially, that is, with the help of (insufficient) extra-

retinal infoirnation; and if the percept is veridical, it tnlst

have been mediated directly (for some exarnples of this

reasoning, see Bridgelnan & Graziano 1989; Mack l97B;

Matin f 9'82; Stark & bridgernan l9B3). The evidence from

the thresh<tld experiments mentioned above shows the

flaw in this argumlnt: it is the irnphcit but mistaken belief

that inferentfil perception should always be biased be-

ca'se the referJnce signal is always undersized. This is

not true. Reference signal gain is not a constant. Hence

inferential perception may or mav not be veridical. Per-

""pt"ut 
u"ri.li"ulity thus becomes a tnatter of degree and

depends on whether or not (and how rnuch) G."rdeviates

from l. The present conclusio' that reference signal gai'

is not fixed but can be rnodulated by retinal flow thus

Jestroys the criterion for distinguishing betwe.en direct

ancl inierential perceptual modes and thus invalidates its

empir ical base
t'h" pr"r"nt notion of a visual component in reference

signals provides a new explanation (without.the need for

d""l n-tode theory) of why under normal daylight circutn-

stances no illusory motion of the world occurs during an

eye rnovement: such illusions only happen if G..'1differs

significantly from l. Although efference copy-components

irireference signals are indeed too small, the reference

signals themselves usually are not: eye movement in-

duced retinal image flow generates an additional cornpen-

satory visual 
"o-.-porr.ntlthg 

compensation need not be

't 
"ry 

pr""ise: V,"s^must only be enhanced enough to make

its diheren"" *iih V,", less than one JND)' Actually, the

reason efference copies associated with pursuit eye rnove-

ments are undersized may be that if they were not

undersized, an eye lnovement induced visual component

would oversize tire reference signal, which could create

illusory motion of the world.

The present model is also able to explain center-

,,rrru.rnb induced mgtion without using the concepts gf
;ubi""t-."lative" and "subject-relative" motion: when the

stationary center stimultis is fixated with the eyes, the

moving surround induces irnage fltlw across the retinae

ancl this generates a (relativelv .srnall) reference signal'

ih" i-uge of the center stimulus, however, does not

move on the retinae and thus generates a zero retinal

signal. The center stimulus is hence perceived as tnoving

ir"r-spac". When the surround is pursued wit6 the eyes'

the illusi.n corresponcls to the FiLhne illusion: the srnall

staticlnary stirnulus seems to rnove against the eyes during

a pursuit eye rnovetnent (see sect' 5'3 for a quantitative

trlatrnent of induced rnotion)'

5.2. Velocity perception. We are now in a position to

i'vestigate sorne basic assumptions of direct perception

ln"u.y. 1.u this purpose we will begin with a closer look at

Figure 3. lnagini a horizontal line cross-secti'g this

g.iph Along this line V,-.', remains constant, which means

il"l *" al*ay, have the ,un't" retinal irnage flow charac-

teristics (i'variants): those present i' the retinal irnage

flow at the intersection between the vertical axis and the

horizontal line. When we rnove from left to right along

thls horizontal line, however' the percept varies' First the

stimulus is seen to tnove against the eyes, but t|en' with

increasing eye velocity, th" p"t""ived velocity of the

stimulus'i, ,",I.r""d until, at i certai^ eye velocity, the

ialainst-) threshold is reached. After this point the stim-

ulus is seen as stationary across a certain range of eye

velocities. At the end of ihut .uttg" the with-threshold is

reached. Now the stimulus is again perceived as- moving'

but in the other direction (with the eyes) and now its

p"t*it"a veltlcity increases with eye velocity' In tlther

i"o.dr, all percepis of motion, statio'arity, direction, a'd

u"lo"ii'.l"p""d un the rati. between retinal image veloc-

ity and eye-r"locity (in space). This means that, contrary

to the clai*t of direct perception theory, the-invariants

present in a particular instance of image flow themselves

tuul ,ro fi""d^p"r"eptual significance. In defence of direct

ferception thlory, it *iglrt be p.stulated that the invari-

ant that must be "picked .,p" to perceive object motio'

coulcl be a "highei order" one (sirnilar to the one men-

tioned in Note 2), consisting of the ratio between a nonnal

invariant pr"r"r,i in the ,elittal imlg-e- flow (V.",) and eye

velocity iiformation. But that would be contradictory to

the basic iclea of direct perception theory that the percept

of object rnotion clerives exclusively frorn retinal inf<rrma-

tion. The point is that such a "highe-r order" invariant

actually reiresents the rnain inferential principle: in addi-

tion to retinal infor'rati.n, eye lnovement information is

always necessary.
The claim thai the above-threshold perceived-velocitl'

of a visual stimulus depends on the relation between

retinal irnage velocity 
"t 

d 
"y" 

velocity (in space)is inccxn-

puait f" witil direct percepti<ln theory {br a further reason'

l"".tJr"g tcl this theory, eye movements are considered

exploratoiy information sampling activities' necessary to
;fi"k 

,-,p" in,r"riants. They do 
"ot 

(i' e' ' should not) affect

rild; of ub;""t motion' If anything, they rnight en-

tu"""ift" q.,"lity of such percepti, but they do not define

them (see, e.g. ,  Gibson 1979, P'  2f9) '

In terms of the present model, the claim that perceived

stimulus velocity?epends both on how the image moves

across th" eye, ur.d or. ho* the eyes move,(in spaSe) can be

formalized as follows: perceived stimulus velocity de-

;;"Jt on how rnuch tire retinal and reference signals
^iliff"r, 

tninus the JND between them, or
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V", t . ,  :  V, . " t . -  V, " t  -  JND (9)

where V",t., is the subjectivell, perceived velocity of the
stimulus in space dnd V."s and Vr..t the rnagnitudes of
the concurrent reference and retinal signals respectively,
The threshold is represented by the additional recpire-
ment that V".1 . remains zero as lclng as 1V.", 

- V."rl <

JND Note that when the eyes move faster across a
stirnulus, V."s and V'..., increase equally, so their differ-
ence remains the sarne; however, the JND grows (Weber's
law), reducing V".1...  Hence the present model predicts
that during (faster) pursuit eye movements we should
underestimate stimulus velocity in proportion to the
increased JND, or, stated differently, V,,"t.., should cleTtend
on e!/e mouement induced changes in the thresholds for
motion.

To test this prediction, a velocity magnitude estimation
experiment was carried out in which stimulus velocity was
judged while pursuit eye movements - of various veloc-
ities - were made across the stimulus pattern (Wertheim
& Van Gelder 1990). The results showed that when the
stimulus rnoved in the sarne direction as the eyes, V",t.,
was indeed underestirnated as much as the with-
threshold for rnotion was elevated.

When stimuli rnoved against the eyes the underestima-
tion of V",t.., was less pronounced and with high stirnulus
velocities it was even absent, One explanation is that the
high retinal irnage velocity afferents that occur in against-
the-eyes conditions may not so easily pass the low tem-
poral band-pass gating rnechanism in the optokinetic
pathway (see Fig. f). This would decrease the (visual
colnponent in the)reference signal, that is, reduce V,...sin
Equation 9. V.,t.., then increases, because the difference
between V.". and V,.,.p increases (V.". is always larger than
V."s when stimuli are perceived as moving against the
eyes - see Fig. 3). That counteracts the underestimation
effect. Another explanation could be as follows: when a
stimulus is perceived as moving in the same direction as
the eyes, V.". is always smaller than V..1 (see Fig. 3).
Hence, in Equation 9, (V..,r - V.".) is positive. As soon as
it grows larger than one JND, V",t., increases fi'om its
initial zero level. But when stirnuli are perceived as
moving against the eyes, V.". is larger than V'...s (see Fig.
3), which means that the factor (V-,r - V.".)is negative. As
long as the absolute value of the factclr (V,.,r - V."r)
remains less than one JND, V.,, t . . ,  remains zero, that is,
below threshold, but as soon as it grows larger than one

JND, the absolute value of V",, . ,  in Equation 9 becomes
larger than two JND. Thus a discontinuity rnay occur
imrnediately above the against-threshold: V".1.. does not
gradually increase from zero but jumps to a higher level,
canceling the velocity underestimation effect of the in-
creased threshold.

An effect opposite to the threshold-related under-
estimation of stirnulus velocity with stirnuli rnoving in the
same direction as the eyes should occur when the eye
movement is stopped abruptly (e.g., when the fixation
point sweeping across the stimulus pattern is suddenly
arrested). This reduces the threshold and the stimulus
should thus suddenly be perceived as accelerating, that
is, as moving faster than when the eyes were still moving.
This "acceleration illusion" was alscl reported by
Wertheim and Van Gelder (1990), who showed it to be
independent of other factors, such as the sudden change

Wertheirn: Motion perception

in V.". itself or in the relative velocity between the
(images of) the stimulus pattern and the fixation point.

The underestimation phenornenon with stirnuli that
move in the sarne direction as the eyes explains the so-
called Aubert-Fleischl phenornenon: the perceived veloc-
ity ofa stirnulus is less when it is pursued with the eyes than
when it moves - with the same speed - across stationary
eyes (Aubert 1886; 1887; Dichgans et al. 1969; 1975;
Fleischl lBB2; Gibson et al. 1957; Mack & Herman L972).
The phenorrenon also occurs in a visually "rich" environ-
ment and has been recognized as anornalous in direct
perception theory (Gibson et al. 1957), The present rnodel
explains the phenornenon as being identical to the velocity
underestirnation phenomenon during pursuit eye move-
ments: when a stirnulus is tracked visually, it moves in the
same direction as the eyes and thus its velocity is underesti-
mated. The fact that the stimulus is actually tracked with
the eyes is irrelevant (for a quantitative analysis of this
claim, see Wertheim & Van Gelder 1990).

This explanation obviates another slightly different
version of dual mode theory, one originally designed to
explain the Aubert-Fleischl phenornenon (Dichgans &
Brandt 1972). According to this version, we perceive
motion either in an "afferent mode" from irnage motion
across (stationary) eyes or in an "efferent mode" by identi-
fyi"g object motion with ocular motion, that is, during
ocular pursuit of the stirnulus (actually, the "efferent

mode" has also been considered as one of three rnodes of
visual percepti<ln - see e.g., Wallach et al. l9B2; Wallach
fgBT - the other two being related to retinal image-
rnotion cues and to object-relative motion cues). The
"efferent mode" is presumably less precise, yielding
slower velocity percepts. The rnodes have been identified
with the direct and inferential modes mentioned earlier
(Mack 1986; Mack & Herman 1972), the slower percepts
of the "efferent mode" being explained as caused by the
underregistration of eye velocity in the efference copy.

It  is interesting to note that Dichgans et al.  (1975)
reported that the Aubert-Fleischl phenornenon was less
pronounced with low than high spatial frequency stimuli.
The reason was that the perceived velocity of gratings
moving across stationary eyes was reduced with lower
spatial frequencies and this did not happen when the
gratings were pursued with the eyes (see also Diener et
al. f976). In terms of the present rnodel this is explained
as follows: when gratings rnove across stationary eyes they
generate retinal flow, which induces a reference signal
that consists only of a visual component. Low spatial
frequency gratings are rnore optokinetic than high spatial
frequency ones, however, Hence, the fonner should
induce larger reference signals than the latter, that is,
larger JNDs (Weber's law), and thus higher thresholds.
Since, as explained above, higher thresholds create
slower perceived velocities, low spatial frequency stirnuli
will appear to move more slowly across stationary eyes
than high spatial frequency stimuli. When the gratings
are tracked with the eyes spatial frequency has no effect,
because there is no irnage flow across the retinae, that is,
no visual rnodulat ion o1'reference signals.

This also explains the stationarity tendency of large
stirnuli: they are simply more optokinetic than small ones.
They accordingly have higher rnotion thresholds and their
perceived above-threshold velocities are correspondingly
reduced. Thus, there is no need to assurne that large
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stimuli tend to act as perceptual frames of reference
(Mack & Herman 1978) - an assumption that is in any case
questionable: a fratne of reference does not define its own

motion or stationarity.
Patterns moving across the retinal periphery also seem

to have more optokinetic potential than when they move

centrally (Dichgans & Brandt 1978), Thus, when a stim-

ulus moves continuously across the retinal periphery of

stationary eyes it may gradually produce quite a large

reference signal (cornposed of only a visual component).

The difference between retinal and reference signal is

hence gradually reduced, which should result in a de-

crease of perceived stimulus velocity. In some cases the

difference may even become less than one JND, causing

the stirnulus to appear stationary. Such phentlmena have

indeed been reported (Cohen 1965; Hunzelmann & Spil l -

mann 1984;  \ lacKay 1982) ,

5.3. Absolute versus relative motion perception. So far, in

referr ing to the present model, the terms "st imulus veloc-

ity," "threshold for motion," or "perceived rnotion" have

meant motion of objects relatioe to externol ,spoce (i.e.,

3-D "Newtonian" space, as defined by the horizontal

surfirce of the earth and its gravitational field). Hence-

forth, this wi l l  be termed "absolute rnotion." Now let us

consider the perception of motion of objects relatiae to

each other, which will be called "relative rnotion" (see

Kinchla, 1971, for a sirnilar use of the terms absolute and

relative motion).
Assume that the eyes sweep across two stirnuli, Sl and

52, rnoving relative to each other. According to Equation
9 (sect. 5.2), the subjectively est imated absolute velocity

of an Sl (V...tr..) equals the difference between the eye

movement induced reference signal and the retinal signal
(V.., ,r),  minus the JND:

V. . . t I . ,  :  V. . . r . -  V. . . t r  -  JND (10)

Similarly, with respect to 52 we tnay write:

V . . . t 2 . :  V . " r  -  V . . . t 2  -  JND ( l l )

The subjectively perceived velocity of Sl relative to 52
(V"rtraz) equals the difference between V..11.. and V...12...
Hence:

VestrA2 : V,.. tr . .  -  V"rt2.,  :  V."t2 - Vr"t l  -  JND\rO (12)

This means that the perceived velocity of two stirnuli

relative to each other should be independent of how the

eyes move ( i .e.,  of reference signals), depending only on

the difference between the two ass<lciated retinal irnage

velocit ies minus a noise factor. l0
Equation 12 is of course subject to the condition that

V",traz remains zrero (below threshold)whenever lV."t? 
-

V-.,,1 = JNDV2. hr terms of Weber's law this rneans that

at the threshold for relative motion between Sl and 52,

V..tl--- V''"tz : cclnstant (13)
V  t . ' t  I

This prediction was tested (Wertheim & Niessen 1986)by
measuring the threshold for relative motion between twcr
identical stirnulus patterns while subjects tracked a {ixa-
tion point sweeping (at various velocities) across ltoth
stimuli. The results (Fig. 5) confirm Equation 13.

This finding is theoretically irnportant in the debate

between direct and inferential theory. The point is that,
since retinal image velocity is always equal to the differ-
ence between eye velocity in space (V"u",...) and absolute
stimulus velocity (V,ti,,,.,), Equation 12.can be written as

Vest tA2 :  Vr t i . . l . "  -  Vs t i ,n2 . ,  -  
JNDVE (14)

Hence, not only does the percept of relative motion
between objects depend exclusively on retinal afferents
(Equation 12), but it is also always veridical, because it
corresponds to the physical description of how the objects
rnove in space - apart frorn a noise factor (Equation l4).
These conclusions agree with the basic claims of direct
perception theory, even though they follow frorn inferen-
tial reasoning; hence, with respect to relative tnotion,
there is no disagreernent whatsoever between the two
approaches. It seerns that the debate between the two
theories actually reflects a failure to distinguish between
percepts of relative motion (which are independent of
reference signals) and percepts of absolute rnotion (which

depend on reference signals). To state that both theories
concern the perception of "motion" is to invite confusion.
We should separate the concept of "rnotion" into absolute
and relative rnotion, and correspondingly distinguish be-
tween percepts of absolute and relat ive rnotion (".g..

between seeing whether a car moves on the road and
seeing whether it mclves relative to another car).

In retrclspect, this rnakes sense: inf.erential theory al-
ways concerns percepts of absolute rnotion, even if not
mentioned explicitly (as for exarnple in the literature cln
the Fi lehne i l lusion). Hence i t  refers to i l lusions caused
by properties of refcrence signals. Direct perception
theory is concerned with perception in natural "ecologi-

cally relevant" environrnents, that is, with the perception
of relative motion of objects rnoving against a visual
background. If the backgrouncl is seen as stationary in
space, the relative rnotion clf an object against the back-
ground equals its absolute motion in space. Hence all
percepts of rnotion becorne veridical. To illustrate this, let
Sl be an clbject rnoving against a visual background 52.
The subjectively perceived absolute velocity of the olrject
Sl can be expressed as:

. , ,  

V . ' r t l . ,  :  V " . t 2 . ,  -  ( V r t i , " 2 . ,  -  V s t i . r l . s  -  
J N D \ ' O )  ( 1 6 )

\  , . ' t  1 . ,  
:

(v* . i  -  v . . . t2 -  
JND) 

-  (V, t r , , ,2. ,  -  Vst i , , r r .s  -  
JNDV2) (17)

Equation 16 shows that if a background is stationary
(V,ti,,,2., : 0) and is also perceived as such (V.,rtz., : 0), the
absolute rnotion of the object, V.,,tr.s, is perceived veri-
dically (apart frorn a noise factor). Equation 17 shows that
this is true even in cases where the gain of reference
signals differs from l, if only the JND between V,..sand
V...*, is large enough to rnaintain a percept of background
stationarity. Note that this is an exarnple of a veridical
percept of absolute motion in the presence of an inap-
propriately sized reference signal (visual capture).

I{, on the clther hand, the background rnoves in space,
its estirnated absolute velocity, V"st2.s, is usually nclt erlual
to Vrt i ,r ,2., ,  (".g.,  because of a size or spatial frequency
induced stationarity tendency, or because it is perceived
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Figure 5. The difference between retinal irnage velocities of two identical stimulus patterns, Sl and S2, at the thresholds
ftrr detecting relative rnotion betwecn them, as a function of retinal image velocity of one of the two patterns.
Measurernents takcn with rnoving eyes (during ocular pursuit of a fixation point sweeping at various velocities across both
patterns) and with stationary eyes (fixation point stationary on the screen). Hcad is fixed in space.
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during an eye movement). Equation 16 shows that the
percept of absolute object motion, V",t l .s, then becomes
less veridical, that is, unequal to V.,,,',r... This provides a
quantitative description of center-surround induced mo-
tion: a stationary object (V,ti,,,I., : 0), seen against a
moving surround (V",t2.., { V,ti,',2.,), is perceived as mov-
ing in space (V",tr. ,  + O).

Note that this view of induced motion differs frorn the
one given by Wallach or dual mode theory (see sect, 5.l),
according to which the crucial element of induced motion
is the dominance of "object-relative" motion cues. Seen
from the present perspective, however, induced motion
is an illusion of absolute motion (see also Kinchla l97l).
The illusion is not that the center dot seems to move
relative to its surround (this is seen correctly), but that the
center dot seerns to move in space. This is illustrated by
the fact that we can also express induced rnotion formally
by substi tut ing (V",, . , , . ,  -  Vstirnr.s) for V... .r .  in Equation
10:

*  v , t i , , , ,  ,  
-  

JND ( l fJ )

Thus, if we fixate the stationary stimulus (Vrti,,,r.. : V.,r.,r..
: 0), it is seen to move in space with a velocity propor-
tional to the visually induced V."screated by the surround
image flow across the retinae (rninus the jND). Note that
in such circumstances the i l lusion should develop gradu-
ally, because the induction of a visr-ral reference signal is a

gradual process (actually, we should expect the duration
of this process to become shorter with slower surround
rnotion; see the discussion of the generation of vection in
sections 2 and 3) If, on the other hand, the eyes track the
surround, induced mcltion should be irnrnediate, because
V."sthen consists ofjust an efference copy component (no

irnage flow across the retinae), which is about 20Vo smaller
than V...u..s.,. V"stl.s is then proportional to (V..,r - V"u"r.r).
I f  this is larger than one JND, induced motion (the

Filehne illusion) occurs. There is indeed some ernpirical
evidence (see Reinhardt-Rutland 1992) that supports this

claim, that induced rnotion develops gradually when the

eyes fixate the stationary center stirnulus but is immediate
when the eyes fixate the rnoving surround. A related
prediction would be that no induced motion should occur
if V...f approximates V",,"... (see Equation lB), that is, if

reference signal gain is close to 1. That rnay happen if the

eye movement sweeps across the whole induced motion
display in a normally illurninated environment, generat-

ing a visual colnponent next to the efference copy.
Although relative motion between objects is not af-

fected by reference signals, it may be affected by eye
movements for another reason: eye rnovements made
across various rnoving stirnuli rnay increase retinal irnage
velocities, that is, retinal signals, This would not affect the
differences between these retinal signals, but it would
increase the JNDs between them (Weber's law). Accord-
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ing to Equation 12, this shotrld elevate tlie threshold for
relative motion of olrjects with respect to each other (see

Murphy 1978; Nakayarna l98l) and reduce perceived
relative velocities. This rnay cause a "freezing illusion":
irnagine a screen on which various stin-ruli rnove reltrtive
to each other with different but not too high velocities. An
eye rnovernent across the screen will then increase the
relative rncltion thresholds so rnuch that the display seelns
to becorne rnotionless, as if suddenly frclzen. Nakayarna
(1981) actual ly predicted that such a phenomenor] should
cause the disappearance of kinetic depth perception,
which depends on the detection of small di{l.erences in
relat ive velocity between rnany st irnul i  on a screen (e.g.,

Braunstein 1976; Wallach & O'Connell  f953).

5.4. Interfacing ego- and object-motion perception and
visual-vestibular interactions. The main {irnction of the
vestibular apparatus is to signal head rnovernents to the

brain. According to direct perception theory, this is only
confinnatory infclrrnation because the visual systern does
the same through visual kinaesthesis. No part icular inter-
action between these twcl kinds of inforrnation is postu-

lated (but see Note 2) and the visual perception of object
rnotion is thought to be independent of vestibular stirnu-
lation. As rnentioned earlier, eye and head movetnents
are viewed as exploratory infbnnation sampling activities,
which, if anything, should only irnprove perception. In

the direct perception literature there is only one excep-

tion. This is the case of overstitnulation of the vestibular

apparatus. Such overstimulation yields a percept, or
awareness, of self-motion which differs frorn that of visual

kinaesthesis: orderly percepts are disturbed and the ob-
server experiences a sense of disorientation, part of which

consists of perceiving the visual world as moving. How-

ever, since direct perception theory is rnainly concerned
with normal (ecologically relevant) perceptual conditions,
it has no forrnal model for what happens in such cases,
apart frorn the assurnption that such conditions rnake
retinal events "obtrusive" (Gibson f96B).

As shown above, the present model differs from this
view Although it agrees that percepts of relative motion
may indeed be independent of vestibular stirnulation,
this is not the case with percepts of absolute rnotion. Here
reference signals are always involved and they may in-
clude a vestibular component, The idea of a vestibularly
induced kind of efference copy was first proposed by
Sperry (f950), who called it a "corollary discharge." This
term often features in the inferential literature (see, e. g. ,

Jeannerod et al. 1979). To a certain extent the present

model agrees with this idea. The difference, however, is

that according to the present rnodel vestibular stimula-
tion does not generate an independent signal but a com-
ponent in the reference signal. This is not just a matter of
semantics, because the further assumption that re{'erence
signals rnay also include a visual component now intro-
duces a new element: it implies an interaction between
visual and vestibular information in the reference signal
(i. e, in the brain's estimate of how the eyes move in space).
As a result, the neurophysiological literature on visual-
vestibular interactions, which consists mainly of research
on ego-motion perception, now becomes relevant to the
study of the visual perception of object motion.

Although this literature is much too large to review in

the present target article, it should be mentioned that it

often includes speculat ions about possible neural sub-
strates of what we have called reference signals. For
exarnple, physical movements of the eyes in space -

irrespective of whether they are caused by eye rnove-
rnents in the head, head rnovernents, or both - have been
recognized in the output activity of cells in the vestibtrlar
nuclei (Berthoz et al.  19Bt; Cohen 1981; Fuchs & Kirn
1975; McCrea et al.  lg8l;  Yoshida et al.  1981), in the
flocculo-nodal lobe of the cerebellurn (Cohen l9B1; Lis-
berger & Fuchs 1987a; 1987b; Stone & Lisberger 1990a;

f990b) and in the vestibular cortex (Biittner & Buettner

1978; Bti t tner & Henn 19Bl). The activi ty of some of these
cells is in f'act rnodified by visual stirnulation, that is, lry
retinal irnage rnotion or optic flow (see, e. g., Nagao 1988;
Noda 1986; Waespe & I lenn l98l;  Waespe et al.  1981;
Watanabe tg84). The tirne course of this rnodulation
differs among cells, but seems to be slowest in the vestibu-
lar cortex. Hence the output activity clf cells in that area
rnight represent the neurologicarl substrate of reference
signals (see also Straube & Brandt 1987). The neural
networks of which these cells are part have largely been
charted out (e.g., Barth6l6my et al.  19BB; Berthoz &
Melvi l l  Jones 1985; Cohen & Henn lgBB; Henn et al.
1980; I to l9B2; Precht 1982; Straube & Brandt 1987;
Waespe & Henn 1979; Xerri  et al.  1987; 1988). They are
sufficiently cornplex to allow for a subsystern such as
described in Figure I (or Fig. 7 below).

To illustrate how closely object-rnotion perception is
linked with self- and ego rnotion, let us analyze the
occurrence of saturated vection, not as described earlier
for circular vection in an optokinetic drum (sect. 3) but as
it occurs in an everyday kind of situation. hnagine a train
engineer seated at the front of a train looking straight
ahead and rnaking no head rnovernents. When the train
begins to rnove, it accelerates. The vestibular apparatus,
which only reacts to accelerations, responds. Integration
of the response produces information about head velocity
in space (recognizable at the level of single cell activity -

e. g.,  Benson 1990); this, according to the present model,
is used to generate a reference signal that provides the
visual system with an estimate of how fast the eyes rnove
in space (see Fig. t). If the estimate is not too much in
error, the reference signal will be approximately equal to
the retinal signal evoked by the rnoving image of the
visual world. Since small differences are masked by the

JND, this keeps the world perceptually stable. When
the train reaches a constant velocity, the vestibular appa-
ratus becomes silent, but now vection takes over to
maintain the sensation of ego motion, that is, the decreas-
ing vestibular cornponent in the reference signal is re-
placed by a gradually growing visual one. The reference

signal thus maintains its size and the percept of a stable
world remains. Without this visual-vestibular interaction
the reference signal would decrease with the decrease of
vestibular reactivity and the world would lose its stability,
seeming to "rush" toward the observer. This illustrates an

important ecological function of the visual-vestibular in-

teraction taking place within reference signals: to inter-
face the perception of a stationary world with the percep-

tion of ego motion.
Such interactions do raise a problem for the present

model, however. It is well established that the time course

of development of a vestibular response differs from that
of an optokinetic one (see, e.g., Dichgans & Brandt 1972;
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Henn et al.  1980). Hence the development of the various
re{brence signal components is not always synchronous.
For exarnple, the vestibular apparatus reacts fast to rela-
tively high {requencv self-rnovements but it rnay take
longer before a visual component is fully grown. Another
problern is that the integration of vestibular information
into velocity infbrrnation is not perfect and depends on
the frequency range within which the vestibular system
responds (Benson 1990). Thus, i t  is unl ikely that G,."s is
continuously close to 1 during activities like running or
dancing. Nevertheless, we usually do not experience
illusory rnoticln of the visual world when engaged in such
activities. The answer is probably that the JNDs of refer-
ence signals which include a vestibular component are
very large. That would mask cluite large unwanted differ-
ences between retinal and reference signals.

To investigate this issue, Wertheirn and Bles (1984)
measured the JND of reference signals during ego mo-
tion. They rotated subjects sinusoidally (0. 05 Hz, various
amplitudes) on a rotating chair inside a totally darkened
optokinetic drum, which could be rotated independently
around the subject. The inside of the vertically striped
drum could be illurninated briefly (a00 rnsec). This was
done at the point where the subject rotated at peak
velocity. Thus the drum wall served as a (full field)
stimulus pattern that could be rnoved in space with or
against the direction of the subjects'ego rotation in space,
The two opposite thresholds for absolute motion of the
drurn wall were measured at various ego velocities, yield-
ing JNDs of 357o of ego velocity. This is similar to the
findings of Wallach (f 985), who reported that the distance
between the with- and against-thresholds for perceiving
object motion in space is very large when measured with
subjects walking alongside the stimulus. His results sug-
gest JNDs that amount to 40Vo of ego velocity.

Such large JNDs should indeed facilitate a smooth
interfacing of ego motion with percepts of environmental
stationarity. However, the price is a dramatic increase of
the perceptual thresholds for absolute object rnoti<ln
during ego motion and, because of that, a strong under-
estimation of absolute object velocity during ego motion.
Such effects are indeed well documented (Berthoz &
Droulez 1982; Btichele et al. 1980; Pavard & Berthoz
1977; Probst et al.  1980; 1984; 1986).

But the mechanism that serves the ecological function
of interfacing percepts of ego motion and environmental
stability has more drawbacks - percepts may be produced
that are exactly opposite to what they should be: a really
moving scene can erroneously be seen as stationary. This
happens when we see a moving train close to the window
of our own stationary train: the rnoving train acts as an
optokinetic stirnulus ancl creates a sensation of ego mo-
tion. It thus generates a reference signal that grows in size
until its difference with the retinal signal (encoding the
retinal image velocity of the moving train) becomes less
than one JND The moving train is then erroneously seen
as stationary in space. This is basically the same phenome-
non as the development of saturated circular vection in an
optokinetic drum.

The opposite, illusory motion of an actually stationary
scene, mav also occur. A common example is what hap-
pens after a period of extreme vestibular stimulation:
neural activity of cells in the central areas upon which the
vestibular afferents converge dies out only gradually (as

Wertheirn: Motion perception

evidenced lly a continuation of reflexive nystagrnus eye
movements, cal led "afternystagmus ; see, e.g., Henn et
tr l .  1980). Hence, a residual vestibular component re-
mains present in reference signals and oversizes thern,
causing illusions o{'environrnental rnotion. Note that this
explains the perception of environmental rnotion during
dizziness. Hence, the present rnodel differs frorn the
traditional inferential view that such percepts are caused
by an absence of efference copies during such reflexive
nystagrnus eye movements.

Sirnilar reasoning may apply to the movement after
efl'ect, MAE (when a stimulus pattern is suddenly
stopped after having moved for a while across stationary
eyes, it is perceived as rnoving slightly in the opposite
direction; the illusion may last rnany seconds, during
which the threshold for object motion in the original
direction is elevated). The rnost comrnon, but still sorle-
what controversial, explanation of MAE is in terms clf
fatigued direction selective cells (see Denton 1977; Fav-
reau 1976; Moulden 1975; Sekuler et al. 1982). The
present explanation is different: when the lights in an
clptokinetic drum are suddenly extinguished, vection de-
cays only slowly and reflexive nystagmus eye movements
continue for a while. This suggests a continuation of
central neural activity upon cessation of retinal flow
(Henn et al.  l9B0). Hence visual ly induced (components
in) reference signals may also decay gradually after retinal
flow stops. As long as they last, however, a stationary
stimulus, viewed with stationary eyes, will be seen as
moving in space (see Equation l8). The JND associated
with that residual reference signal explains the elevated
threshold for motion in the direction ofthe original retinal
flow (i.e., in the vectorial direction of the reference
signal).

These examples show that, according to the present
model, an appreciation of visual-vestibular interactions is
needed to explain phenomena in the field ofvisual object-
rnotion perception. The inverse is also true, however:
the present experimental paradigm can serve as a tool in
research on ego-motion perception and visual-vestibular
interactions. The method for measuring reference signal
magnitude (and gain) by measuring retinal image velocity
at the PSS can be used to measure the gain ofthe response
of the various parts of the equilibrium system (the semi-
circular canals, which react to angular accelerations, and
the otoliths, which respond to linear accelerations of the
head in space).

An example of such a study is the Wertheim and Bles
(1984) experiment cited earlier, in which subjects were
rotated inside an optokinetic drum. That experiment was
not only designed to measure the IND between retinal
signals and vestibularly induced reference signals; it also
attempted to measure the response of the semicircular
canals (neglecting possible kinaesthetic feedback) and its
interaction with reflexive nystagmus eye movements dur-
ing ego rotation in darkness. According to the present
model, such ego rotation should induce reference signals
that consist of the vectorial sum of V6",.1.. (the response of
the semicircular canals) and a V".,,".,.h component. The
presence of a V"r"r.6 colnponent stems from the reflexive
nystagmus eye movements that occur during stimulati<ln
of the semicircular canals (in a normally illuminated
environrnent nystagmus eye movements serve to stabilize
the visual gaze in space during ego motion, but they also
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occur in darkness). When a subject is rotated around the
vertical axis on a rotating chair, nystagrnus consists of slow
phase srnooth cornpensatory eye movernents in the direc-
tion opposite to head rotation, alternating with fhst phase
recuperating saccades in the sarne direction as head
rotation. Thus, during slow phase nystagrnus eye lnove-
ments, reference signal rnagnitude should be srnaller
than during the suppression of nystagr-nus (nystagrnus

suppression occurs when we ask the rotating subject to
fixate the eyes on a small head-stationary fixation point),
because V"".,..1, then approximates zero.

Wertheim and Bles tested this hypothesis by perforrn-
ing their drum experiment with and without the suppres-
sion of nystagmus. They showed that (at the 0.05 Hz ego-
rotation frequency used in this experirnent)

V..f  :  Vrc,t .psS : - I .07 Vh.".t . ,  -  0.72 V..y., , . I ,  -  0.74 (19)

Hence, V."s wils indeed decreased by slow phase nystag-
moid eye movements (during slow phase nystagmus eye
movements the sign of V..".,,.1, is opposite to that of V1,.,,4.,)
and increased when they were suppressed. Note that this
means that slow phase nystagmus eye movernents do in
fact generate efference copies in reference signals in
which only 72Vo of V"n.,.'..' is registered, just as in the case
of pursuit eye movernents. This finding is at variance with
the traditional view, mentioned earlier, that nystagrnoid
eye movements do not generate efference copy signals
(Howard & Templeton 1966; Johnstone & Mark 1970;
l97l;  1973; Kornhuber 1974; Leibowitz et al.  l9B2; Ray-
mond et al.  1984; but see Bedell  et al. ,  1989, and Mit-
telstaedt, 1990, fbr experimental findings and theoretical
views that agree with the present observation).

Since in this experiment subjects were rotated along
their vertical axis in total darkness, the V6"u.1 . tenn in
Equation l9 actually reflects the gain of semicircular canal
afferents (although some kinaesthetic feedback rnay also
have been present). The srnall (7Vo) overregistration of
head velocity in these afferents explains the oculogyral
illusion (when an observer is rotated in complete darkness
and nystagmus is suppressed with a head stationary fixa-
tion point, this fixaticln point, rotating with the observer,
seems to move sl ightly faster than the observer, see, e.g.,
Elsner 1971; Graybiel & Hupp 1946; Howard 1982; Ross
1974; Whiteside et al. 1965): the velocity of the fixation
point in space is overestimated because it corresponds to
the difference between a zero retinal and a slightly over-
sized reference signal.

Recently, the characteristics clf reference signals cre-
ated by linear accelerations of the head in space - the
characteristics of the otolith afferent response - have als<;
been investigated in a series of experiments at our labora-
tory (Wertheirn 1992a; 1992b; Wertheirn & Mesland 1993;
Zeppenfeldt l99f).  Here Vret.psS was rneasured with
subjects moving fbrward clr backward on a linear track sled
between two screens on which the stimulus (a checker-
board pattern) was flashed (300 msec). The subjects
looked straight ahead (a fixation point was placed several
meters in front of the endpoint of the sled's track)and thus
perceived the stirnulus patterns peripherally. The sled
moved sinusoidal ly (at 0.15 IIz and with a 109.5 crn/sec
peak velocity) and the experimental rclorn was cornpletely
dark to prevent the creation of a visual colnponent in the
reference signal (no retinal flow from the environment).
Reference signals were measured with the rnonitors

placed at various posit ions along the sled's track ( i .e.,  at
various phases of the sinusoidal sled rnotion)and the best-
fitting sinus through these data was calculated.

As can be seen in Figure 6, the results showed that this
particular ego-rnotion profile created undersized refer-
ence signals with a gain of 0.76 and a srnall phase lead of
3.8 deg (a sirni lar phase lead - of approximately 6 deg -

can be calculated on the basis of a rnathematical rnodel of
the otol i th system; see Grant & Best 1987; Marcus 1992).
If such experiments are performed with linear ego-
rnotion sinusoids of other frequencies and ampli tudes,
the {ull transfer function of the otoliths rnay become
known (again, under the assumption of neglectable kina-
esthetic feedback).

In a similar experirlent (see also Wertheirn & Mesland
f993) we measured G,...1 at the point of maxirnum sled
velocity (109.5 crn/sec)in darkness, but nowwe compared
it to a condition with the lights on in the experirnental
room. In darkness, the reference signal was again under-
sized (G..,r being 0. B), but when the lights were on,
allowing for the generation of a compensatory visual
corrlponent in the reference signal, G,...1becarne l. This
pattern of results is remarkably similar to the one dis-
cussed with relevance to the Fi lehne i l lusion (see sect.
5 .1 ) .

The same logic is used in a current research project, in
which we investigate whether the otolith response
changes after adaptation of the equilibrium system (adap-
tation is induced by rotating subjects in the gondola of a
centrifuge such that they sustain a force of 3G for pe-
riods between I and 2 hours; see Bles et al. l9B9; Ockels
et al. 1989; 1990; Wertheirn 1992a; 1993; Wertheim et al.
le8e).

The present paradigm might even prove useful in the
clinical diagnosis of vestibular deficiencies. For exarnple,
one study (Wertheirn et al. l9B5) tested the hypothesis
that resting level activity of the central vestibular system
is abnormally noisy in schizophrenia. Functionally, this
implies very noisy reference signals, that is, abnorrnally
large JNDs between retinal and reference signals, even if
no head movements are rnade. Very high thresholds for
motion were indeed observed with such patients. Find-
ings were similar with patients who were not schizo-
phrenic but had been diagnosed as having a noisy vestibu-
lar apparatus.

5.5. Conclusions. The controversies between direct and
inf'erential theories of motion perception may have origi-
nated at least in part frorn different and sometimes contra-
dictory philosophical views (Gibson 1973; l,ornbardo
fgBT). However, on the ernpirical level, rnost of the
debate sterns from the puzzling observation that the data
gathered in everyday situations often differ from those
gathered in strictly controlled laboratory conditions. The
present model provides a theoretical alternative to
the two approaches for two reasons. First, it explains the
"puzzling" difi'erences by showing that the two ap-
proaches actually reflect research on different topics:
direct perception theory is concerned with the percep-
tion clf relative rnotion and inferential theory with the
perception of absolute motion. Second, i t  describes
(quantitatively) how the two topics relate to each other.

As a result, a certain cornpatibility is created between
prernises fi-orn direct and in{'erential theories, prernises
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that have traditionally been considered contradictory.

Thus, in agreernent with direct perception theory the

perception of object motion may indeed stem exclusively

from visual afferents, and retinal flow only contains in{br-

mation about ego motion and not about tnotion of the

visual world. There is also agreelnent with the inferential

assumption that information about how the eyes move in

space is necessary for perceiving absolute object motion.

However, on other issues the model diverges frorn direct

and inferential theories. Thus, it disagrees with the direct
perception assumption that self-rnotion is .basically ex-

ploratory and only serves to upgrade perception. It also

disagrees with the assumption that to perceive absolute

motion the brain needs no estimate of how the eyes move

in space. With respect to inferential theory, the present

model replaces the concept of efference copy and corol-

lary discharge with that of a (compound) reference signal.

As it includes a visual colnponent, the comlrlon assump-

tion that it should be considered extraretinal and has a

fixed gain is also abandoned. Finally, since the present

rnodel actually describes how percepts of self-motion and

of object rnotion interface, it broadens the scope of the

study of visual object-rnotion perception to include

visual-vestibular interactions.
So far, this target article has been devoted to the

description of the rnodel and of an empirical paradigm

which can be used to cluantify its parameters and to test its

predictions. The results of these ernpirical tests appear to

support the rnodel; their theoretical irnplications are

shown to resolve most of the cttntroversies between clirect
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Figure 6. Modulation of the reference signal (clrawn line) during sinusoidal linear ego rnotion.

o

and inferential theory and seem to invalidate the theoreti-

cal rationale of dual mode theory. At the sarne time, new

explanations have been given for many well-known phe-

nomena in the field of motion perception. What retnains

now is to review theories and data that rnay point to

deficiencies of the present rnodel and directions for fur-

ther research,

6. Problems and speculations

6.1. The Post and Leibowitz model. Post and Leibowitz
(1985) have proposed a version of inferential theory that is

at odds with the present model for two reasons. First, it

assumes that a very large moving stimulus pattern always

induces vection irrespective of whether its irnage moves

across the retinae (according to the present model vection

develops only through retinal image flow); in addition,

such stimuli always cause reflexive optokinetic nystag-

mus. Second, according to Rrst and Leibowitz, efference

copies - which, for the purpose of comparing their model

with the present one, may be treated as reference signals
- are proportional not to eye velocity, but to the effort

invested in voluntary control of oculomotor activity. No

effort is invested when eye rnovements are reflexive.

Thus, optokinetic nystagmus generates no efl'erence

copies, but i ts suppression (by focusing the eyes on a

head-stationary fixation point) takes effort, and this does

evoke efference copies. With stronger optokinetic stimuli

it presurnably takes more effort to suppress optokinetic
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nystagmus. Consequently, just as in the present model,
efference copies are proportional to the force of vestibular
and optokinetic stirnulaticln. Many predictions derived
from the present rnodel therefore also follow frorn the
Post and Leibowitz rnodel.

The two rnodels can be tested against each other,
however, because they predict opposite effects when
nystagrnus is not suppressed. Consider a large stirnulus
pattern that rnoves sinusoidally in {ront of the observer,
slowly enough and with an arnplitude small enough to
maintain continuous sinusoidal slow phase optokinetic
nystagm<lid eye rnovernents without any fast phase sac-
cadic eye rnovements. According to the Post and
Leibowitz rnodel, such conditions evoke sinusoidal verc-
tion, and since there is no efference copy (the eye rnove-
ments are reflexive) and a zero retinal signal (no retinal
irnage rnotion), the pattern should be seen as stationary in
space. The present rnodel predicts the opposite: first, in
the absence of image flow across the retina no vection can
develop; second, the absence of retinal irnage rnotion
implies a zero retinal signal, but the slow phase eye
rnovements generate nonzero (eff'erence copy composed)
reference signals. Hence, the pattern should be per-
ceived as rnoving in space.

Such an experiment was recently reported (Mergner &
Becker f990). The stimulus consisted of a full-field
shadow pattern rnoving sinusoidally acrclss a semicircular
screen. Subjects fixated a srnall fixation point, which was
also projected on the screen and could rnove indepen-
dently. It rnoved synchronously with the shadow pattern,
having the same frequency but a different amplitude, that
is, a different velocity. In their experirnent, Mergner and
Becker started out with the fixation point rnoving much
more slowly than the shadow pattern, causing retinal
image motion of the pattern. In this situation, sinusoidal
vection always developed to saturation (at which point the
shadow pattern appeared as stationary in space). They
then gradually increased the velocity of the fixation point.
Vection remained. However, at a certain mornent fixation
point velocity became equal to the velocity of the pattern,
that is, it becarne part of the pattern. This is the critical
condition, because in terms of the Post and Leibowitz
model the slow phase reflexive nystagmus eye move-
ments are now completely unobstructed by any voluntary
effort to track the target. At this moment all subjects
experienced a sudden elimination of vection, perceiving
themselves as stationary and the pattern as moving in
space, whatever the duration of the trial. This supports
the present model and is contrary to the predictions of the
Post and Leibowitz rnodel.

6.2. Retinal image flow and vection. The Mergner and
Becker (1990) experiment did indeed show that vection
fails to develop in the absence of retinal slip (see also Fig.
l), but this poses a problem: in an optokinetic drum,
circular vection occurs always (i. e., also when nystagmus
is not suppressed). There may be two reasons for this.

First, if a full-field stimulus pattern is tracked with the
eyes from extrerne right to extreme left (as during the slow
phase of optokinetic nystagmus) its image does not move
across the retinae but illuminates different parts of them.
To the visual system this is perhaps also a vection-
inducing cue. Mergner and Becker used a shadow pattern
with low contrast values that mav have reduced the
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salience of this cue. We tried to test this idea with sorne
pilot measurements: with a sinusoidal ly moving optokine-
tic drurn (high contrast black and white stripes) vection
always developed, including when the stripes were
tracked with the eyes. However, one may also track the
stripes of the drum with the head (eyes stationary in the
head). The retinal image of the stripes then always illurni-
nates the sarne retinal area. It appeared that in such cases
vection did indeed fail to develop.

Second, it is possible that the repetition of brief in-
stances of irnage flow during the fast phases of norrnal
optokinetic nystagmus has the potential to induce vec-
tion. If so, the gating mechanisrn in the optokinetic
pathway could be viewed as a velocity storage mechanisrn
(Raphan et al. 1977) that can be loaded by brief repetitive
instances of irnage flow across the retinae.

Another pertinent problem is that according to section
3, an optokinetic stimulus generates (a visual component
in) reference signals because during vection the visual
system assumes that the eyes rnove in space. But if this is
so, should not vection always occur when an optokinetic
reference signal (component) is generated? Clearly this is
not always the case. For example, when pursuit eye
rnovements across a visual background generate irnage
flow across the retinae, vection usually does not occur, not
even if the background consists of a strong optokinetic
stimulus pattern (such as the one used by Wertheim,
1987, to invert the Filehne illusion). This suggests that
the cornmon pathway on which optokinetic afferents and
vestibular afferents converge branches off in two direc-
tions, one generating ego rnotion, the other (its corollary)
converging on the reference signal. Different gating
mechanisms (i .e.,  dif ferent thresholds) may then be asso-
ciated with the two branches (see Fig. 7).

6.3. A "visual efference copy"? Ehrenstein et al. (l986a;
1986b; 1987), using a briefly visible point stimulus, re-
ported that the Filehne illusion increased dramatically
with stimulus presentation tirnes beklw 300 msec, imply-
ing a very strong reduction of reference signal size (in
some cases even to zero). This poses a problem: without
its visual component, reference signal magnitude should
remain constant, as it still contains an efference copy
cornponent, encoding about 807o of eye velocity in the
head. Ehrenstein et al. measured the PSS with a forced-
choice method of constant stirnuli using only two re-
sponse alternatives (motion with or against the eyes),
excluding "no motion responses. Since with extremely
brief stimulus presentations motion perception may be-
come ambiguous or irnpossible (see, e.g., Algom &
Cohen-Raz l9B4; Bonnet l9B2; Henderson l97l; Johnson
& Leibowitz 1976), this may have caused a response bias.
We were unable to replicate Ehrenstein's finding with a
larger stimulus pattern (Wertheim & Bekkering l99l;
1992) using our standard staircase rnethod of lirnits, in
which the two opposite thresholds are measured sep-
arately, thus always allowing for "no motion responses.
Reducing presentation times to 150 msec never yielded
large Filehne illusions (G."1 rernained approximately 0. B).
However, the JND increased dramatically (suggesting
that such brief retinal afferents are quite noisy). With
presentation times below 150 msec, the JND became so
large that retinal irnage velocity at the against-the-eyes
threshold reached the upper limit for detecting image
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motion. In such cases subjects never perceive motion
against the eyes, which means that the PSS cannot be
lneasured.

In another experiment (De Graaf & Wertheirn l9B8),
however, using a very high spatial frequency stirnulus
pattern (a little cloud of dots) visible for 300 msec in the
retinal periphery, we did observe a very large Filehne
illusion, suggesting a 0.5 reference signal gain. This is
difficult to explain. One possibility is that the efference
copy is not (as traditionally assurned) a neural corollary of
the efferent command signals to the oculomotor rnuscula-
ture (Note 4) but sterns from visual afferents (i,e., from
visual kinaesthesis) that converge on the reference signal
through a fast visual pathway with high spatiotemporal
frequency band-pass gating characteristics. In the retinal
periphery such a "visual efference copy" would be smaller
than in the foveal area, because the retinal periphery is
much less sensitive to high spatial frequencies. This could
also explain the Ehrenstein effect: retinal afferents from a
single-point stimulus that is visible extremely briefly
might not generate such a "visual efference copy at all,
because they may not pass even this high spatiotemporal
frequency gate.

Anatomically, such a fast visual channel could be in-
cluded in the optokinetic pathway. There are some indica-
tions (Stone & Lisberger 1990a; 1990b) that the accessory
optic pathway contains both a low and a high spatiotem-
poral band-pass gating mechanisrns, as re{lected in the
different temporal characteristics of the simple and com-
plex spikes of floccular Purkinje cells.

Although the idea of such a fast visual channel in the
optokinetic (accessory optic) pathway is quite speculative,
the idea is attractive, because it further blurs the distinc-
tion between direct and inferential theory: a "visual effer-
ence copy would make the concept of visual kinaesthesis
compatible with inferential theory. It might also help
explain why vection can be instantaneous when an op-
tokinetic drum is very slowly set into rnotion and op-
tokinetic nystagmus is not suppressed.

On the other hand, the idea of a visual efference copy
should not be embraced too easily because it also creates a
serious problem: when a moving stimulus is properly
tracked with the eves in total darkness. there would be no
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efference cop,v, that is, no reference signal. Since there is

also (ahnost) no retinal image motion, that is, no retinal

signal, such a stimulus should be seen as stationary in

space. This is not what happens: we do see stimulus

rnotion under such conditions. This seems quite incom-
patible with the concept of a "visual efference copy.

6.4. Signal magnitude. Recently, we observed that the
Filehne illusion is age dependent (Wertheim & Bekker-
ing 1991; 1992): with very brief st imulus presentation
times (150 msec), the usual illusion occurred with normal
student subjects, but with older subjects it disappeared
and with subjects over 50 years of age it was inverted (the

correlation betweetr G."f and age was approximately 0.7;
n : 38). With longer stimulus presentations G..,6 gradu-

ally returned to approximately I for all ages. Thus, it
appeared as if reference signals, (i.e., efference copies)
grow (beyond proportion) with increasing age. A rnore
plausible explanation, however, is that when people age it
takes rnore time to register image velocity in the retinal
signal. Extremely brief stimulus presentations would
then yield undersized retinal signals. Very high retinal
image velocities are then needed to augment retinal
signals enough to make them larger than reference sig-
nals, that is, to reach the against-the-eyes thresholds.
Hence stimulus velocity at the against-the-eyes threshold
would become very high, and consequently V."1 p..
would increase, creating the irnpression of a very large
reference signal.

This illustrates a particular complexity of the present

model: in section 4, reference signal rnagnitude was

operationalized as retinal image velocity at the PSS.
However, this presupposes a proper encoding of retinal
irnage velocity in the retinal signal. If retinal signals

underregister image velocity ( i .e.,  r t  their gain is less than

1), an invertecl Filehne illusion should occur, which creates

the impression that reference signals are oversized (see

sect. 5.1). This rneans that the magnitude of retinal and

reference signals cannot be assessed absolutely, but only

relative to one another. Hence, to decide whether a

particular condition really creates an increase or decrease

in reference signal size, arguments over and above those

mentioned in section 5 tnust be considered, For exarnple,

I

I

Figure 7. Adapted functional model describing the generation ofreference signals and the interfacing ofpcrcepts ofobject and ego
motion in space (see also caption, Fig. I).
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the occurrence of a Filehne illusion with briefly visible
stimuli can only evidence undersized reference signals,
not oversized retinal signals, because briefer stirnulus
presentations are unl ikely to increase ret inal signals.

6.5. The vectorial nature of retinal and reference signals.
The present experimental paradigm is based on stimulus
motion collinear with self- or ego movements. It therefore
uses simple subtraction and addition of retinal and refer-
ence signals and of the components within re{'erence
signals. The only exception in this respect is the visual
component in reference signals, which is likely to show
nonlinear interactions with the other components. The
assu_mption that the other additivities in the present
model are linear, however, could be viewed 

", 
u rtrirrirr-,.,-

requirement, at least as long as we do not discover
evidence to the contrary. Thus, at present, the model
considers calculations concerning these components as
basically vectorial.

The somewhat more complex calculations, which en-
sue when retinal and reference signals are not collinear
(i .e.,  when the st imulus and the eyes do not move col l in-
early), have recently been described by Mateeff et al.
(1991). These could be extended to include 3-D motion in
space: since vestibular afferents encode 3-D ego rnotion,
they may induce 3-D (components in) reference signals.

Inferential theory was originally formulated to deicribe
the perception of position of stimuli in space as a function
of eye posit ion in the head (see e.g., Hehnholtz lgl0;
Matin et al. 1969; Mittelstaedt lgg0). Since velocity
relates mathematically to position, it might be possible to
extend the present model to include the subjective per-
ception of the position of stimuli in space, and perhaps
also the perception of the direction and orientation of
st imuli  in space. In addit ion, a model similar to the
present one could be developed to describe perception
during saccadic eye movements (see Note 7).

6.6. Other sensory domains. Formally, the reasoning
behind the present model applies to any perceptual
system with which object motion can be perceived. For
example, consider the tactile system: when our fingertips
move across a tactile stimulus (".g., a rough surface), its
shearing velocity across the skin is encodeJ in ur. afferent
tactile velocity signal (V,r,"). To determine its perceptual
significance, a reference signal (V..,r), 

"n"odirrg 
finger

velocity in space (Vr,,,n..), should be created. The rtiro,,i.,,
will then be felt to move in space ifthe difference between

Y."r and V.p;,, €XC€eds one JND Because of Weber's law,
the tactile thresholds for stimulus motion with ancl against
finger movements should grow wider apart when Irrg",
velocity increases, just as the two oppurit" thresholdslor
visually perceived motion grow wider apart with increas-
ing eye velocity (Fig. 2). The shearing velocity of the
stimulus across the skin at the midpoint between these
thresholds (V.,kr,.."rr) would then indicate the rnagnitucle
of the tactile reference signal, and its ratio with Vr,',*..
would express i ts gain.

- Although no such experirnents have been reported,r l
there is some evidence supportive of such a tactiie model:
tactile vibrational thresholds are elevated with increased
velocity of the skin surface in space (Angel & Malenku
1982; Coquery l97B; 1981; Coquery & Amblard lg73;
Dyhre-Poulsen 1978; Pai l lard et al.  lgTB; Rauch et al.
1985; see also MacKay 1973). I t  is interesting to note that

recent data from our lab (Bles et al. l9g4) show that skin
stirnulation may cause (illusory) sensations of ego motion.
Hence, in the tactile domain there may also exist a self-
referential (component in the) reference signal, analogous
to the visual one in the present model.

, Similar experiments can be performed in the auditory
domain by measuring thresholds for hearing the motion of
a sound source in space during self- and ego rnotion. The
present model thus provides a theoretical framework for
studying the perception of object rnotion (and sta-
tionarity) in any sensory domain, that is, in any perceptual
systern with a sensory surface that can move in space.
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N O T E S
l. In this target article the term "self-rnotion" denotes rnove-

ment of parts of the body of the observer; thc term "ego motion"
denotes whole body movement.

2. Originally, Gibson (1966, pp. 283-84) recognized that
vestibular (and somatosensory) afferents may also generate or
contribute to percepts of head or ego motion. He proposed that
such percepts derive from the covariation of visual and vestibu-
lar afferents, their correlation serving as a special kind of
invariant. In a later paper, howcver, Gibson seems to let go of
this idea, as he suggests that information about eye and head
rnovements derives from visual kinaesthesis, vestibular inforrna-
tion being confirmative only (Gibson lg68; see also Stoffregen &
Riccio f988). In fact, actual research in the tradition of direct
perception theory has taken this line of thought and confined
itself exclusively to the investigation of optic (or retinal) flow
invariants (see, e.g., Andcrsen 1990; Cutting et al. l9g2; Gibson
1979; Koenderink 1990; Koenderink & van Doorn lg87; Owen
1990; Warren 1990; Wolpert 1990).

3. One might assurne that this anomalous invariant remains
unchanged but that the percept changes. This would, however,
imply that there is no one-to-one relation between an invariant
arrd the perccpt that results when it is picked up, an implication
that also seems incornpatible with direct perception th"u.y.

4. Sorne authors have proposed that the efference copy rnay
instead stern from cornbining these corollaries with ifferent
oculomotor feedback (see, e.g., Matin 1982), or even frorn such
feedback only (e.g, Skavenski lg72). More recent views, how-
evcr, tend to agree with the original assumption of Von Holst
and Mittelstaedt (see, e.g., Mittelstaedt lgg0; Steinbach lggT).

5. Note that, although ego motion is usually treated as an
effect, that is, as a perceptual result of a particular action or
stimulation, herc it is irnplied that it also causes some other
effect.

6. Actually, when thc retinal signal is just noticeably larqer
tharr thc referenc.c signal, thc JND rnight irc sl ightly largt,r than
when the rctinal signal is j,st noticeably srnallcr. such a differ-
encc would be extrernell'srnall, however, and is unlikely to bc
reliably measurable. hr a velocity discrimination experirnent,
Sekuler (1990)determined the JND between two rnoving st irn-
ulu^s patterns (since the eyes of the obscrver were kept stationary
- they were fixed on a stationary fixation point which disap-
peared at the rnornent of stirnulus presentation - this ,nay l-rave
corresponded to the JND between a retinal signal ancl a zero
referencc signal). She did indcccl find that the JNDs for velocity
incrernents and clecrcrnents between the two stinruli wcre
eclual, but during rneasurcrnents of only speecl discrirnintrtion
(without, or with clegraded, directional motion inforrnation),
Sekuler obsc,'rved that the JND fr;r incrernents and decrements
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differed, depending on the speed on the criterion pattern. Note
that since we have defined both the retinal and the reference
signals in terms of velocity vectors, which include directional
information, the latter finding need not be contrary to the
present assurnption that the JNDs in Equations I and 2 rnay be
considered equal.

7. During saccadic eye lnovernents made across a stimulus,
the threshold for rnotion of that stirnulus increases linearly with
saccadic amplitude (Bridgeman et al. 1975). This suggests that
the present model could also apply to rnotion perception during
saccades, the dirnension defining the size of retinal and refer-
ence signals being amplitude instead of velocity.

8. Mack and Herman (1978) proposed that during the brief
rnornent when the srnall stimttlus is visible its adjacency to the
fixation point moving across the screen rnay add to the strength
ofthe Filehnc illusion. However, De Graafand Wertheim (19uu)
showed that this is not the case. Hence this factor is not included
in the present analysis.

9. There is at least one other report in which the Filehne
illusion occurred with a large stirnulus pattern that rernained
visible for a relatively long duration (Mack & Hennan 1973). It is
interesting that, just as in the present experiment, this pattern
contained very high spatial fiequency components.

10. V,."r is the same in Equations l0 and 11, because only one
eve movement is rnade. Thus its associated noise level, the

JND, is also the same in these equations. However, a difference
between two noise factors (assurning Gaussian noise) may be
estimated as the square root of their sum of squares. Hence the
noise factor in Equation 12, which represents the noise between
two retinal signals, may be estimated as JNDV2, that is, as
slightly larger than the JND between retinal and reference
signals.

11. J. Lackner and G. P. Arngott-Kwan per{ormed an Lrn-
published experiment in the Department of Psychology at
Brandeis University, Boston, similar to the one proposed here.
Although it served a different purpose and covered only a small
range of stirnulus and hand velocities, they did in fact observe a
widening of the no-motion range with faster hand rnovements.
Thcir data also suggest a slight overregistration of hand velocity
in the tactile reference siqnal.
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Analysis of information for 3-D motion
perception: The role of eye movements

George J. Andersen
an d e rs en (gt u c r ac l. u c r. ed u ; De p artm e nt of Psy c h ol o gy, U n i ve rsity of
California at Riverside, Riverside, CA 92521

The rnodel proposed by Wertheirn suggests that the usc of

extraretinal inforrnation (eyc movernents) is central in the anal-

ysis of rnotion into object- and self-motion cornponellts. Al-

though it is obvious that sorne typc of eye rnovement inforrna-

tion rnust be incorporated ir-r the analysis of rctinal tnt)tion,

several issues are particularly problcrnatic for the proposcd

rnodel .
1. Object motion, self-motion and eye movements. One of

C ommentary lWertheim: Motion perception

Wertheim's assumptions (also an assumption of other theoretical
approaches of motion perception) is that the primary perceptual
stimulus needed is retinal motion. Retinal motion includes
transformations resulting from motion of objects, motion of the
observer, and global transformations of the retinal image result-
ing from eye movements. Von Kries (1910/1962), in his notes on
the writings of Hehnholtz, and more recently McConkie and
Farber (1979), argued that an analysis of retinal motion contain-
ing transformations due to eye movements and object motion
would necessarily result in incorrect recovery of depth and 3-D
shape frorn motion parallax. The present approach addresses
this problcm by comparing a retinal and reference signal. The
accuracy of perceived object motion would depend on the
accuracy of the reference signal. Any error in this signal would
result in misperceived obiect motion. Although this may not be
a scvere problern for simple retinal transformations (e.g., hori-
zontal motion of a frontal parallel surface) it would be partic-
ularly difficult to successfully recover object motion during
complex transformations (e.g., translation in the depth of a
slanted surface).

A second limitation is the use of eye movements in analyzing
transformations rcsulting from self-motion. According to the
proposed rnodel, an OKN (optokinetic nystagmus) signal is
generated during self-motion that is used with vestibular infor-
rnation during head rotation to derive a percept of stationarity in
space. One unusual characteristic of the model is that self-
rnotion, in terms of eye rnovetnents, is determined by activation
of the vestibular system. In contrast, stationarity can be deter-
rnined by eye movements activated by either an oculomotor
mechanism (presurnably an OKN signal) or the vestibular sys-
tem. However, stationarity rcsulting from vection saturation
necessarily implies that the observer perceives self-motion.
Thus, self-motion can occur at either output in the model.

This issue aside, the accuracy of perceived stationarity would
certainly depend in part, on the accuracy of the OKN signal in
terms of magnitude and direction. The study by Brandt et al.
(f973), however, suggests that the direction of OKN can be
dissociated from the perceived direction of circular vection.
Subjects were seated in a circular vection drum and required to
fixate a grating pattern in the central visual field which moved in
the same direction or the one opposite to the motion of the
surrounding drum. They found that induced vection was always
determined by the surrounding motion, whereas OKN was
always determined by the direction of the central field stimulus.
These results indicate that OKN can be dissociated from the
perceived direction of induced circular vection (for a discussion
of this issue see Andersen f986).

A third limitation concerns the application of the model to
complex transf<rrmations of the retinal image during locomo-
tion. For the moment, assume that the proposed model does not
have the lirnitations discussed above. The proposed model is
theoretically sound if the retinal transformations involve homo-
geneous regions of velocity (e. g. , transformations resulting frorn
visual stirnulation in a circular vection drum with or without the
initiation of eye movetnents). However, it would have consider-
able difficulty with transformations resulting frorn observer
rnotion through the environment, especially if the environment
contained objects or surfaces undergoing motion independent
of the observer's motion. It is the latter complex cases, in my
opinion, that led Gibson and other researchers to propose
analyses based primarily on visual information.

2. Alternative models and formal analyses of optic flow.
Wertheim argues that direct perception assurrles that the per-
cepts derive frorn retinally conveyed information alone. Gib-
son's analysis of transforrnations of the optic array, or optic flow,
has traditionally been viewed as information not in the retinal
image but the world or environment. This unique description of
perceptual information has been a source of disagreement and
discussion by advocates of both the direct and the inferen-
tial/infonnation proccssing approach. In rny opinion, this de-
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bate is focused prirnarily on what a theorist emphasizes as
inforrnation. Specifically, the cluestion ofwhether inforrnation is
in the environrnent or in the retinal irnage can be addressecl by
considering two different classcs of rnodels. Let us first exarnine
them without regard to the sernantically loaded labels typically
associated with them. Class I moclels assurne that the informa-
tion is present in the transforming pattern of light and thus in the
environrnent. Although it is true that infonnatior-r is first avail-
able to the visual system at the retina, and thus is subject to
global transformations resulting from eye movernents, this point
is irrelevant, because the informatit)n, according to this class of
models, is in the pattem of light. Thus, although this approach
rnust acknowledge the existence of eye rnovernents, it does not
view the retinal irnage as the critical level of analysis and does
not consider it to be the appropriate description of infrrnnation.

According to class II models, on the other hand, the first stage
at which information is available to the visual system is the
retinal irnage. Hence this rnust be the first level at which
inforrnation can be analyzed. This class of models (e.g., Koen-
derink & van Doorn 1976; Longuet-Higgins & Prazdny f980)
typically involves formal rnathernatical analyses of the trans-
forming retinal irnage; but often, as a first stage of analysis, the
transformation of the retinal irnage is decoupled into translation
and rotation components. The rotational components, which
would be the result of eye rnovements, are not analyzed.
Instead, the remaining analysis is focused on the translation
components.

It is important to note that although class I and class II rnodels
use information quite differently, they can both be considered as
ernphasizing the same information - the transformations of the
optic array separate from the transformations due to eye move-
ments. It is this point that distinguishes the rnodel proposed in
the target article frorn analyses concerned with optic flow.
Wertheim's model suggests that the analysis must have as a
central component the incorporation of extraretinal information
(eye movements); the class I and II models consider eye move-
ments to be of secondary irnportance.

In summary, the issues discussed above are particularly prob-
lematic for analyses based on retinal motion. One should not
conclude, however, that eye movements are not important in
perceptual processing. At some level of analysis the visual
system probably has to use information regarding eye rnove-
ments (whether it be an efference copy signal or a rnathematical
analysis involving the decomposition of the transformation into
translational and rotational components) in analyzing transfor-
mations of the visual scene. Although information for cye move-
ments from the vestibular and extraretinal signals certainly are
important in our perception of both object and observer motion
in the 3-D world, it seems likely, given the complexity of these
transformations, that the analysis is primarily visual in nature.

A theory of the perceptual stability of the
visual world rather than of motion perception

Wolfgang Becker" and Thomas Mergnerb

"wolfgang.becker@medizin.uni-ulm.de and omergner@sun1.ruf.uni-
freiburg.de; "Sektion Neurophysiologie, Universitdt Ulm, D-89069 Ulm,
Germany and aAbEilung Neurologie, Albert-Ludwigs-U niversitiit, D-791 04
Freiburg, Germany

In his target article, Wertheirn proposes a unifying theory of
motion perception, which he feels reconciles previous theories
that have variously stressed the role of extraretinal signals and of
cues contained in the optic flow According to Wertheim, the
novel thing about this theory, illustrated by gray arrows in his
Figure l, is a link between (1) the perception of self-motion and
(2)visuo-oculomotor mechanisms of motion perception. From a
systems engineering point of view this is an almost trivial

postulate: given that the head can rnovc in space, a summation of
a visual object's retinal slip with an extraretinal signal of eyc-in-
head velocity (cfferencc copy) can only provide an indication of
olrject versus head rotation. Tb arrive at a notion of object-in-
space rotation we obviously need to know head movelnent iu
space. Such knowledge is forwarcled by the vestibular systern
cooperating with a variety of other sensory channels (r-reck
proprioceptive, optokinetic, arthrokinetic) and, last but not
least, cognitive mechanisrns (Mcrgner & Becker 1990). Al-
though this cooperation results in perfect registration of self-
motion, and hcnce of object motion, in most everyday situa-
tions, it can be rnisled in the laboratory when its fundarnental
prernise - long-terrn stability of the visual surround as a repre-
sentation of the "world" - is violated; the resulting illusions that
afilict the perception of head motion in space also distort the
perception of object rnotion, in a manner that can be predicted
from its dependence on head-in-space representation (Mergner
et al. 1992). Thus, we cannot but agree with Wertheim's basic
postulate, which is a logical consequence of the head's rnobility.
However, as we shall discuss below, this is not to say that we
agree with all of Wertheim's views.

Wcrthcirn's experimental and conceptual approach mixes up
two related yet not identical issues, (1) the perceptual stability of
the world during eye movements and (2) the perception and
cluantification of object rnotion in space. It is debatable whether
his experimental approach does not bias the study of (l), and it
appears inappropriate for (2). In fact, except for saccades (and for
some unphysiological conditions such as spontaneous
nystagmus), people do not make spontaneous eye movements
across a visual scene. Such rnovements occur only wher-r they
track a stimulus ("visual object") moving relative to the back-
ground ("scene"); in doing so, their attention is normally focused
crn the object but not the scene.

In asking his subiects (Ss) to report movernents of the back-
ground (the stimulus in his terminology) while pursuing a
moving fixation point, Wertheirn must have dissociated their
orientations of gaze and of visual attention. However, the
perceptions of self-motion, object motion, and scene motion
may depend strongly on where visual attention is directed.
Under a variety of experimental conditions we have observed
that Ss who concentrate on delivering concurrent indications of
self-rnotion and object motion in space during stimulation will
report that the sccne was stationary when questioned on their
perception of scene motion after termination of the stirnulus; in
contrast, when instructed to give t concurrenf indicatior-r of the
scene s behaviour they will perceive it as moving in space and
will change their judgments of object and ego motion so as to
restore compatibility with both the scene-in-space and object-
versus-scene perceptions (Mergner & Becker f990). Thus, if we
assurne, for lack of relevant details on experimental procedures,
that Wertheirn's Ss were instructed to watch background stabil-
ity during their eye movernents, the thresholds he reports may
underestimate those occurring in "natural" situations.

By a similar argument, in order to investigate and quantify the
perception of object motion we must, in the {irst place, focus the
perceptual inquiry on actual objects rather than on the scene.
Otherwise, given (l) that registration of self-motion is an indis-
pensable prerequisite for judging object motion in space and (2)
that scenc motion conflicts with the working hypothesis of the
movement-in-space channel (stationarity of the world), we risk
obtaining a distorted picture of object behaviour. Clearly, we do
not doubt Wertheim's experimental results, which are valuable
and consistent as such, but we insist that they be correctly
labeled: they concern the perceived motion of a visual stimulus
the eye is not tracking because it is engaged in the pursuit of
another stimulus; unless positive evidence is given, they are not
applicable to the movement of the stimulus that is being
pursued.

Wertheim realizes that the perception of self-motion depends
on a visual-vestibular interaction. Unfortunately, his description
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of the visual cornponcnt of this intcraction (the "gating mecha-
nisrn") rernains rathcr vague; except frrr some qualitative indica-
tior-rs, we nre given no estimates for its time constant, its gain, its
depcndence on stimulus characteristics, ancl the rnode of inter-
action with tlie vestibular signal.

There arc obvious reasons to ask for such details. We take it
from Wertheirn's description that with presentation times of
more than 300 rnsec the gating rnechanism begins to contribute
significantly to the reference signal suggesting a time constant of
less than I sec. Furthermore, its contribution is said to establish
a total gain of the reference channel of about unity; given an
efference copy ofO. 7-0.8'V""", one would infer a gain of0.2-0.3
for the gating mechanism. Oir the other hand, the building up of
activity in the optokinetic channel during sustained rotation of a
scene, to a level where it can no longer be distinguished from
the retinal signal, is viewed as the cause for the emergent
perception of scene stationarity and the concomitant circular
vection (CV); for this interpretation to hold, the optokinetic
contribution ought to have a gain of about unity and a time
constant considerably in excess of I sec.

Wertheim claims that the optokinetic contribution to his
reference signal explains center-surround induced motion
(Duncker illusion; Duncker 1929) and dissolves the distinction
between "subject-relative" and "object-relative" motion. If we
take this claim and Figure I at face value, the illusory perception
of object motion in space that is evoked by an optokinetic
movernent behind the stationary object should disappear if the
optokinctic contribution to the reference signal is balanced by
an cflbrence copy of opposite direction.

llowever, (unpublished) results from our laboratory strongly
suggest that this is not the case. We presented Ss with a
sinusoidal rotation of an optokinetic pattern, and with an (ini-
tially) stationary light spot in front of the moving pattern which
they wcre to fixate. Invariably this stimulation led Ss to experi-
ence an object-in-space rotation. Ss were then to move the
object, by means of a joy stick, in the opposite direction while a
constant scene-to-object motiorr was maintained (by an appro-
priate coupling of the object and scene actuators), until the
object would appear stationary. None of our Ss (N : 6)was able
to perceptually stabilize the object by this procedure although,
using a similar method, all could nullify vestibular and neck-
proprioceptive illusions of object motion (cf. Mergner et al.
f992). Ss continuously increased the physical spot excursions up
to a manifold of the retinal stimulus without major effects on
perceived object motion in space. It is interesting that during
the later course of such trials a strong CV and rnotion sickness
would develop.

These observations suggest that visual capture and object-
relative cues constitute a powerful and separate system of
object-motion perception that is (t)not accessible to oculomotor
efferent signals and may (2) contradict oculomotor and vestibu-
lar cues or (3) change their interpretation. To illustrate point (3)
we note that naive Ss who are presented with an object and a
scene that rotate together in a sinusoidal manner will veridically
perceive both object and scene as rotating in space and will
experience no CV. In contrast, when the object is moving at a
different velocity or when it is fixed in space, a CV develops, but
only secondary to the (illusory) percept of object-in-space mo-
tion evoked by the relative motion between object and scene
(Mergner & Becker 1992, p. 231).

A further argument against Wertheim's explanation of the
Duncker illusion comes from the observation that center-
surround motion also induces marked percepts of object-in-
space motion at frequencies (e.g. , L Hz) that would seem to
exceed the cut-offfrequency of his gating mechanism (again, one
would like to know its characteristics).

To explain a variety of phenomena Wertheim invokes his
hypothesis of a dead zone ("JND")affecting the reference signal
and growing in proportion to its magnitude. It is unclear,
however, whether he also envisages a JND for his retinal signal -
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if Webcr's law is invoked for the reference signal why not also for
the rertinal onei)

In the context of relative motion perception it becomes
unclear where in the topology of Figure I we are to assume the
JND. By estimating the JNp for the perception of velocity
differences to equal about V2-times the JND for perception of
rnovement in space, Wertheirn seems to suggest that the signals
V,.,rV."t r and V,...6V,.(.t2 are first subtracted from each other (the
difference then would have V2-times the noise of V,".) before
applying the dead zone, which would therefore be located after
his cornparator rnechanism. The preceding paragraphs, how-
ever, suggest that the dead zone operates on the V."ginput to
the comparator, sparing the retinal input. Also, on the basis of
Equation 12 one would conclude the constant in Equation 13 to
be of the order of JND'V?/V..,  {rr 0. la (Fig. 2 suggests a value
of 0. l'V,.... for JND); however, the value taken from Figure 5 is of
the order of 0.5.

A final cornrnent concerns the vestibular contribution to the
hypothesized reference signal. It is surprising that the vestibu-
lar registration of head velocity in space should have a gain of
rnore than unity (cf. Equation 19) at a frequency as low as 0.05
Hz. We and others havc observed clearly lower gain values (cf.
Mergner et al. 1991, p. 393; 1992, p. 659). We suspect that the
presentation of the visual scene at regular intervals and always
during the same phase of the vestibular stimulus may have
helped to establish almost the sarne notion of head-in-space
velocity as its permanent visibility would have evoked.

Finally, still in the context of visual-vestibular interaction, it is
surprising that some well-considered theories of visual-
vestibular interaction such as the conflict model of Zacharias and
Young (1981) or descriptions of basic principles of perceptual
stability of the visual world (Bischof L974) are not even men-
tioned by Wertheim.
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Frame and metrics for the reference signal

Victor l. Belopolsky
vbelopCeipras.rnsk.su; lnstitute of Psychology, Russran Academy of
Science, Moscow 129366, Russia

In the attempt to reinforce the behavioral validity of the tradi-
tional inferential theory of perception, Wertheim has reconsid-
ered the nature of the extraretinal signal. The reference signal,
instead of the extraretinal one, is assumed to encode information
about eye movement relative to external space together with
visual spatiotemporal and vestibular motion information. Al-
though this novel position appears reasonable and is capable of
explaining some contradictory experimental findings, it faces
serious problems, both old and new.

The basic assumption of the traditional inferential theory is
the egocentric, mostly oculocentric, representation of the exter-
nal world; that is, to be compatible, the metrics of both the
retinal and the hypothesized extraretinal signals must be de-
fined in visual angles. Wertheim accepts that "we see a stable
world during eye movements because retinal and extraretinal
signals are equal: the velocity of the image of the world across
the retinae equals the velocity of the eyes (sect. l, para. 1).
However, even under conditions in which the eye rotates
around a fixed center, the two signals do not operate in the same
metric.

The above claim is derived from the fact that the eye's rotation
center does not coincide with the eye's nodal point. So when the
eye rotates a certain angular distance, the corresponding shift in
the retinal image of a stationary object will actually be a fracticln
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of that angle. In terms of visual directions, the ratio could be up
to l:2. The same ratio will hold for foveal velocity during smooth
pursuit of a moving target and for the target's retinal velocity
ielative to the stationary eye. Jung (1972), who first advanced
this line of argument, used it to explain the Aubert-Flieschl
phenomenon. This can also be considered the source of the
Filehne illusion. As a consequence, we must assume that recal-
ibration of the extraretinal signal is a precondition for visual
stability during eye movements.

The discrepancy between the center of rotation and the nodal
point of the eye high-lights the role of another factor that is
usually underestirnated by the inferential theory, the target's
distance. Two targets at different distances which were previ-

ously on one visual axis lose this identity of their visual direc-
tions after an eye movement (Howard 1982, p. 278, Fig. 7.1).
This means that retinal velocity during eye movement is a
function of the target's distance. This factor could play an

important role in contradictory demonstrations of the Filehne
illusion: it is rnuch easier to experience the illusion when the
moving target and the background arc located in different planes

than when they are in the same plane.
The situation becomes rnore complicated when someone tries

to define the rnetrics of eye movement relative to external space.
Wertheim introduces the vector signal of head movement in
coordinates of 3-D "Newtonian space (sect. 5.3, para. l). It is
not difficult to show that the metrics of head rotation differ frorn
the oculomotor and retinal vector metrics even when a subject is
sitting upright and turning his head and eyes around a vertical
axis. If we also take into account translational head movements
(because the head has 6 degrees of freedom), this raises the
question of the metrics of the reference signal. We must agree
that Wertheim's Ecluation 9 is accurate only if the dimension-
alities of its terms are the same. However, V".,.. and V,., are
encoded in the metrics of the exocentric cotlrdinate system
whereas V.", is encoded in oculoccntric terms. Moreover, in
general, there is no universal transfer rule for transfbrming one
coordinate system into another: the rule depends on the relative
positions and movements of the observer and the external
objects. This point was in fact crucial for Gibson's rejection of
geometrical optics in favor of his ecological position (Gibson

1e7e).
The acceptance of a visual component of the reference signal

reflects the proved significance of visual feedforward in visual
stability processing in addition to visual feedback (e.g., Be-
lopolsky 1978; MacKay f973). Unfortunately, this claim cannot
be formalized in terms of vector algebra (see sect. 6'5, para' 1)
and leads to the redundant duplication (or triplication?) of visual
pathways in the proposed model in the target article.

According to the proposed model, the reference signal has no
sensory correlate; it is used only to cancel, completely or
partially, the retinal signal. As a result, its role is purely visual
rearrangement. The sensations of self-movement or self-
stability come through a parallel branch of the information
processing system, although the reference signal itself contains
all necessary data. The model does not provide any special
mechanism for the coordination of visual and ego movement in
space. For example, the model is rather efficient in explaining
thc t ime course of background rnotion perception (assuming

variability in V,.",- gain) but fails to explain movement of
eyelhead/body egocenters during the circular vection illusion.
It is worth noting that direct perception theory rnanages this
problem by considering the observer's body parts as the context
of the optical array (Gibson 1979).

The rnost challenging problern for both theories remains the
nature of eye or, lrore appropriately, gaze positional sensc, by
which I mean the hurnan's ability to hold, reorient, and locate
the position of attentional focus in space. Direct perception
theory does not indicate the body's landmark connected with
the gaze direction (this cannot be derived simply as the center of
the optical array). On the other hand, this sense cannot be

identified with an extraretinal or a proposed reference signal.

Two examples will illustrate this idea. First, when the stabilized
retinal image subtends a large visual angle (> 40 deg of arc), eye

move rnelts do not change its apparent spatial location, as occurs

with a smaller irnage. Espccially interesting is the fact that, in

both cases, subjccts experience their gaze as moving in space
(Belopolsky 1985; Zinchenko & Vergiles 1972). Second, when

voluntary eye movelnents are rnade as the subject examines
rneaningless texture ptrtterns through an artificially reduced (up

to 3-5 deg of arc) ccntral visual field, the visual world is

perceived as rnovable relative to tlie stationary gaze (Belopolsky

r978).
In summary, Wertheirn's target article provides a subtle

analysis of the direct versus inferential perception controversy.
However, the attempt to resolve the controversy on the basis of

inferential theory has made it too cgrnplicated and flexible to be

an effective tool for predicting perceptual experience in certain

conditions.

Biological perception of self-motion

Ronald G. Boothe
boothe@trmy.emory.edu; Departments of Psychology and Ophthalmology
and the Yerkes Regionat Primate Research Center, Emory University,
Atlanta, GA 30322

The schematic in the upper right hand corner of Figure I

i l lustrates a view of a retinal irnage in which an element moves

frorn point X to point Y. There are three ways this retinal image

movement could have come about. The first, i l lustrated in the

upper left of Figure 1, is that the head and eye retnained steady

and that an object in the environment moved from A to B. The

second, i l lustrated in the lower left, is that the object and the eye

remained steady, but that the head moved from A to B. The

third, illustratcd in the lower right, is that the object and the

head remained steady, but the eye rotated in the socket from

position A to B. Thus, the perceptual system of a biological

organism that has such an eye is confronted with an ambiguity.

How does it decide what this movement from X to Y an the

retinal irnage means in terms of what is happening in the

environment?
There are two general theories about how this perceptual

problem might be solved. Direct perception theories state that

there are lots of other elements moving in the retinal irnage at

the sarne time as this particular one wc are focusing our atten-

tion on, and that the information potentially available from all

these moving elements (the optic flow) is sufficient to disen-

tangle the various environmental sources that gave rise to these

movements in the retinal irnage. Inferential theories state that

the brain uscs extraretinal sources of infonnation to estimate

head movement (derived from vestibular system input) and eye

movement (derivcd frorn copics of rnotor efference)' When

these extraretinal sources are subtracted frorn the retinal rno-

tion, the rernainder can be interpreted as movement of objects

in the environment.
Wertheim points out that both these theories havc problems

accounting for some perceptual i l lusions that involve vection.

He offers an alternative rnodel that atternpts to solve these

problems by introducing the concept of a "reference signal. " His

alternative rnodel relies on input frorn the optokinetic system to

supplement thc extraretinal information uscd by the infercntial

theories. He cites ernpirical data obtained in laboratory settings

that support the predictions ofhis model. Therc are problerns in

generalizing Wertheim's rnodel to more general ecological con-

ditions, however, bccause the optokinetic systcln does not

provide the recluisite information except under specialized

conditions.
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Figure I (Boothe). Schernatic illustration of three environ-
mental sources of retinal motion.

I illustrate the reason for this in Figure 2. The schematic at the
top of the figure shows an eye that is viewing three large trees.
Low spatial frequencies frorn these trees form images in the
retina, illustrated in the schematic in the middle of the figure.
The left bottom schematic illustrates what happens to the retinal
image when the trees are stationary and the eye or head is
rotated. This retinal motion provides the input to the optokine-
tic system that Wertheim uses in his model to explain the
vection illusion. However, the right bottom schematic illus-
trates what happens to the retinal image when the trees and the
eyes are stationary and the head translates, as would happen in
the example Wertheim uses of a train engineer. There are three
different velocities generated here, one for each tree. Which of
these velocities is Wertheim going to plug into the optokinetic
system to help generate V,..r? It is obvious that the information
needed by Wertheim's model is not going to be provided by the
optokinetic system under general ecological conditions. This
only works for specialized conditions in the laboratory, such as
when the movements feeding into the optokinetic system are all
generated by objects that happen to be at the same distance
frorn the observer.

Mother Nature has no interest in conforming to our theories
of perception. She is only concerned with picking up infonna-
tion that has been demonstrated to be important for survival
ovcr evolutionary time. She is therefore unlikely to care
whether the infonnation available to the brain is of retinal or
extraretinal origin (a distinction that is irnportant to direct
perception theorists). On the other hand, she is not likely to be
very interested in trying to figure out the meaning of informa-
tion that would only be available in artificial laboratory environ-
ments and not in the environment in which evolution took place
(conditions that are sometimes used to test predictions of infer-
ential theories). When presented with a cornplicated set of
retinal and extrarctinal stirnulations in a laboratory environ-
rnent, a biological systern is likely to interpret the information in
tcnns of what externtrl conditions woulcl have to have been
present in the environrnent in which evolution took place in

C ommentarg I Wertheim : M otion

Figure 2 (Boothe). Schematic illustration of optokinetic stirn-
ulation produced in the ordinary environment when the eye is
rotated. but not when the head is translated.

order for that pattern of stimulation to have occurred. Given this
rationale, there is no reason we should be surprised by the fact
that when seated in a drum in a laboratory in which the retinal
stimulation is as in the lower left of Figure 2, and the efference
copy in the brain indicates that the eyes are still, and the
vestibular system input indicates that there is no acceleration,
and this pattern of stimulation continues for some time, vection
occurs. The only condition that could have occurred in the
environment in which our species evolved that would give rise
to this sustained pattern of stimulation would be if the world
were stationary and we were spinning around at a constant rate.

Extending reference signal theory
to rapid movements

Bruce Bridgemana and Jean Blouinb
a b ru ce b Gi c ats. u c sc. ed u an d ol a bo sc m (cttf rm rs 1 1 . bitn et; " D ep artm ent of
Psychology, University of California at Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA 95064
and oLaboratoire de Controle Sensorimoteur CNRS, Ddpartement de
Neuroscience, Universit6 de Provence, Marseille 13397, France

Wertheim's view of motion perception brings together a wealth
of observations and theory that have accumulated over several
decades, synthesizing them into a cornprehensive model. The
present rnodel is aimed at smooth self-motion and continuous
eyc movements. We would like to begin the process of extend-
ing the model to ballistic bodily movcments and saccadic eye
rnovernents as well, and on the sensory side to address percep-
tion of abrupt jumps of visual targets.

Reference signal thcory predicts that the relative contribution
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of retinal and extraretinal signals for motion perception is it
function of the presence or absence of relative motion cttes
during movement. In a norrnal structured visual environtnent,
retinal signals provide the dominant information processed by
the brain for perceiving the motion of a visual object. In a dark
room (i.e., when no relative motion cues are provided), how-
ever, extraretinal signals necessarily dominate. In the latter
condition, Wertheirn assumes that the reference signal for
processing space constancy emerges frorn a cornbination of
signals from different sources capable of providing an estimatc of
how the eyes lnove in spacc (e. g., efference copy of the oculomo-
tor outflow, vestibular signals).

Problcrns of infonnation pickup around saccadic eye rnove-
rnents are fundarnentally different frorn those arouncl smooth
movements because vision and velocity estimation continue
during smooth movements while both of these are interrupted
or suppressed during saccades. In an accompanying BBS target
article, Bridgeman, Van der Heijden, and Velichkovsky (this
issue) propose that quantitativc subtraction of retinal and extra-
retinal signals before and after a saccadic eye movement is not
necessary - rather, all sources of spatial information are sirnply
used during a new fixation to provide perceptual and rnotor
orientation. Nevertheless, we suggest that a richness of informa-
tion sources exists for calibrating perception and visually guided
behavior surrounding saccadic and other ballistic Inovetnents.

Recently, we have examined empirically whether signals that
do not provide information about how the eyes move in space can
nevertheless inforrn the perception of spatial position. More
specifically, in a dark room we tested whether saccadic suppres-
sion of displacement is rnodified in cornbining eye and arm
movements toward a srnall target shifted during a saccade
(Blouin et al., submitted). The arm rnovetnents were rapid and
visually open-loop. After they jabbed a pointer at the target's
position, subjects judged whether a small visual target had been
displaced during the saccade. We fcrund that the perceptual
threshold of target displacements increased when subjects re-
sponded with combined eye and arm rnovements cornparecl to a
situation with only saccadic eye rnovernents. Signals arising
from the sensorimotor arm system hence reached the spatial
processing system and increased perceptual stability of visual
world.

In this experiment, subjects corrected rnost of their arm
trajectory toward the displaced targets. Error messages about
the programmed movements (i.e. , eye and arm) therefore
reached the eye and arm motor control systems without being
perceived. Nevertheless, they served to amend the motor
responses rapidly in relation to thc new target position through
short latency secondary eye movements and online corrections
of the arm trajectory. Following the movetnents, the null error
signal issued from the sensorimotor arm system presurnably
overlapped the postsaccadic retino-oculomotor error signal at
the conscious level and a stabilized environment was perceived.
Terminal hand position error was then interpreted as being
within the range of normal endpoint dispersion associatcd with
the production of rapid arm movements rather than a change of
the environment. All these processes involve evaluation of
retinal and extraretinal signals after the completion of the
saccade and the arm movement, rather than pre- and postmove-
ment comparisons.

These results are in agreement with Wertheirn's model and
provide further evidence that space perception is not restricted
to the visual modality, especially in the absence of relative
motion cues. Rather, the results argue for a suprarnodal spatial
processing in which multiple nonvisual mechanisms are closely
involved, including those that do not provide information about
the position of the eyes in space. Specifically, this experiment
reveals that the processing and updating of spatial information
seem not only to take into account movements that change
position of the eyes in space, such as eye, head, or locomotor
movements (as emphasized in Wertheim's target article), but

also spatially goal-directcd arrm tnovements that do not affect eye
position in space.

An additional result speaks to the influcnce of extraretinal
signals on perception. Judgtnents that the target had not
jurnped were rnost frccluent when the target indeed failed to
jump, that is, perception of target displacernent during the
saccade was veridical except for the increased displacernent
threshold. This was true only whcn the eye and arrn were moved
simultaneously, even if thc arm lnovement was mechanically
interrupted just as it began. Thus an efference copy of the
corrected arrr movelnent must have inforrned thc visual system
about the extent of the target displacernent. When only the eye
rnovcd, however, judgments that the target had not jurnped

were rnost frequent when the target actually jumped slightlv in
the direction opposite the saccade. This result shows that the
arrn rnovernent did not serve rnerely to increase displacement
thresholds nonspecifically, but altered the perception of posi-
tion. The underconstancy is consistent with the finding of
Bridgernan and Stark (1991) that the cornbined gains of effer-
ence copy and oculomotor proprioception arc less than one in an
unstructured f icld.

The difference between our arrn movetnent condititln and our
no arm movernent condition is analogous to Wertheitn's tneasure
of the rnidpoint of the subthreshold range and again shows that
arm movement efference copy and proprioception contributc to
perceptual judgrnent. The details of the saccadic and the srnooth
rnovement systern are differeut, but the general principle of
cornbining rnultiple inforrnation sources seetns to be the same'

Ego- and object-motion perception: Where
does it take place?

U. Buttner and A. Straube
u7 x3 1 aaCqt s u n m ai l. I rz-m u en c hen. d bp. d e ; De p ar tm e nt of N eu rol ogy,
Ludwig-Maximilians-University, Kinikum Grosshadern, 81 377 Munich 70,
Germany

Vestibular stimulation leads to the sensation of ego (self)-
motion, whereas visual stimulation can lead to both object- and
ego-motion perception. Thus a multimodal visual and vestibular
interaction should be the neuronal basis for ego-motion percep-
tion. There is a vast literature on neuronal activity related to
visual-vestibular interaction that includes many articles refer-
ring to object and ego motion. In this comtnentary it will be
argued that despite the vast and "sufliciently complex" literature
on this topic, there is still a lack of satisfactory evidence fbr a
signal that might be related to the sensation of ego motion' In
particular, the question of a primarily cortical or subcortical
interaction is still under discussion.

The fact that neurons that respond to both visual and vestibu-
lar stimulation have been recorded in the vestibular nuclei in
the brainstem (Waespe & Henn f987) has been taken as an
indication that a reference signal for visually-induced ego mo-
tion is present in the brain. However, there are several points of
evidence against such an assumption. In particular, the follow-
ing factors must be considered:

l. Ege moaements; Vestibular and visual stimuli that induce
ego motion also lead to eye movements, that is, nystagmtrs. In
many studies, a distinction cannot be rnade whether activity
might be related to the eye or to a reference signal for ego-
motion velocity. Visually induced ego motion (vection) of con-
siderable magnitude also occurs during the suppression of
nystagmus (Botzel & Griisser f982). Under certain conditions,
slow phase nystagrnus velocity and vection, which are normally
in opposite directions, can be dissociated (Brandt et al. 1974).
No studies specifically addressing these points have been per-

fonned and hence results indicative of an ego-motion reference
signal have not been established (Buettner & Btittner 1979). It
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should be stressed that in subcortical structures highly specific
signals can also be encoded; for example, Purkinje cells (Pcs) in
the oculomotor vermis of the cerebellum have been found to
encode target velocity during head, eye, and target motion
(Suzuki & Keller 1988).

2. Location; Neuronal correlates of a reference signal for ego
motion should be expected specifically in cortical structures
rather than in the brainstem. In recent years, many vcstibular
cortical areas have been delineated (Guldin et al. 1992): the
parieto-insular vestibular cortex (PIVC), area 3aV, area 2v, and
parietoternporal association area T3. In most of these areas
neuronal evidence for visual-vestibular interaction has also been
found (Biittner & Buettner 1978, Biittner & Henn 1981; Griisser
et al. 1990a; 1990b). For most of these areas, however, a specific
functional role has not been established, particularly in relation
to a reference signal for ego motion. They are probably not
primarly involved in the generation of vestibular system-related
eye movernents. Some might be involved in the vestibular and
visual control of posture, and others might encode motion;
however, there are no results indicating a specific relation to the
encoding of vection.

Another important but unanswered question concerns where
the convergence of vestibular and visual signals relevant for
vection takes place. It has been postulated that visual-vestibular
signals from the vestibular nuclei are transferred to cortical
areas via thalamic nuclei. However, only very sparse projections
from the vestibular nuclei to the thalamus have been found
(Lang et al. 1979). At present, it appears likely that visual signals
relevant to vection originate in cortical areas and converge at the
cortical level with vestibular signals (Straube dr Brandt f987). As
one would expect from these concepts, visually induced ego-
motion sensation is lost in patients with parieto-temporal lesions
when visual stimulation is restricted to the ipsilateral visual
cortex (Straube & Brandt 1987).

As mentioned above, it is not quite clear by which routes the
vestibular signals enter the cortex. Descending pathways from
cortical vestibular areas to the vestibular nuclei have been
recently demonstrated (Guldin et al. f992). These pathways
might be involved in the cortical control of posture, but their
relation to vection is unknown.

3. Temporal and physical aspects; To demonstrate a ncuronal
signal encoding vection, it is also important to consider temporal
aspects of vection. Vestibular neurons carry a signal related to
the velocity-storage mechanism during optokinetic stimulation
(Cohen et al. 1977; Waespe & Henn 1987). Such signals have not
been encountered in cortical vestibular areas (Btittner & Henn
l98l; Griisser et al. 1990a; 1990b). Velocity-storage signals can
be best related to eye movement parameters rather than to
vection. They usually have a buildup of several seconds,
whereas under certain stimulus conditions ego-motion sensa-
tion can have latencies of less than I second (Straube et al. 1990).
It has also been shown that visually induced ego-motion percep-
tion depends on stereo-optical perceived depth (Wist et al.
1975). Such stereo-optical visual responses are found only in the
visual cortex.

Recently, attempts have been made to train monkeys to signal
a distinction between visually induced ego and object motion
(Mergner, personal communication). With these experiments it
appears feasible to record neuronal activity which can be related
either to ego or object motion. Thus, at present, the challenge is
to provide neurophysiological evidence for the theories and
concepts as shown in Wertheim's Figure 7. Until then, the
present neurophysiological data cannot be taken to support of
any of the theories related to vection.

C ommentarg lWertheim: Motion perception

Sensor fusion in motion perception

David Coombs
d avi d.coom bsQi ni st.gov ; Robof Sysfe m s Divi sion, N ation al I nstitute of
Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD 20899

A goal of robotics is to discover principles that enable systems to
behave robustly in complex domains, and animals offer rich
examples of such systems to study. Wertheim's theory elegantly
unifies empirical data and existing theories. It is satisfying to see
the theory grounded in the neurophysiological structures that
have so far been irnplicated, since implementation feasibility is
irnportant. Nevertheless, speculation on additional cues to mo-
tion perception might be reasonable. Vision is the primary cue
to perceiving motion of objects, but there are several possible
clues to ego motion (motor efference from eye, neck, and body,
vestibular and otolith afference, oculomotor kinesthesis, visual
afference, and expectations) and these may influence the per-
ception of motion in general if they help inform ego-rnotion
estirnation. Ideally, a robot would perceive motion and behave
appropriately. The system would attempt to assimilate sensory
data from several modalities to estimate the motion of the
creature itself, and of nearby objects. Human motion percep-
tion can be considered from this viewpoint.

Suppose that one drives a car over a bumpy road. The largest
visual flows indicate forward translation, yet the vestibular and
otolith systems do not. They indicate accelerations of the head
with respect to a coordinate system (CS) that is a low-pass
filtered (smoothed) version of the (bouncing) car CS, since the
subject has reached a steady velclcity and is no longer accelerat-
ing. There are three possibilities. The vestibular and otolith
signals fully describe the subject's motion and a large segrnent of
the world is moving rapidly past the subject; or there is a steady
state component of the subject's motion to which the vestibular
and otolith organs no longer respond; or both the subject and the
scene are moving with respect to the world. How does the
system choose a combination of ego motion and object motion
that accounts for the observations?

Two obvious policies are to take the most likely interpretation
based on experience, and to make the most conservative judg-
ment with respect to the creature's safety. The creature must
presume that it can influence its motion, so it might as well
attribute perceived coherent large-field motion to ego motion
and behave accordingly. If it cannot control the relative motion,
its response will be irrelevant, but if it can, it might avoid
colliding with trees, for instance. It might be argued, then, that
the safe interpretation is to attribute the recent history of
sensory cues to ego motion.

A crucial elernent of Wertheim's model is the incorporation of
the sensory data histories and the resulting interactions. The
temporal characteristics of each cue might be considered. What
determines the spatiotemporal properties of the optokinetic
signal that contributes to perception of ego motion? Certainly
the range of image flows that can be used is limited by the range
that can be perceived, but is use of the data further limited? It
has been noted (Howard 1982) that the sense of vection approx-
imately follows the time course of the decay of the vestibular
system's response to constant rotation of the body. These spa-
tiotemporal response characteristics of complementary signals
such as vestibular data might be natural for limiting the use of
visual signals to charge up the eye ego-motion reference signal.
Suppose that image flows corresponding to ego motions below
the sensitivity of the vestibular system contribute to the refer-
ence signal immediately and faster flows contribute to the
reference signal only after the vestibular systern could be ex-
pected to fall silent. Then vection would be induced imme-
diately at accelerations below the sensitivity of the vestibular
system. Vection would result later for larger accelerations only
after the history of conflicting vestibular data is sufficiently old
that the subject n-ray have been slowly accelerated, undetected
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by the vestibular systern. Thus, motion would be attributed to
both the subject and the scene until enough time has passed so
that the subject's motion alone could account for the visual
motion.

Consider the extinction of vection in an ordinary situation.
Suppose onc is sitting in a train and an adjacent train begins to
move, inducing vection. When one looks up and sees that
another train (and not one's own) is moving, the vection is

extinguished. What factors could have extinguished vection? It
could not have been vestibular sensations resulting from looking
up, or they would also suppress the veridical perception of ego
motion when one's train does begin to move. Again, there are
three cases. The other train moves, one's own train moves, and
both trains coincidentally begin to move at the same time' When
one looks out the window one can presumably determine
whether either or both of the trains are movirrg against the
ground and trees. (It might be interesting to know whether
there is a difference in the reaction times to extinguish vection
and to confirm veridical ego motion.)This example suggests that
some sensory fusion occurs at a high level even if it is not
necessarily required for behavioral responses. It further con-
firms that in ordinary behavior, the creature may actively seek
out additional information to assess the situation. There is a
related question I would like to consider. When a person
experiences vection in a parked car, a common reaction seems to
be stomping on the brake pedal before looking up to determine
whether the car is in fact rolling. Does a train passenger ever
stab at an imaginary brake pedal at the onset of vection? If not,
then this suggests that low-level "reflexive" reactions to ego-
motion perception are influenced by hlgh-level contextual ex-
pectations. It may be impossible to decouple models of motion
perception from models of behavior and expectation; it seetns
likely that higher-level models will be necessary to predict many
observed behaviors.

Direct perception theory needs to
include computational reasoning, not
extrareti nal i nformation

Niels da Vitoria Lobo
niels@t bohr.cs.ucf .edu; Department of Computer Science, U niversity of
Central Florida, Orlando, FL 32816

I will argue two points. The first is that neither direct perception
theory nor Wertheirn's theory needs extraretinal (oculomotor)

information to achieve the explanatory power desired. Second,
both theories need a stronger role for inferential reasoning,
along the lines of the target theory's comparator mechanism.

[See also Ullman: "Against Direct Perception" BBS 3(3) 1980.]
Examine Wertheim's functional model (outlined in his Fig. l).

The main disagreement I raise concerns how it is that eye
velocity becomes known (to generate the reference signal); I will

argue that retinal motion information sufiices for the task. If one

considers the model in Figure I minus the efference copy
pathway from the oculornotor mechanism, then, with one ex-
ception, all of the clairned new explanatory power still holds.
The exception appears to be the argument presented at the
beginning of section 5.2 regarding a horizontal line through
Figure 3. It would seem that this argument about the results in
Figure 3 necessitates oculomotor input. This is deceptive.
Examine carefully the conditions under which the experiments
pertaining to Figure 3 were perfonned. They (and others with
iimila. findings) took place in front of screens with visible

borders. Hence, when nonzero eye velocity is used, border
effects allow the computation of eye velocity from purelu retinal
image flow information. The claim that retinal velocity (of the
stimulus)is kept constant (when considering the horizontal line
through Fig. 3) is accordingly true only for a portion of the

retinal array. Invariants present in retinal flow do not stay the

same when moving across the horizontal line of Figure 3.

There is computational evidence that retinal flow does suffice

for obtaining ego motion of the eyes (which can generate the

reference signal needed for the comparator mechanism). Novel

methods for computing ego motion and alternatives to the target

theory's 
"u-p"titor 

mechanism for detecting (independent)

objeci motion from purely retinal flow have been presented

recently (da Vitoria Lobo 1992; da Vitoria Lobo & Tsotsos 199f ).

ISee also Tsotsos: "Analyzing Vision at the Complexity Level"

BBS l3(3) 1990.1 The key idea behind the alternatives to the

comparator mechanism can be expressed as follow: the argu-

,o"r,1, are made at the level of description of three-dimensional
motion. For a purely translating eye, any retinal flow (at a point

in the image) with a component perpendicular to a radial line

from the FOE (focus of expansion) must be due to independent

object motion. For an eye that translates and rotates sirnul-

taneously, a three-point computation that cancels rotation suf-

fices to detect independent motion. The computation of ego

motion by this approach ofcancelling rotation is similarly simple

and efficient. The only departure from direct perception theory

in that work is that the notion of computation (and hence

representation) is needed, something that die-hard direct per-

ccption proponents appear to deny.
ih" r""ut d point of this commentary is related to the above'

The target article seems to be right in suggesting that the

stationaiity tendency of large stimuli arises from their large

optokinetic potential. The problem with relying on this- as the

cornplete story is that other phenomena will not be explained.
Consider, for example, the explanation offered fur the moving
train experience: the window containing the moving train acts as

the optokinetic stimulus for experiencing ego motion. First, one
can observe that one does not typically experience ego tnotiott

every time one sits in front of a tnovie screen (even though its

field of view is at least as large as that of a moving train). Second,
one can experience cgo motion when peering out the small

window of a stationary docked airplane if the adjacent plane

begins to move. Both these observations seem to suggest the use

of expectatign as a factor in deciding the final interpretation of

retinal input data, the final interpretation being one that satis{ies
the most factors and wins out among competing interpretations
(hypotheses). It appears that cornputational inferential reason-
ing is necessary to achieve this.

Ambiguities in mathematically modelling the
dynamics of motion perception

Robert A. M. Gregson
rag 6 5 5 (Q c sc g p o. an u. ed u. au ; D e p artm e nt of Psy c hol ogy, Au str al i an
National University, Canberra ACT 0200, Australia

This is a valuable review of experirnents whose ingenuity is
impressive. It is always a pleasure to read carefully described
results which irrevocably undennine simplistic theories of per-
ception; without such restrlts the exercise of constructing rnathe-
matical rnodels can become vacuous.

Wertheim's covcrage of rnotion perception, which interlocks
in ways we do not fully understand with the perception of space
(Dzhafarov 1992), advances analyses at two levels; vector surn-
mation of velocities and flow diagrams. It is purely with his use of
mathematics that I seek clarification. I have no oltjections to his
use of deterministic as opposccl to stochastic algebra, but rny
first difiiculty arises in his Ecluations (f 7)and (f8)in section 5.3'
Let us rearrange (17) to read

V . " r l . , : V r , , . S -  V r . t 2  -  
Y r t i , t r 2 . s  *  V " t i " , l "  +  ' 4 1 4 1 ! l D  [ t 7 A l

There is a problern herc in that a JND is traditiontrlly ir.rter-
preted (as Wertheirn does in the last paragraph of sect. 5.2) as a
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minimurn sort of quantal jump which is modulo I (that is, it can
only take integer values), so a quantity less than unity is by
definition zero. Perhaps Wertheim is not using JND in that
sense here, but as some second-order discontinuity in the
system.  Now (17)- (18)  g ivcs

Vr.tz I V.stint2.s -- V,,r,.'^.., + {2JNI)
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to stability. As the exercise stands at present, it is not a mathe-
matical model, but it lists some properties a model lying be-
twcen physiology and psychophysics would have to reproduce.

Computational aspects of motion perception
during self-motion

Itzhak Hadani and Bela Julesz
had ani (a g an d alf .rutge rs.ed u ; De partment of Psychology an d Laboratory of
Vislon Fesearch, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Wertheirn has made two significant contributions to the field of
space perception. First, he has diagnosed some theoretical
difficulties in both inferential and direct perception approaches
that try to explain the phenornena of visual stability, object
motion, and self-motion. Second, he has advanced a theoretical
rnodel that assurnes the existence of a reference signal which
gets inputs from visual, ocular, and vestibular outputs. The rnain
problem with this rnodel is that it is physically unsubstantiated
and can serve only as a qualitative framework. This is mainly
because the perception of visual stability, ego motion, and
object's motion cannot be accounted for kinematically without
considering ego distance and structure of visual objects; these
elements are missing in the rnodel.

To sce the problern of what is required from a moving
observer in order to perceive real rnotion of objects in space, let
us turn to the simpler case of perceiving static objects as static.
To obtain visual stability of objects, one needs to stabilize the
retinal image against eye movements in space. We distinguish
between two cases: (a) Stabilization is carried out solely on the
basis of retinal information, as assumed by the direct perception
theory. In computational vision this capacity is called passiae
naaigotion (Bruss & Horn f983). (b) Stabilization is carried out
with the aid of extraretinal signals, which we call actiae naaiga-
tion. Wertheim correctly concludes that both types of navigation
play a role in space perception. It is clear, however, that
extraretinal signals are insufficient to account for the static
appearance ofobjects because they are inaccurate (due to noise
in the ocular control mechanism) or partially missing (due to
insensitivity of the vestibular organ to linear motion).

We therefore restrict our arguments to passive navigation.
Several approaches have been used to address the issue; the
discrete approach, the differential approach, and the least
square approach. Works in all categories show that the optical
flow depends upon the six motion parameters of the eye, on the
(ego)distance, and on the 3-D structure of the objects (as
compared to the single angular velocity vector considered by
Wertheim). Works in the discrete and differential approaches
are also characterized by analyzing the rninimum conditions
under which an ideal observer can solve the navigation problem.
These minimal conditions are given in terms of the number of
points and views required to extract the six movement parame-
ters of the eye and the distance (or structure) of objects'points.
The most rigorous solution was advanced by Tsai and Huang
(1985). They show that seven points and two views are required
to recover uniquely the distance and the motion pararneters, but
this solution is only good up to a scalar in the translation vector.
The consensus in cornputational vision is hence that the problem
of passivc navigation in a static environment has no unique
solution but a solution up to an arbitrary affine transformation
(Koenderink & van Doorn f99f). This is called the"indetermi-
nate scale problem" and has direct implications for visual per-
ception in general and Wertheim's model in particular, because
it means that a visual system cannot uniquely recover the
reference signal from the optical flow even when the scene is
static.

It is clear that the problem of passive navigation becomes
more cornplicated mathernatically and less determinate when

[ 178 ]

But if we do rearrange to get [178], how do we interpret this? Is

t lrere a constant dif ference bctween V,., , , . . , . . ,  and thc l .h.s. of

If 78], or is this a vector sum ecluation in which the resultant of
the l. h. s. always predicts V .,,.,.,,with a fixed (vectorial) disparity,
which Wertheim calls a noise factor in his discussir-rn of (12) in
section 5.3P Equation Il7B] is as I have written it; if I can in his
algebra add JNDs linearly and not vectorially, then I can take
.414 JND to be zero and get

v."tz I v"fi,,2." : V",r,,"." + /A/D [l7C]

If I cannot take (17) and (18) as simultaneous equations, then this
is an interesting algebra, but there seem to be implicit rules in
the rnanipulation of the equations which need spelling out,
perhaps as some sort of axiom.

I accept that the kinetics of visual motion involves cyes
movement, object movernent, and perceived motion, but I find
ambiguities in how to represent the system's properties alge-
braically. I find more interesting Wertheim's observations that
the process of moving into dynamic equilibrium in motion
perception is not instantaneous (of course, in a biological system
it would be amazing if it were); the vector equations are thus
representations of the outcorne of a process, and not a process
description in themselves. Delays are sometimes sufficient in
themselves to introduce nonlinearities in systern dynamics,
which may be what Wertheirn is trying to capture by adding in

JNDs. I should have thought that the appropriate algebra to
describe processes which can be destabilised and can restabilise
themselves under continuous input, was delay-differential
equations. Let us consider the status of Wertheirn's Figure 7 (in
sect. 6.2), where he gives a lines-and-boxes description of the
system. This isn't a mathematical rnodel; it tells us what a system
might do lf it existed. I counted 14 functional links between
boxes, some of which contain scalars (velocities) some estimates
of scalars, and others mechanisms or subsystems which are
probably already known to be nonlinear. To test this theory, I
would ideally want to simulate Figure 7 on a computer, and to do
that I need the 14 delay-differential equations of the links
between boxes, plus three inputs, to get two outputs, taking the
mechanism boxes as given a priori. Some of the boxes (the
velocities) can be coalesced with their input-output links, thus
reducing the order of the system. 

'fhere are no feedback loops in
Figure 7 (unless they are within the "mechanism" boxes), so if
the system can become stable, it has to be interpreted as
embedded in a larger system with feedback through "will,"
"image," and "percepts." Whether one can defensibly represent
such things as "will" by scalars is by no means certain. If Figure 7
is completely open-loop (admittedly with step functions in sorne
places) it could be reduced to one equivalent equation with
discontinuities allowed in input-output mappings, but it is not
clear that this would be the vector calculus which lVertheirn
U S E S .

Now, how can such a system be exterually identifiable? As
Walter (1982, p. 96) comments, "the computational burden
imposed by the test of a model for structural global identi-
fiability grows very rapidly with the model order," and "the

chosen pararneters do not correspond ttl the degrees of freedorn
of the problem."

There is a defence for what Wertheim is trying to do, in that he
is studying an adaptive systetn, and modelling such systems can
sclmetimes be facilitated by splitting the dynarnics into slow
dorninant components and residual high frequency parasitic
frequencies (Ioannou & Kokotovic 1983) which would presum-
ably correspond to the brief periods in which motion vision runs
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some of the visual objects are moving. To solve for this case the
visual system has to extract from retinal projections three
additional motion parameters in the space of each object's point
(Hadani et al. 1980).

Interestingly enough, our tnain argument is not against the
physical inaccuracies of Wertheim's model but against the con-
sensus in computational vision about the indeterminacy of the
passive navigation problem. In contrast to this view, it has
recently been shown that the absolute distance of objects and
the eye movement parameters can be uniquely and metrically
extracted from the optical flow as suggested by Gibson's direct
perception concept (Hadani et al. 1993; Hadani & Kononov
f993). Furthennore, to account for visual stability the later work
shows how a moving observer can reconstruct dynamic (time
changing) retinal projections of static objects into a representa-
tion given in time invariant space coordinates. This was done by
solving the optic-flow equations in both the discrete and differ-
ential approaches. It was shown that the differential case re-
quires only a single visual point to carry out all the computations
for passive navigation, because even the smallest visual point
(say a star) has an extension on the retina due to the light point
spread function. Such theoretical developments may give
Wertheim's model a robust support.

Another difficulty in Wertheim's scheme is the ambiguity
with respect to the kind of representation his model attributes to
the organism; is it egocentric, exocentric, or retinocentric? The
definition of the reference signal leads us to believe that what he
means is exocentric representation. This is because the refer-
ence signal is defined as encoding the motion of the retinal
surface in space. However, in Wertheim's paper percept sta-
tionarity is often associated with stationarity of the image on the
retina, particularly when the eyes accurately pursue a smoothly
moving target. This may lead to the wrong interpretation that a
stable percept is retinocentric. The problem becomes more
ambiguous when the perception of moving objects is analyzed.
In this case the reality is that both frames ofreference, the object
and the observer, are moving relative to a third frarne of
reference, which is the inertial space. Wertheim "solves" the
problem of relative motion perception, however, by eliminating
the reference signal in his equations. It is then unclear what
remains of the frame of reference. These conceptual difficulties
could be eliminated if Wertheim clarified the differences be-
tween events observed in different frames of reference and the
attributes (coordinates) of their representations.

The inferential model of motion perception
during self-motion cannot apply at constant
velocity

Richard Held
hel d @i d.mit.edu; lnfant Vision Laboratory, M assachusetts I nstitute of
Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139

Thetraditional model. Wertheim considers the scope of infer-
ential theory to extend beyond the visual changes produced by
eye movement within the orbit, for which it was developed, to
movements of head and body. According to traditional theory,
signals from the movement of retinal images converge together
with control signals from movements of the eye in its orbit. At
some center of convergence these signals are evaluated with
respect to each other. Retinal signals that are discounted by
control signals from movements of the eye are seen as stationary
while those that are not discounted are seen as moving. One
might say that the convergence center of these paired signals
incorporates expectancies about the relation between body
movements and visual changes. (Parenthetically, these expect-
ancies can even be altered by a process of adaptation that has
been demonstrated in rearrangement experiments; Welch

1986). Wertheim claims that, by analogy, retinal signals accoln-
panying movements of the head that carry the eyes with it are
evaluated with respect to signals about the head tnovetnent
(Wertheim's reference signal). Accordingly, an observer should
report visible objects as stationary when reference signals bal-
ance signals from retinal irnage movement whereas sufficicntly
discrepant signals should elicit perception of visual motion.

Failure of the model. Wertheirn takes up the case of a station-
ary and fixating observer inside a rotating drurn which he
believes raises problems for the traditional infercntial theory.
According to him, the moving image of the drurn on the retina
should be seen as moving since reference signals from the
stationary and fixating observer are inadequate to discount the
retinal signals. Instead, observers often see the drum as station-
ary while feeling themselves in rotation - the familiar phenome-
non of circular vection. Wertheim claims that seeing the moving
drum as stationary contradicts traditional inferential theory
which, consequently, requires rnodification. His rnodification
incorporates the strange claim that in thc absence of a reference
signal from body movement, the retinal motion signal must
provide the missing reference signal. Thus he postulates that
the retinal signal itself provides the reference signal that dis-
counts the motion signal it also provides. The evidence that such
a reference signal actually exists is dubious, as is the existence of
a "low band pass" pathway allegedly filtering this signal with a
time constant measured in seconds. Apart from these consider-
ations, however, one wonders why such contorted reasoning is
necessary at all.

Wertheim's oversight.I suspect that the problem derives from
an uncritical extension of the traditional inferential model of
eye-in-orbit to head and body movements. Let us reconsider the
extended inferential theory. If an observer s movements are
restricted to those of the eyes, the traditional model applies.
Efferent signals that control displacement, velocity, and acceler-
ation of the eyeball provide a reference signal against which any
movement of a visual target can be compared and either dis-
counted or not. If the observer is restricted to movetnents of the
head on torso, neuronal signals that control and monitor the
kinematics of these head movements will also provide a refer-
ence signal against which any and all movements of a visual
target can be compared and either discounted or not' Now
consider an observer who moves with head rigidly connected to
the torso (head-body). To the extent that movement of the head-
body entails acceleratory components, a reference signal will be
generated that can be compared with movements of a visual
target. However (and this is the crucial issue), in this case of
head-body movement no reference signal, independent of vi-
sion, exists for movements of constant velocity. The sensors of
the vestibulum and perhaps the viscera respond only to changes
in velocity. Efferent commands to the limbs which can move the
head-body, and might play a role as reference signals, activate
musculature that does not maintain movement at constant
velocity. The net result is that under the conditions of
Wertheim's example of prolonged drum rotation at constant
velocity (vection), no evaluating reference signal exists. The
reference signal is not merely of zero value, hence failing to
discount the retinal signal, but of no value. Consequently, the
conditions for applying the inferential theory are absent.
Wertheim fails to appreciate the inapplicability of the model in
this case; and, in an effort to preserve its relevance, he invents
the visual reference signal.

It is the absence of a reference signal which makes attribution
of the source of the retinal motion signal quite ambiguous,
unlike in the case of movement of'the eye in its orbit or movement
of the head on the torso. The motion is equally likely to have
resulted from either head-body movement or drum movement
at constant velocity or any combination thereof that sums to the
required value. The occurrence of the trade-off between per-
ception of self-movement and object movement - the waxing
and waning and alternations between object motion and self-
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lnotion - under these conditions con{irms the validity of this
implication. Many invcstigators have discussed this bistability rif
vection, which scerns countcr to the predictions of Wertheim's
new model (not to mention direct perception ideology). As a
conseqlrence of its arnbiguity, the attribution of rnotion is subjcct
to attentional shifts, transient rnovements, perturbations in
visual stirnuli, and habituation. For example, the perception of
drum motion at the initiation of rotation rnay be attributed to the
discrepancy between the rapid change in the retinal signal
(acceleration?) and the absence of a discounting bignal from the
stationary head-body. Sevcral seconds may elapse before satu-
rated vection is achieved. Such visual-vestibular interactions
commonly have time constants of the order of several seconds,
unlike rnost purely visual phenomena. Perhaps one should add
here that vection can also be produced by sinusoidal rnovernents
of the drum which entail accelerations of the retinal signal.
These motions should be evaluated in conjunction with refer-
ence signals. Presumably, they rnay at times be so evaluated, but
vection is also frequently reported. The answer here is that the
visual system appears to be relatively insensitive to acceleration
of the retinal image. It appears likely that low levels of accelera-
tion are not distinguishable from constant velocity signals.

In conclusion, once the inapplicability of the inferential
model to movement of the retinal image at constant velocity is
recognized, no convincing need remains for the addition of the
visual reference signalproposed by Wertheim. Some form of the
extended inferential model appears to apply in all cases in which
a reference signal (nonvisual)is defined and in no cases in which
it  is not.

Some problems with the gain of the
reference signal

Hitoshi Honda
psyhond a@cc.niig ata-u.ac.jp; Department of Psychology, Facutty of
Humanities, Niigata University, Niigata 950-21, Japan

Many perceptual phenomena related to saccade and/or pursuit
eye movements have been explained by the classical subtraction
(inferential) theory. It is evident, however, that this theory is too
sirnple to deal with the complex aspects of these perceptual
phenomena; there have accordingly been many attempts to
correct the theory by adding complementary psychological
mechanisms such as visual masking, visual adaptation, informa-
tion frorn various visual cues or higher cognitive knowledge
about the visual world, and so on.

Wertheim's new model is based on a reconsideration of the
concept of an extraretinal signal, replacing the extraretinal
signal by a reference signal that includes (any combination of) an
efference copy, a vestibular component, and a visual compo-
nent. He claims that this model can successfully explain various
perceptual illusions that occur without eye movements (such as
motion aftereffect and circular vection) as well as perceptual
phenomena that are observed during pursuit eye movements
(the Filehne illusion and Aubert-Fleischl phenomenon).

l. Wertheim's model was originally designed to describe the
perception of object motion or stationarity during self-motion.
However, as the author himself rnentions, it can be extended to
include the perception of the position of external objects in
space. In this regard, I would first like to comment on the gain of
the efference copy signals from the pursuit eye movement
system. In one of his experiments, Wertheim (fg87) examined
the possibility that the size of reference signals would be
affected by optokinetic stimulation, estimating that an efference
copy signal encoded about 80Vo of eye velocity in the head. This
gain magnitude of 0.8 is nearly consistent with the 0.8-0.9 I
estimated as the gain of efference signals available for judging
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the distance tracked by pursuit eye movements (Honda 1990).
Mack and Hcrman (1972) and Miller (f980) estirnated similar
magnitudes. Also, in both Wertheim's (1987) and Honda s (1990)
studies, it was shown that the gain is independent of the velocity
of the eye. It should be noted here that Wertheim estimated the
gain of efference copy signals for eye velocity whereas Honda
estirnated gain for the distance tracked by the eye. r This coinci-
dence suggests the visual system knows that distance is mathe-
matically related to velocity.

It is interesting to compare the gain of the efference copy
signal from ;he pursuit eye rnovement system with that from the
vestibular systern. Wertheim estimated reference signal gains
(G."r) when subjects were moved linearly without eye move-
ments in the total darkness. The G."s for the otolith afferent
response was 0.76-0.8. Again, this is about the same as the G.",.
estimated for efference signals frorn the pursuit eye movement
system. The coincidence ofthe G..r, between the otolith and the
pursuit eye movement systern is plausible, becausc in each
system the undersized reference signal is compensated by
visually induced optokinetic stimulation.

On the other hand, the gain of the semicircular canal afferents
was shown to be 1.07 (Wertheim & Bles 1984). It is not apparent
why there is a discrepancy between the gain of the reference
signal from the otolith system and that from the semicircular
canal system. One possible explanation may be that unlike
ftrrward or backward linear self-movement, ego rotation (head
rotation) is usually accompanied lry slow (reflex) eye
rnovements.

2. As mentioned earlier, Wertheim's model can successfully
explain many perceptual phenomena that occur during slow eye
movements. There are some problerns, however, which need
further explanation.

My first question concerns how the size of the visual compo-
nent in a reference signal is adjusted to a level appropriate to
maintaining the stability of the visual world. As already men-
tioned, the gain of efference copy signals from the slow eye
movement system is about 0.8. According to Wertheim's model,
the underregistration of the efference copy signal is compen-
sated by a visually induced optokinetic component. Therefore,
during slow eye movements, the size of compensation should be
about 0.2, never exceeding this value. Wertheim supposes that
this regulation of visual components in G."sis accomplished with
the help of a gating mechanism in the optokinetic pathway
which acts as a low band-pass spatiotemporal filter. However,
Wertheim (1987) showed that, in at least one experimental
situation, this mechanism does not work appropriately: with a
low spatial frequency visual stimulus the G...6become oversized
(G."r ) l). A solution to this problem may corne from the fact
that in normal daylight circumstances there is usually not such a
low spatial frequency pattern. However, the overregistration
dramatically increases with eye velocity (35.6 deg/sec vs. 23.3
deg/sec in Wertheim's experiment). This overregistration,
which happens during relatively fast eye movements (> 30
deg/sec), seems to be overcome by the additional fact that in
normal everyday life we seldom track a fast moving object with
smooth eye movements; instead, the tracking is usually inter-
rupted by many corrective saccades.

The second problem, as Wertheim is aware, is that according
to his model image flow across the retinae generates optokinetic
stimulation which, on the one hand, produces a visual compo-
nent in reference signals, and on the other hand, is used for
perceiving self-movement or stasis in space. There is hence a
possibility that pursuit eye movements across a highly optokine-
tic stimulus pattern induce impressions of self-movement (vec-
tion). Wertheim solves this problem by postulating two gating
mechanisrns with different thresholds, one for generating ego
motion and the other for converging on the reference signal.
This explanation is insufiicient. What one needs to know is the
neurobiological or behavioral basis on which the thresholds are
determined.
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N  O T E
l. A pursuit eye movement is frequently interrupted by small correc-

tive saccades (Collewijn & Tamminga 1984; Puckett & Steinman 1969).

The interruption by saccades occurs when the target velocity exceeds 30

deg/sec. In Wertheim's (f987) study, the target moved at 25 deg/sec or

40 deg/sec. Hence it seems that in his experiment the tracking o{'a

moving target contained many small saccadic components. To estimate

the gain of effe.e.rce signals precisely, one must know about the role the

,u""udi" component plays in determining the apparent velocity and

position of external objects. A clue to the solution of this problem comes

irom the generally accepted idea that saccades are predominantly

triggered by a displacement of targets, whereas pursuit eye movements

are lriggered by a change in target velocity. Based on this idea, we can

assume-that the reference signal gain (C,"r) of saccades is 1.0 when it is

used for position judgment (Honda 1990) but 0 when it is used for

velocity judgment.

Optical foundations of perceived ego motion

Nam-Gyoon Kim and M. T. TurveY
gyoon@uconnvm.bitnet; center for the Ecological study of Perception and
Action, lJniversity of Connecticut, Stors, CT 06269-1020

Motivated by the results of experiments on human observers in

rotating drums, Wertheim hypothesizes that for an organism to

perceive motion (that is, self-motion and object motion), a

ipecial reference signal is needed which encodes the time

dlrivative of the potitiot of the retinal surface relative to the

environment. There are, however, reasons to believe, that the

optical conditions characterizing the empirical phenomenon

niotivating Wertheim's model have been insufficiently analyzed.

Any analysis of the optical structure at a point of observation O

must identify what is exterospecific and what is propri<.rspecific.

In the rotating drum, as the striped drum rotates about O, there

is accretion utrd d"l"tion of the optical solid angles adjacent to

the solid angle corresponding to the fixation region, a small

surface or light spot interposed between O and the drum, on

which the observer is required to focus. These optical solid

angles constitute the optic array at O. Because there is no

disruption or deformation of internal optical structure as would

follow from a perspectival transformation (displacement of O), it

specifies one-s.,rface (the drum wall) passing behind another
(the fixation surface). At the same time, there are no widenings

or narrowings in the surface layout between the edges 6f the

occluding fixation surface and the peripherally extreme edges of

the drum. The optical solid angles whose bases are the alternat-

ing black and white stripes of the drum undcrgo c,ntinuous

changes in their adjacency structure but undergo no change in

theirdistribution relative to the fixation solid angle. This partic-

ular global pattern ,f chalge and nonchangc is spt'cific trt a

rotation of the hcad-body in pursuing the movement of an object

in a uniformly textured environment'
In sum, the optical structure at O contai's (a) exterospecific

information abont two surfaces, one in front of the other relative

to O, with the further surface displacing relative to the nearer,

and (b) propriospecific inforrnation about the rotation of the

observer-. The optic array in the rotating drum specifies an

ecological contradiction (Gibson 1979, p. 215) and the often

""g.r", 
nonuniform, vacillating responses of experirnental sub-

jeJts (see Mergner & Becker 1990) suggest that they respect this

tontradiction perceptually. Subjccts behave as one would ex-

pect if the rcrmal (lavrful) complementarity of optical ex-

ierospecific and optical propriospecific information hacl been

violated.
What of the tirne scales Wertheim considers to be critical?

Properties of the optic array specific to properties 'f an

organism-environrnent systern are revealed over spatioternporal

transforrnations (Gibson 1966; f979). Their time course depends

on the properties in question and, in the laboratory, on how

faithful 
^ 

the experimental conditions are to those of the

organism-environment systems they are meant to capture'

Nevertheless, there are reasons to believe that the claim that

there are different lag times may be overstated. Other experi-

mental results suggest a closer temporal fit between optical

conditions and perceived self-motion and object motion (e.g.,

Lishman & Lee 1973; Ohmi et al. f987)'

There is apparently more to the optical structure - in the

rotating drum experiment than Wertheim recognizes. The pre-

cedirrg dercription suggests, among other things, that the resul-

tant perceptions and their time scales depend nontrivially on

characteristics of the fixation region, the number and uniformity

of the stripes, and the rotational frequency and radius of the

drum - 
"[l "otttidered 

in relation to each other. The theory

advanced by Wertheim seems to be a case of overinterpreting an

insufficientiy developed empirical data base. At the very-least, a

careful 
"*porition 

and experimental analysis of the optical condi-

tions for the "circular vection" phenomenon is needed'

At best, Wertheim's mechanism addresses the fact that move-

ment (of self and/or a part of the surroundings) is taking place. It

addresses neither thelind of movement (e.g., rigid vs. nonrigid)

nor its direction (e.g., heading; Warren & Hannon 1988)' Within

this restricted domain, the proposed mechanism seems limited

to a single object displacing relative to the observer. A "retinal

signal" i-s saiclto 
".t"od" 

the velocity of the retinal image; if this

signal is matched by the reference signal then it is ego move-

m"ent that is taking place, not object movement' Suppose that

many objects a.e mo,ring relative to the observer, in different

directions with different speeds - as is commonly the case.

What could it then mean to speak of perceived object velocity as

due to the magnitude difference between retinal and refercnce

signals minus their JND (just noticeable difference)? Our suspi-

cion is that Wertheim's rnodel requires many ad hoc adjustrnents

to extend to real-world examPles.
To illustrate some of the above points, we consider one

candidate strategy for rnodeling the optic flow field and its

perceptual implications. (This candidate does not consider oc-

"l.rriot-r 
ar-rd diiocclusion.) Suppose O is moving along a circular

path parallel to the ground plane in a stationary environment.

bptically, this corresponds to the ground plane rotating beneath

u it"tiunury O and each surface element moving along a circular

path. Then, at each point in the ground at every instant, the

velocity of the elernent passing through the poi't can be repre-

sented as a vector V. Moreover, if O is rnoving at a constant

speed, the velocity vector at any point is constant' A time-

inrlependent flow field is called steadg. In this case-, partic'le

traje^ctories can be determined by the fact that the velocity of a

particle is everywhere tangent to the trajecto-ry. Trajectories are

obtait-r"d by piotting curves, called streamlines, so that their

clirection ateach point agrees with the direction ofthe velocity V

at that point. Each streamline can be representecl as V(r, U) : c'

Assigning diffcrent values to c gives a family of streamlines

*hor" toiality is a one-purarneter familu of curves with c the

puranteter and with V the stream function. Given, V, the

velocity of flow at a given point is

, , : * a r r c l r . : - q Y
d A  d : t

where a and o are projections of v on the coordinate axes. In

hyclro{ylarnics, no internal friction between particles rneans no

particle rotation. The re su It is i rr ot atio nol flctw. When th e fl ow is

irrotational, there is another family whose curves intersect the

streamlines at right angles' This farnily of curves, O(r, y) : c, has

its vekrcity as

a o , a o
,, : 

a\. 
il l lcl t ' : 

; ' 
'

O is the aefuicitg Ttotentiul of the flow A c.tnparison .f the

velocity 
".r-pu."r1ts 

of O ancl V reveals that they satisfl' the:

Cauchy-Rietnann erluations
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which means that O and V are the real and imaginary parts of
a single analytic function

F(z) : F(x + iY) : tD(t,Y) + itP(r,u) (l)

F(z) is the complex Ttotential of the flow. The curves of these
two families are mutually orthogonal and their trajectories are
the orthogonal trajectories of the given curves. The curves O(r,

A) : c are the equiTtotentials, and the orthogonal curves V(r,y)
: c are the streamlines.The velocity of the flow can be obtained
by differentiating (1) and using the Cauchy-Riemann equations

F ' i  - \  -

: U - l L L

It follows that

\ " :  u  +  ' , ' :  F " l r .

The analytic function technirlues facilitate investigating var-
ious flow patterns because the real and irnaginary parts of ar-r
analytic function of the cornplex variable z are the velocity
potential and stream function, respectively, of a steady flow An
analytic function, split into real and irnaginary parts, prodtrccs
an infinite variety of patterns of strearnlines.

Returning to circular opticalflow; as the observer moves along
a circular path, the corresponding flow field is a farnily of
concentric circles, where the observer's path is the circle be-
neath O, with radius r given frorn the center of rotation. These
circles correspond to the field's streamlines. Consider an ana-
lytic function

K
r r : )  :  

5 ,  
t r r  : .

where K is a retrl constant. From z,: reis, we olttain

- K
< P :  -  0 ,

zn

\ p : - S r , , r ,  ( 2 )
zTt

and,

\ ' : u + i r :  * , - L +
Eqtration (2) shows that the strearnlines are the circles r : c

(see Fig. l), while the velocity is constant on every streamline.
When K > 0, the flow gocs counter-clockwise, specifying for-
ward locomotion of O; when K < 0, the flow goes clockwise,
specifying backward locornotion. Given tliis, the question is
whethcr these properties in optical flow can be cletected by an
observer (Warren et al. 1991).

How does an animal distineuish its own movements frorn
those of objects? Consider a streamtube - a closed curve in the
flow with all the strearnlines passing through the curve. Thus, a
two-dirnensional streamline pattern becomes a plane view of
three-dirnensional tubes as if there r.vere rigid walls inside which
fluid flows. When the observer moves, the array undergoes a
global transforrnation, which for circular movement results in a
torus-like strearntube. Conversely, when an object rroves, a
local rcgion of the array transfonns. This corresponds to a local
strcamtube within the global streamtube. Local strearntubes
are distinguished in thc flow {ield because streamlines do not
cross each other, being everywhere parallel to the dircction of
flow. This existence of nonparallel flows in optical flow means
there is rnore than onc streamtube. The local streamtube lneans
an object moving independently of the observcr.

C ommentary lWertheim: Motion perception

Figure I (Kirn and Turvey). Circular flow field defined by the
cornplex potential F-(z) : Kl(2 n i)lnz. The ecluipotential lines
are the straight lines and the strearnlines are the concentric
circles. The flow circles around the origir-r, frorn which thc
observer's path lies with radius r.

Strearnlines created by the movernent of a neighboring train
cornpletely occupy one's view through the window. The impres-
sion is of one's own train moving. The lirnited view eliminates
the distinction between global and local streamlines, resulting
in the otherwise local strearnlines going proxy for the global.
Thke another example. For a bird to stay in the same place in the
wind or a fish to rnaintain its position in a flowing river, they
must do the opposite - they rnust rnove to remain stationary.
Optically, this rneans they have to cancel the velocity vectors of
the flow {ield. These examples suggest that ad hoc devices such
as optokinetic stimulation are not needed to explain optically
induced ego motion. The so-called illusions are the law{ul
outcomes of ecological optics.

What, then, is the role of the eyes? Why do they rotate?
Optical flow is described by various patterns of strearnlines.
Specifically, optical flow in circular locomotion results in a torus-
like strearntube. The retina meets these streamtubes orthogo-
nally, taking their cross sections - the eye coincides with the
cross section of the flow field. The cross section of any vector
field is called a Poincar6 rnap. A map constructed from a flow via
a cross scction is generally unique, allowing the study of how
visual perception is specific to flow. Animals with retina-like
optical systems should benefit frorn the ability to rotate them,
because through rotation they c:rn sample a larger region than
otherwise would be allowed. That is, animals rotate their eyes
not to generate efference copies, but to detect as much informa-
tion in the optical flow as possible.

Wertheim's "reference" signal: Successful in
explaining perception of absolute motion,
but how about relative motion?

S. Mateeffa and J. Hohnsbeinb
apercept(abgcict.bitnet and ohohnsbein(tlifado.arb-phys.uni-dortmund.de;

"lnstitute of Physiology, 1113 Sofia, Bulgaria and blnstitut f[ir
Arbeitsphysiologie, 4600 Dortmund, Germany

Wc like Wertheim's target article. Hc has succeeded in assem-
bling many pieces of the human spatial orientation puzzle into a

a o  . a v  a o  . a o
; ; - ' a * : a - . - t d a

equipotent ia ls

s t reaml ines
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clear unitary picture. As longtime admirers of the "inferential"

approach developed by such authors as Rock (1977;1983) and
Epstein (f973), we are pleased to see Wertheim developing a
model that regards motion perception as the result of coopera-
tive contributions from differcnt sources of infbrmation: retinal,
oculomotor, and vestibular. Wertheirn has replaced Rock's "un-

conscious inference" by operations of addition and subtraction,
which makes his model rnore explicit.

Wertheim has been especially successful in two points. First,
he has shown how to manipulate the visual input to change the
strength of the Filehne illusion, and even to invert it. These
experiments strongly support the existence of a "reference"

signal that contains a substantial visual component. Second, he
has clearly pointed out that the visual input per se has no fixed
perceptual significance, since stirnuli with the same retinal
velocity may lead to quite different percepts depending upon
eye velocity: for example, to percepts of stimulus stationarity or
of stimulus motion in a certain direction. This demonstrates
convincingly the existence of an extraretinal, eye-movement
related component in the "reference" signal.

But Wertheim's model has a strong competitor: the theory of
Post and Leibowitz (1985). Decisive data in support of
Wertheim's model seem to have been provided recently by
Mergner & Becker (f990), who showed that no vection occurred
when a low-contrast pattern was sinusoidally moved with low
velocity and amplitude in front of the subject and was concomi-
tantly pursued with the eyes. According to Wertheirn, this
finding can be predicted by his model, but not by the theory of
Post and Leibowitz: slow eye movetnents produce an efference
copy that is strong enough to elicit a perception that the pattern
which is otherwise stationary on the retina moves in space and
that the observer's body is stationary. This explanation, how-
ever, poses additional problcms arising from the common occur-
rcnce of circular vection (see sect. 6.2 of the target article).

Wertheim's model can successfully predict and explain exper-
imental data on the perception of the "absolute" motion of
objects and patterns, that is, visual motion relative to external
space. In our opinion, some problems may arise when percep-
tion of "relative" motion (motion of two or more objects relative
to each other) is considered. According to Wertheim, the veloc-
ity of relative motion is perceived as the difference between the
perceived absolute vclocities of the two objects, or as the
difference between the two retinal image velocities (see his
Equation l2). His model implies, however, that the percepts of
the absolute velocities of the two objects are also (automatically)
given (Equations l0 and f l). The question then arises; What
happens when two objects rnove relative to each other and
relative to the external space; will the observer see the two
absolute motions or the relative motion?

To clarify the question, let us consider an example solely from
the standpoint of Wertheim's model, without reference to any
other existing theory. A bicycle moves along a street and a
stationary observer pursues the axle of one of the rolling wheels
with his eyes. There is a mark on the tire. The axle moves
linearly relative to external space; thus, the absolute trajectory
of the mark is cycloidal. Pursuing the axle with one's eyes usually
results in a percept of a linear motion of the axle and a circular
rather than a cycloidal motion of the mark relative to the axle
(Stern & Emelity 1978). Wertheim's model explains how the
absolute motion of the axle (its retinal image being stationary
during the pursuit) is perceived. The model also explains how
the circular motion of the mark relative to the axle is veridically
perceived, but it tells us nothing about why the absolute,
cycloidal motion of the mark is not perceived. This again raises
the question of how the visual system makes a "choice" as to
which of the three motions will be perceived. Is the choice
determined by some parameters of visual stimulation, or is it a
result offocusing attention on certain visual details and features?

In our opinion, both factors may determine the choice. As
Mateeff et al. (1987) have shown, when a srnall (0.35 deg) test

obiect moves too fast (15 deg/sec) during ocular pursuit of
another target, the degree of constancy may decrease to zero;
the observer perceives the retinal image trajectory of the test
object, that is, its motion relative to the pursued target. Increas-
ing the size of the test object and decreasing its velocity graclu-
ally lead to a recovery of constancy and the rnotion of the test
object is experienced in space rather than relative to the pur-
sued target. Thus, perception ofthe trajectory ofthe test object
is determined by thc ratio between its size (in deg) and its
velocity (in deg/sec); when this ratio becornes more than 300
msec, the absolute rnotion of the test object is perceived. This
result is in a good quantitative agreement with the data of
Ehrenstein et al. (1987) that are discussed by Wertheim; both
results show the importance of the parameters of thc stilnulation
on motion pcrception during self-rnotion.

The attentional factor rnay also play a role in the choice
between perceiving relative or absolute motion. Matecff (19f10)
demonstrated that when a small test object moves at a high
velocity noncolincarly relative to a point that is tracked and the
observer has to report the direction of motion of the object, its
retinal direction is reported. Using the same physical stirnulus
parameters trut changing the task so that the obscrver now has to
localize the beginning and the end points of the test object's
trajectory, the observer's reports correspond much more to the
external, absolute motion rather than the retinal, relative mo-
tion of the test object. The choice of which motion to perceive
appears to depend on the observer's task.

Finally, Gogel and Sharkey (1989) used horizontal physical
motion of objects to induce perceived horizontal motion in a
vertically moving test spot that was pursued visually. They
showed that attending to or ignoring the inducing objects
resulted in a significant change in the direction of the perceived
trajectory of the pursued test spot. This finding also indicates
the need for Wertheim to extend his welcomc n-rodel by includ-
ing at least an input fcrr direct top-down influences.

Inferring the visual reference

Fred H. Previc
previc"/"kirk.dsc.nslcithqhsd.brooks.af .mil; Crew Technology Division, Crew

Systems Directorate, Armstrong Laboratory, Brooks Air Force Base, TX

78235-5104

In his target article, Wertheirn does a commeudable job of

arguing that arnbient visual in{brmation serves irs an important

reference for clifferentiating ego rnotion frorn object rnotion in

space. I would like to add two czrveats that qualify his general

assertion that the existence of an arnbient visual reference is

consistent with the theory of "direct perception." The first of

these seerns to relate to Wertheim's description of the sarne

visual reference ftrr both oculomotor phenomena (and related

one,.: such as induced r-uotion) and "wholc-body" percepts such

as vection. The second caveat relates to the infcrential proccsses

involved in selecting the visual reference.

Wertheim seerns t<-r invoke the same visual reference signal

for such diverse phenomena as vection, oculornotclr control,

induced rnr-rtion, and eveu tnotion aftereffects. Yet there are

rnany cxperiments showing tl iat the visual stirnulus driving eye

movernents and induced rngtion is fuldamentally different frorn

thc one cor-rtroll ing self-rnotion perception. MOst of these differ-

ences relate to spatial paratneters of the visual stimulus, al-

though optokinetic eye rnovernents and induced rngtiou also

differ from vection in their temporal dynarnics (Heckmann &

Post 1988). Brandt et al. (f973), for exarnple, showed that

optokinetic nystagmus and vectiort are driven prirnarily bv the

central and periphcral portions, respectively, of a surround

whose central and peripheral sectors move in opposite clirec-

tions. We have shown a sirnilar relationship between induced
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rnotion a phctronlenoll that is related to nvstaglllt-ls-
suppression and othcr aspects of pursuit tracking - and vection:
no roll vection r.vas elicitecl in our study using the sarne centrarl
region (-50 derg) that gave rise to potent incluced rnotion (Previc
& Donnelly 1993). Heckmirnn and l{oward (f99f) }ravc {irrther
shown thirt ir coplanar stirrulus clicit ing superior inducecl rno-
tion cloes not stirnultrte the vection rnechanisrn nearly as rvcll rrs a
morc clistant stirnultrs (see also Branclt et al. tg75; Delorrne dr
Nlartin 19t36; Olirni ert al. 1987). Finall-l i motion afiereilects are
rilso strongly elicited by very srnall visual stirnuli, but recluire
higher spatial frequenciers (>0.5 c/deg) than those which pro-
duce good vection (Cauneron et al. 1992).

The possibil ity that clifferent references exist for oculornotor
arncl related phenomcna versus rvhole-body perrcepts such ars
vection is probably less cletrimental to Wertheirn's theorv thirn
are the reasons tr,lry such differer-rt referencers exist. Accorcling tcl
Dichgans and Branclt (197S), the rnost distant and peripheral
portions of thc visutrl f ield are used to infer self-rnotion because
rnotion in such regions is "the inevitable conse(luence of rnove-
rnent of the body in space (Dichgans & Brandt 1g78, p. 778). By
contrast, motion in the central 60 cleg of peripcrsonal (near-
visual) space is cornposed mair-rly of rnovernents of the arrn and of
objects we rnanipulilte; wc rnust disregard these as referenccs
for herad or bocly nlotion ir-r space. Oculornotor outputs and
induced rnotion, on the other hand, arc typically rnore affectccl
l>y centrallg locuted surrounds in or sliglit ly beyoncl the plane of
convergence (Hcckrnann & Howard l99l; Howtrrd dr Marton
1992), rnainly bccause fovealll, tracked objccts rarely appear in
front of a backgrouncl surface. The induced rnotion irnparted to a
tracked object by a coplanar or rnore distant central surrouncl is
apparently usefirl in both pursuing and manipulating objects in
peripersonal space; this explains why induced rnotion is closely
related to visually rnediatccl rnanual control mechanisrns (see
Previc & I)onnellv 1993). The above distinction between ocu-
lomotor and whole-body responses rnay also have ncuro-
physiological reality, in that separate pariertal areas seern to
rnediate oculomotor control ar-rd reaching in peripersonal space
(the inferior parietal area) vcrsus whole-body rnovernent
through rrore distant spirce (the superior posterior parietal errca;
Brain l94l ;  Grusser 1983).

Much evidence indicates tl iat the sclection of tr visual refer-
ence for establishinq whether or not self-motion has occurrcd
itself requires a set of perceptual decisions. Tli is is i l lustrated by
the fact that a moving surround perceived as the background
elicits strongcr vection than onc that is perceivcd as the {bre-
grorrnd evcn if they are at the sarne actuttl depth (Ohrni et al.
1987). Likewise, vection is reduced when subjccts attenrl fo (but
clo not acttrally fixate) a more distant surround lving behind a
proxirnal fixation target (Mergner & Becker 1990) - which
mtrkes sense givcn that the perception of cgo motion is carried
out by arnbient (nonattentive) visual processes. Another indica-
tion of the inferential nature of vection is its much shorter
latency whcn the subject has been prcviously rotating around a
vertical axis (Mergner & Becker 1990) even if the lag of the
endolyrnph in the semicircular canals has dissipatecl and the
nonvisual sense of rotation has subsided. Finally, we have
recently dernonstratecl that large visual fields which ordinarily
elcit goocl vection rnav bc unable to overcornc ilh-rsorv orienta-
t ional  pt ' r r .cpts r .n 'atcd l ry shi f t ing thc gravi to int ' r t ia l  vector  in a
rnotion-based simulator if they, are presentecl in ir hcad-rnountccl
visual display that subjects bclieve t<>be port of their frame-of-
motion (i.e., a moving vehicle; Prcvic et al. 1992). Conversely, a
much smaller "real-world scene that is located outside the
frarne-of-motion can be qtrite effective in overcorning these
illusions. For cxample, the il lusory clirnbing sensation during
takeoff in an aircraft is not elirninatccl by looking at a large
subject-fixed irnage such as thc bulkhead of the aircraft, wliich is
interpreted as lying within the frarne-of-motion, whercas a view
through a small window at an external reference (e.g., the
horizon) can completcly break this i l lusion. Similar problems in
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rnterpreting spatial orierntation have been notcd when no out-
side visual ref'erence is present in a 0-g environrnent (Lackner
1992; Ornan 1988).

In surnrnar.v, Wertheirn firi ls to recognize that wc use different
portions of the visual world to reference oculornotor behavior
ancl relatctl phenomena on the one hancl, v€lrsus spatial orienta-
tion and vection on the other. Nor docs he acknowledge the
critical inferences rnade in trdopting such references, especially
in the case of whole-body ego motion. By contrrrst, I hrrve
suggcstecl an "ecological" visual approach highliglit ing the irn-
portant clecision-making that helps establisli the perceptual
"frirrnc" frrr everycltrv visuornotor activities, even though such
inferences becorne clraunatically apparent only during abnorrnal
acceleratory and other sensorv-conflict situations.

Why another alternative optokinetic model?

Thomas Probst
probsttGL,ze8.rz.uni-duesseldorf.de; Department of Experimental and
Clinical Neuropsychology, Heinrich-Heine-University of D0sseldorf, D-40225
DAsseldorl, Germany

Wertheirn's target article is a comprehensive review of rnotion
perception, particularly seli: :rnd objcct-motion perception. It
corresponds largely to Chapter 9 (Wertheirn 1990) of the book
editcd by Warren and Wertheim (1990), including both the
functional and ther adapted functional rnodel describing the
generation of refbrencc signals and the inter-fbcing of percepts of
object rnotion ancl ego motion in space (Figs. I and 7 of the target
article). The additional connections bctween the "oculomotor
rnechanisrn" and the "retinal receptors" on the one hand and the
"estirnator of licacl velocity in space" on the other, drawn in as
dotted lines in ltoth figtrres are no substantial improvement of
Wcrtheim's model because they represent pathways for the
generation of optokinetic and vestibular nystagmus which are
well known and described in detail in the literature on thc
subject.

I have difficulty with Wertheirn's view of "optokinesis." The
optokinetic response (OKR) is an ocular reflex that produces eye
rnovernents following a slow rnovernent of the visual surrotrncl-
ings. In stationary visual surroundings, the OKR also acts to
stabilizc cye position because other-wise there would bc contin-
uous drifting and rapid rcse tting of eye movemcnts. Eventually,
vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) relay nctrrons mediatc the OKR.
Thus, thc VOR and OKR share thc same vestibular relay
neurons and act conjointly to stabilize retinal irnages during
head rnovement (e.g., Ito 1987). Although effects on vestibular
nuclei neurons ancl optokinetic nystagmus (OKN) are strongest
when the whole visual periphery rnoves, it is not necessary to
havc full-field motion to elicit OKN; much srnaller fields are
sufiicient (Henn et al. 1980). Nevertheless, extending the stim-
ulus field to the (horizontal)retinal periphery has a strong effect
in increasing the angular velocity of the slow phases of eye
movcments during OKN (Dichgans et al. 1973). If the optokine-
tic stimultrs is large enough ("area effect"), however, or stimu-
lates rnainly thc periphery of the rctiner ("retinal location effect"),
then this stirnulus is stritable for eliciting visually inducecl self-
motion perception called vection (e.g., Dichgans & Brandt
1978). So, Wcrtheirn's clefinition to the effect that "to be op-
tokinetic, a visual pattern rnust be large, have relatively low
spatial frecltrency characteristics, move (not too fast) across the
retinae, and rernain visible ftlr more than a very brief interval" is
rnisleading.

Wertheirn describes briefly arrd adequately two theoretical
vierws of motion percepti<-rn, the theory of "direct perception"
and the "inferential therory. " One of his basic cluestions is, why is
the olrjectively rotating visual strrround perceived subjectively
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Yestibulu Cortex Yisual Cortex

Figure I (Probst). Schernatic diagram of visual-vestibular in-

teiaction explains the fact that during visually induced self-

motign perception, small contrasts that are stationary or-r the

retina ,.,"h *r a fixation point, connected to the subject's frame of

reference, seem to -uu" with thc observer. In this instance the

visual perception of statigr-rarity of the o|jectively moving visual

,.,..u.-d would lte rcevaluated on the basis of a signal originat-

ing from the vestibular systcrn (after Dichgans & Brandt 1978)'

The dotted-line box is in itself a cornplex neurophysiological

circuit mediating the main routes frorn the accessory optic

system (AOS) including the nucleus of the optic tract and the

tirrce terrninal nuclei (dorsal, lateral, rnedial) via thc dorsal cap

of the inferior olive (DCIO) and cerebellar structures to the

vestibular nuclei. An aclditional pathway runs frorn the AOS to

the nucleus reticularis tegrnenti pontis (NRTP) and frotn here

both clirectly tgward the vesti|ular nuclei ancl through cerebel-

lar structures (flocculus) (Berthoz l98l).

as stationary in sptrce during saturatcd circular vection (CV)P I

disagree with Wertheitl 's opiuiou tl iat tl ic inferential thcory lias

,. p.ulrl"rr-r explail ing this phenornenorl. His elegantly forrntr-

lated and differcntiirtccl "altemative nroclel," which he intro-

duces herc trgain, is accorclingly not neccssary, at least lrot ttr

explain the strlt jective stationarity of the physicall.v tnoving

visual envirgntnent ir-rducing saturated self-rr-rotion perccptitln

in the opposite direction. Dichgans ancl Branclt (t97fl) itrtro-

duccd a schernatic diagrtrrn of visutrl-vestibular interaction ir-r

obiect-rnotion detccti ' '  and clynamic spatial orientation. They

assurned thtrt "a hypotlietic explanatior-r for the scnsed stability

of the actually ntlving visuul envirgnmelt during CV rnight |e

that the rncltion infont-ration arriving at thc Visual cortex is

r-reutralizcd by a collateral signal deriving frorn thc vestibular

systern" (p. 760), and they providcd neurophysiological evi-

dence frrr this. Figure I shows tl ierir rnodcl of intersensorv

neutralization, which should not lte cotrfusecl with the rnodcl of

von Holst and Mittelstaedt (1950), who discusscd ctrncellation of

sensory inflow by an efl-erelcc copy of rnotor cornnands. l)irf i-

gans s trnd Brandt's rnodel expllins the puzzlilg fact thtrt during

ilV srnall contrasts that are stationary on the retit la, such as a

fixation point connected to the strlt jerct's fratne of refererlce,

seern to tnove with the oltservcr. In this instance, thc visual

perception of stationarity would be reevaluatecl on thc ltasis tlf a

signal originating frorn the vestibular systetn.

The |asic assuruption 9f disti 'ct cortical areas fcrr oliect-

rnotion perceptigl ancl self-rnotion perception was tirken up by

Probst (1983) on the basis of his experiments and rvas ftrrther

ela|grirted into a working n-rodel of visual-vestibulirr iuteraction

(Fig. 2). Here si'rply structurcd oll ject-'rgti,n ar-rcl self-rnotio'

perception are rnediatecl by aderluate sti lrulattiol of the corro-

ip,rrlding peripheritl receptors eyer and "labyrinth" via the

well-known subcgrtici,rl and cortical pathwtrys. In addition, a

large, rnoving visual environme't stimulating the retinal pe-

riphery with iow spatial frecluencies leads first of all to adequate

oitject-rnotion perception via retino-cortical visual structures.

Ho*ever, the special characteristics of this visual stirnulus,

which Wertheim calls "optokinetic," lead to a sitnultaneous

stimulatior-r of the central vestibular system in the brainstern,

the vesti|ular luclei, via both subcortical (eye-vesti[ular nu-

clei) ancl cortical (visual cortex-vestibular nuclei) pathwal's. The

conseque.ce of this gradually increasing ("Jdt," ̂ corresponcling
to Weriheirn's "gating rnechanism") stimulatign of the vestibular

nuclei is a dual one: it excites the cortical self-rnotion perception

area and second, it leacls t' a c'ncurrcnt recluction of the input

signal to the object-rnotion perception area via a Iregative

feeclback loop. Thus, the interrclation between both centers

rnecliates thc percepti,' of a gradual c[ange, fr6tn pure object-

rnotign perceptio., through a phase of apparent rotary llody

u"""l"raiiun during wliich the sttrroundings scell to dccelerate

at the same ratc, until there is exclusive self-rtltation, with the

visual surrguncl appearing stationary. The working n-rodel has

one restrictirt', however: eye 'tover'elnts are tlot taken i1t<l

account. Nevertheless, a slight revision of this rnodel also

explains inhibitory vestibulo-visual interaction for orthogonal

stilnt,lt s cor-rclitions with visual stirnulation about the r-axes and

sirnttltaneous vesti|ular excitatiol in yaw roll, alcl pitch

(Hofstetter-l)egen l9fJ8). This slightly revised Inodel has re-

cently been published (Probst l99I).
Thc workiire rnodcl of Probst (1983) and Probst et al. (1986)

had to lte cornplertcd becatrse of new clinical findings in patients

with cortical hgmianopitr. Accordirlg to the findings of Straube

ancl Branclt (1987), inforrnation about full-fielcl t.ttotion in thc

visual cortex inust clescend corticofugally to the vestibular nuclei

where the perceptual decision betweeti gbject uotion and self'-

rnotion is reflected in latency-dependent frequcncy tnodulation

of second-orcler neurons. The sensation of cv rcrluires futrc-

tional integrity of the vesti|ular cortex "switched on" by the

vestibular nuclei. The velocity of self-rnotion, however, ctln

be rnediatecl by visual-vestibular cortical interactitln where

the clecision altout self-rnotion is rnade by vestillular brarin-

stem structures (Straube & Brandt f987). Thesc itnportant cor-

ticofugal pathways (e.g., frorn the visual cortex to the nucleus of

the opiic tract linked tir the vestibular nuclei, partly via cerebel-

lar structures) are rnissing in wcrtheirn's rnodel (schopprnann

resl).
11 concllsion, clespite severil l disagrecrnetlts, it is tttrclt:niirblcl

that Wertheirn has cinb,rrkccl on tur exciting ancl protrising linc:

of research.

Perception of motion with respect
to multiple criteria

Gary E. Riccio
griccioGr.uxl .cso.uiuc.edu; Beckman lnstitute for Advanced Science and

Technotogy, lJniversity of lttinois at lJrbana-Champaign, Urbana, lL 61801

Werthcin'r clescriltcs a paracligrn for cvtrluating thc reli it ive

ir-rfluence of rctinal aucl cxtraretinerl "signtrls" on thc phetrotne -

nology of cgo rnotiotr. He uses data froll-r such ir pirrirdigrn ttr

dcvelop a model {br thc cornbination of rctinal arlcl vari<-rtts

cxtrtrrctinal signals ir-r the "interfircing of pcrcerpts of oll jerct- arncl

ego-motion" (Fig. 7). Phenonrenological dirta calr infornr thc

study of pcrceivccl rnotion and Wcrtheirn's ntoclcl ctur hclp

organizer the data. Berlgw I prcsertt sorne caveats that should lle

consiclered in thc intcrpretertion of such cltrta and rlroclcls. The

caveats conccl'I-r t l ic lnultiditncrlsiotrality of perception ancl phc-

nornenal expcrience and, rclatecl to that, the multiple i if lord-

anccs of cgo nrotion in thc context of ptlstttre and locottlotit lt-t.

Wert|cin's parradignr irlkrrvs ir subject to indicittc whcthcr or
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v r s u o  I  c o r t e x

Figure 2 (Probst). Workingrnodel shows that large movingvisual surroundings that stimulate the retinal peripherywith low spatial
frequencies lead ffrst ofall to an adequate o bject-itotion perception via retino-cortical visual structures. The special characteristics of
this stimulus, however, result in a simultaneous stimulation ofthe ceotral vcstibular system in the brainstem, the vestibular nuclei,
via both subcortical (eye-vestib. nuclei) and cortical (visual cortex-vestib. nuclei) pathways. The consequence of this gradually
increasing ("Jdt") stimulation is twofold: (l)it excites the cortical self-motion perception arca and (2)it leads to aconcurrent reduction
ofthe input signal ofthe object-motion perception area via a negative fecdback loop. Thus, the interrelation between both centers
mediates the perception ofa gradual change frorn pure object-motion perception over a period of apparent rotary body acceleration
during which the surroundings seem to dccclerate at the same rute ttp to enclasiw self-motion with the visual suround appeariog to
be stationary.

not "relativc lnotion" betwecn oltjects is perceivcd and whether
or not "absolute lnotiorl" with respcct to an invisible incrti ir l
re{'erence-frame is perceivccl. The perception of cgo lnotion has
a less certain status in Wertheinr's rnodel and this i i revealing. In
this and other rnodels or theorics, perception of ego rnotion cirn
result from rnotion of the bocly relative to an incrtial rer{'erence:
frarnc or frorn rnotion of the visible surroundings reLttive to the
lrodv cvcn when the body is stationary in the inerrtialframe (the
later is referrcd to irs "vection"). It is trssurned by Wertheim ancl
rnany others that the phcnornenology of vection is cornrnensu-
rtrte rvith thc phenotnenology of rnotion relativc to an inertial
reference fratnc. The phenolnellologv of thesc two situatiorrs
rnay l)c sinrilar, ltut rarely, if evcr, identicnl. The prirnary
clif l 'erencc is in thc dynarnical conse(luences of rnotion with
respect to an itrerti ir l refcrence frarne.

All rnotion involves speeding up ancl slowing clown, at the
vcry least f<rr sturting and stoppiltg, and rnost motion involves
changc in direction. The lirrcar and centripetal acceleration il l
therse activities is resisted b1, l inear ancl centrifugal inertial
"forcers," rcspectivelv. The forces oll rrn irccelrrirting obsener
stirn ulirte ves ti ltular irnd sorn atosellsory rn echrrnoreceptors ancl
have conse(ll lcnces for rury unrestrrrincd parts <lf the body.
Motion with resltect to ern inertial referencer frarne fccls (l iter-
ally) diflerer-rt frorn rnotion rvith respect to thc visible sLrrrour'ld-
ings, irnd thcsc two kincls of rnotion havc different rneiuring in

ther context of the ubirluitous postural activity of an active
observer (Riccio 1993b). An active obscrvcr rnust work with and
against the changing forces on the body to rnaintain baltrnce and
control rnove)rn€nt. An inertially stationary ol)server rnay also
hirve to adjust thc configuration of the bocly to optirnizc the
visibil ity of moving surrounclings. Thus, both inertial and opti-
cal motion htrve potential conserluences though clifferent ones
for postural control ar-rd ftrr thc pcrccption and rnovernent
systerns that depencl on postural control (Riccio 1993a). The
rnctrningful ancl perceivable conse(luences of an observer's in-
teraction with the cnvironrnent, or afforclances (sce J. J. Gibson
1979), differentiate rnotion of the observer frorn rnotion of the
surroundings.

The rnotior-r of trn ol)server is n<lt a unitary phenornenon, nor is
rnotion of the surrounclings; and the experience of these phc-
nornena is not unitary (cf. Neisser 1976, pp. 103-4). The closest
they corne to being unitary is constant-velocity reltrtiver-motion
between a fully restrained observer and the visible surround-
ings. In this special case, rnotion of thc observer and rnotion of
thc strrrounclings arc nearly iclentical phenorlena. Thcsc are the
conditions to which Werthcirn's paradigrn currently applies, but
thcy are vanishirigly rare in nature. The clifferencc between
Wertheinr's experirnental coriclit ions and thc' natural conditions
for a rnoving observer ctrnnot be overerrnphasized. Perhaps this is
u4rv Wertherinr clcfines ir clistinction betweerl ego rnotion irnd
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"sel{'-motion" (see his Note l). Self-rnotion uaturally recluires

rnultirnodal perception and rnulticriterion control of the r-rested

|od1, segrnents itryolved iri t|e cogrditl irt igt-t 9f p<lstlre a1d

krcon'rotion. The rntrlt iplc criteriat generretlly reltrte to the sperccl

and traiectory of self-nrotion, tl ie tnilt lelgcllrerit of kinetic and

potential erlergy, thc chtinging clirection of balance firr t l ie

various body segrnents, antl stall i l i t.v of thc sernsory aucl tnotor
"platforms" (Riccio 1993b; see trlso J. J. Gibson 1966). There are

prcsurnably pheuotnenological dirnensiotts ftrr eirch of thesc

criteria. The exter-rsion of Wcrtheim's rr"rodcl, or ally modcl of

safrnotion, to uatural situations retltt ires the cleveloptrtent o{'

experirnental pirratl igrtrs that arc settsitive ttl the rtrtt lt iclirneu-

sionality <,rf natural perceiving.

Wertlieirn's argutn€1tts are uuclertuined by [is extct-tsig1 tlf

the physiological clistinction bctrveen retinal trud extrarertinirl

signals to the philosophicatl distinction betweern "direct percep-

tion theory" and "ir-rferential t l-reory. " This tluestionable concep-

tual leap distrircts attcltion frorn his researc[ and his mg<lel;

Wertheirn thereby does hirnself a clisservice. [Ie states, fcrr

exarnple, that "the thcor,v of direct perccption, [which] origi-

nated frorn Gibson (1966; 1979) . assurnes that the perccp-

tion of rnotion derives exclusively from afferent retinirl inforrnir-

tion" (sect. 1, pat'a. 2). Tli is is trot atr accttritte statelneut about

Gibsonian ecologicarl psycliology (as articulated, firr exatnple, in

J. J. Gibson 1966; 1979); Werthcirn tnttst uccordingly struggle

with the oltvious inconsistetrcy in his reading <lf ercological

psychology (sce li is Note 2). Furtherrnore, it is cliff icult to

irnagine trny noclern philosopl'rical argurneut that wotrld l ink

direct perception to u single serlsor,v rnoclality'

A cause Of Werthein-r's confusion is revealed in his belief that
"actual research in the tradition <lf direct perception theory has

taken tl i is l ine of thought ar-rd confined itself exclusively to tl ie

investigation of optic (or retinal [sic]) flow invariants" (Note 2).

This statement is uot accurate. The fact that J' J. Gibson inspired

n-ruch rnore work in visual perception than in nonvisual percep-

tion is not relevant to Wertheim's contetrtion about thc Gibso-

nian view of direct perccption. It is reasonable to look to the

work of others who have becn inspircd by J. J. Gibsotr, but iu

doir-rg so, one should cousider the full diversity of such wtlrk and

one should give special ernphasis to the work that is widely

recognized fcrr its adhercnce to Gibsor-rian first principles (e.g.,

E. J. Gibson l99l; Shaw et al. 1992; Tlrrvery 1992).

Ego-centered and environment-centered
perceptions of self-movement

John J. Rieser
rieserjj (tilctrvax.vanderbilt.edu; Department of Psychology and Human
Development, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN 37203

This is a rich paper. Especially helpful is Werrtheirn's frarning of
the inference-based versus direct pcrception debate and the
research surnlnary focused on perceptions of self-movernent
induced by optokinetic drurn stirnuli. Especially thought-
provoking is the original "reference signal" theory and the
rnethod to investigate it with enough precision to build quantita-

tive models. My courtnentary focuses ou perceiving self-
movement. h-r it I point out three ways that the issues raised in

the target article could be broadened.
First, the data reviewed are about the ego-centered percep-

tion of self-movetnent; sultjects were asked to judge whether
they were rnoving and how fast. What is left out is discussiol of
cnvironrnent-centered perceptitln in which subjects are asked
to judge how fast or how far they have rnoved relative to featpres
of their surroundings. Second, the data reviewed relate to the
visually induced perception of self-rnovernent and the r<lle
played by eye rnovernents in the perception. What is left out is

the context of visual perception set by biornechanical infonna-

t ion specifying l 'reacl ittrcl trtrnk position ancl actiou. Thircl, the

etviclence clisctrssecl is ctlt lcetrtl"arted tltr thc perceptitln of sirl lple

rotartions while vicrvitrg the stirnultrs fielcl creiltecl l lf iur op-

tokine tic drtttn. What is lerfi ottt is ptrrceiving sirnple triurslations

turd cornplcx paths combining rotirtions irud trauslations rvhile

viewing stinrulus fielcls that pnrviclc nitrlt iple depth plartcs.

Theser are cach cliscusscd ltricfly lterlolv.

l .  Werthci ru 's d iscussio l  9f  ser l f - rnovelrent  is  rnost l l ' lbcusecl

on fir-rclings of the inaccttrrrte f'e t:lirtg of self-tunring thert occttrs it-t

<lptokinetic clrtttns u,herc the etrtiret visttal f iellcl rotirtes arotttrd

an oltsc'n,er. Thosc rvho hirve expcriencecl it ktrow the restrlt ing

il lusion of serlf-ttrrning is cornpclling. The tnerthocls typically

iuvolve spinning a texttrrcd (usuallv striped), opa(lue, cylinclri-

cal rvall aroturd au observer rvho is cetrtered rvithin it. Subjects

are typicatlly askecl to siry whcther they pcrceir.c self-rnovetnettt

rur clrurn tntrvemettt trncl to estitnatc the nragnittrde <lf the

rnoverncnt; in addition, the prcseltcc of fbrrns of nystirgrnic'tyr:

rnoverrnents ilre sornctirnes rcc<lrclcd.

All these clepenclclt varirr[lcs rtssess egg-cc:nterrecl pcrccir-

ing (serlf '-moverment relirt iver to onc's eirrl ier positions), trot

enl,ironrtteut-cetrteired perceiving (sclf-n"rovetneut relative ttr

fetrturcs of the surrounditrgs). This crnphasis on ego-centcrecl

rneasures is consistent rvith thc traditior-rirl rt 'rethocls of r. 'estibuli lr

rescarchers, rvho wislied ttl ttuderstatrd trear-thrcsholcl (lt 'ertts

trnd the transduction propertics of the end organs. Tir uncler-

stand adaptivc behavior, however, it sectn irnportant to invcsti-

gate envirortrncnt-centered perceivirlg iu ordcr to ktrow h<llv

perceptiuns of sclf-rnovernent arc inte grtrtecl with ret tnettnlterecl

i'"ut.rr-"r of the surroundings towarcl rvhich actitlt-ts might be

directed.
But how rnight visually Irased environIneut-ceuterecl percep-

tion of self-rnovernent be studied? A direct rnethod would bc to

ilsk subjects to jutlgc their position rclartive to features of their

surroundings. The rnethod mirkes sense as long as the to-be-
judged {batures of thc surrotttrdings erre tlccludecl frottr view

(e.  g. ,  Rieser et  a l .  1991; Rieser et  a l .  1994),  but  i t  does uot  rnarke

sense in test situations sttch as an optokinetic drutn, l lccattse

sulrjccts could see thc to-be-judgecl targets and localize thenr

directly with vision whether or trot they perceived self-

rnovernent. Optokinetic drurn test situations coulcl be aclapted

to irssess environtncnt-cetrterecl self-rr-rovement' This could be

engineered in difl.erent ways. For exatnple, the drutn could be

built with windows that could be switched frorn opaqlre (adding

to the optical flow stitnultts trsecl to inclucc percciverd self-

rlovclnent) to transparent (providing a glimps€r of the stable

surroundings, in order botli to situate thc perceiver r,vithin the

surroundings and to proviclc a brief view of a target object). Irl

this way optokinetic stirnuli might bc used to induce self-

rnovement perceived relative to the fixed surroundings.

2. Therc has lteen rnuch research and cotnputatior-ral thcory

about rvhetler (and how) optical flow alone car-r specify the

direction turd ratc of self-rnovemcnt in situations whetl the eyes

are airned off-path or when the eyes Inove. Perceiving sel{:

movement depends on inforrnation specifying whether retinal

irnage rnovernent specifics object trovetnent or self-Intlvetnent,

and Wertheirn points out that both visual and biomechanical

infonnation can serve as a reference signal fbr eye tnovernents.

In addition, it is clear that a perceiver's head and b<ldy posture

need to be taken into account as well. Visual infonnation

specifies the direction of tnovement of the erye, not the trunk.

Perceiving the trunk's direction of rnotion frorn dynamic visual

infrlnnation is possibler only given information about the clirec-

tion of thc eyes and the head. Wertheirn notes that vision alone

can specify eye direction relative to the skull, inforrnecl by the

shape of the visual field as it is bounded by the nose ar-rd eye

socket.

Similarly, a view of one's shoulder and upper trunk provide s

information specifying the head-trunk relation. Whereas the

eye-in-head relation is ubiquitous and not readily screened from

view, the head-trunk relation is easily screened by wearing an
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occhrding collar or vierving a lightcd scr)lrc in the clark. Per-
ceivcrs atre n<lt foolecl in such sittrrrtions, however; f<lr exarnplc,
lcfiwarcl optical {bw witli tlie head tunrecl to the le{t is perceivecl
trs forrva.rcl selflrnotion, and so on. Thc existencer of self'-
rtrovcment is visuallv cletcrrnined, as is tlie perceived ratc of
self'-rnovement. Howevcr, tl"re pcrceivecl clirectiori of sel{:
rnovcment is based on visuirl ir-r{ilrmation conclitioncd ll,v its
biornechirnical context specifving bodv posture.

3. Wertheirn suggests that thc tin-rc course fbr perceiving self'-
nt)vement basecl on optokinetic input is slower thnn that basecl
on vestibulerr input. The suggestion is basecl on observations thitt
people very rapidly detect tlie onset of turns that are well above
threshold when they are speci{ied by vestibular input whereras 2
to l0 sccor-rds is ncedecl ftrr an optokinetic stirnultrs to give risc tr-r
perceive self-turning (instetrd of dnrrn turning). The target
article provides an elegtrnt erxplantrtion for these different tirnc
courses, one that involves visual-vestibular interaction, I rvon-
der whether the diffcrcnt time courses rnight in part reflect a
rnethodological artifirct, however, because although optokinctic
drurn situations result in rclatively slow perceptions of self-
rnovement, stimuli give rise to rapid-onset fcelings of self-
rnovement in other situtrtions. A cornmonplace exarnple in-
volves stopping an automobile on a hill for a traffic signal when a
truck pulls trlongside, giving rise to the panicked illusion that
onc's autornobile is rolling backwards. A laboratorv exarnple is
the swaying room used by Lee ar-rd others (e. g., Lee & Aronson
1974) to investigate optically induced body sway by irrfants as
r.vell as adults.

Driving situations and the swaying roorn diffcr frorn optokine-
tic drurn situations in rnany ways, and the different time courses
rnight reflect either differcnt underlying processes or stirnulus
differences. Consider three possibilities. First, it is well known
that the perception of actual self-turning is rapid when it is
specificd vestibularly, fbr exarnple, while being tun-red with
eyes closed in a rotating chair. The illusorv perception of self-
turning necessarily conflicts with a vestibular rcference signal
consistent with rnaintaining a fixed heading, trnd perhaps this
conflict results in generically slow onset illusions of self-turning.
Unpublished observatior-rs in our laboratory seem to contradict
this, however, indicating a rapid onset for illusory self-
movernents that are biornerchanically specified. Following car-
lier observations (Bles 1984; Lackner & DiZio 1985), Daniel
Ashrnead, Anne Garing, Herbert Pick, and I built a turntable
consisting of a fixed T-bar centered within a rotating platibrrn.
Subjects stoocl centered in the turntable, grasping the stationary
T-bar to maintain a fixed heading. When the platforrn rotatecl,
sulrjects stepped to cornpensate for its rotation while rnaintain-
ing their fixed heading. lVhen they closed their eycs, subjccts
experienced compelling ilh-rsions of self-turning relutive to their
rernernbered surrounclings within 2 scconds after the onset of
the biornechanical stimulus, averaging less than one second
delay (Rieser et al., submitted). Thus, although the onset of
perceived self-turning induced by an optokinetic drum has a
relatively slow onset, a slow onset is not generic to all illusory
perccptions of self-turnir-rg.

As the second possibility, consider whether optical infonna-
tion for self-turning may have a slow onset, whcreas optical
inforrnation for selfltranslation has a rapid onset. This can be
tested easily within an optokinetic drum stirnulus situatior-r by
sirnply asking suljects to rnove from the center of the drum to
stand closc to the wall. If they are facing the wall, the rotating
wall stirnulus would specify tr rotation combined with a transla-
tion - the optical inforrnation would be the same as if subjects
stepped sideways along tlie inside circurnference of the drum.
This is easy to try. Our inforrnal observations are that the onset of
perceived rotation cornbined with translation is also slow, sirni-
lar to the onset for simple rotation.

Finally, the third possibility is that the slow onset rnight occur
in optokinetic-drurn-like stirnulus situations where self-
movernent information is specified rn:rinly at thc single depth

C ontrnentanl lWertheirn: Motion perception

plane clefined by tl ie cylinclrical wall of thc drum rvhcrcas the
sr.vaving roorn ancl er.'ervclay clriving situations both involve
clif lcrcntiated depth planes. Perhaps a rnore "optirnal" optic<t-
kinetic stirnulus, arrangcd by providing rnultiple depth plancs
or in other ways, would resr-rlt in fi ister vection. Whether true or
not, this points out er krgicrrl l imit to unclerstanding perceptual
systerns by investignting purely irrtif icial stirnulus conditions.

Active and passive head and
body movements

Helen E. Ross
h.e.ross(trstlrling.ac.uk; Department of Psychology, University of Stirling,
Stirling, Scotland FKg 4LA, United Kingdom

Wertheirn must be broadly right in asserting that visual rnove-
rnent perception involves a rnulticornp<lnent refereuce signal
and that the signal is related to horv the eyes rnove in space
rtrther than in their sockcts. He states that reference signals are
cornpouncl signals that rnay include any cotnbination of an
efference copy, a vcstibular and a visual component (sect. 3,
para. 4). In his rnodel, knowledge of eye rnovetnents within the
head is (probably)clerivcd from efferencc copy, whereas knowl-
edge of head movernents is derived frorn vestibular afferent
inforrnation caused by head rnovcrnents. The theory should be
generalisecl, howevcr, to cover all types of information about
how the hetrd rnoves in space, including efference copy about
intended hcad or bocly movernents and afferent infonnation
frorn the vestibular system and tactile and kinaesthetic
receptors.

Wertheirn doers not devotc rnuch space to the active/passive
distinction. Vestibular inforrnation is essentially passive, as it
norrnally signals that an accelcrative force is being applied;
however, it rnay or rnay nclt be accompanied by efference copy
(for corresponding self-initiated rnovernent) and by confirma-
tory infonnation frorn the skin, joint, and muscle receptors.

An extrerne case of unaccompanied passive vestibular stimu-
lation occlrrs in divers who suffer frorn pressure (or "alter-

nobaric") vertigcl: high pressure air trapped in the middle ear
stirnulates the sernicircular canals, thus causing a strong sensa-
tion of circular vectir-rn. Thc whole body seerns to rotate and any
object fixed opposite the diver appears to rotate around him at
the speed neecled to keep pace (Ross 1976). The lack of tactile
cues to countcnnar-rd the sensation of bodily rotation produces
very powerdrl sensations of both visual and bodily tnotion.
Circular vection is also very strong in zero gravity, when the
vection is induced visually by a rotating optokinetic drurn: the
reduction on contradictory tactile cues rnakes it stronger than
under norrnal gravity (Young & Shelhamer 1990, pp. 523-38). tn
the case of self-produced rotary and other types of rnovetnent, a
glowing light fixcd oppositc a divcr's eye appears to rnove with
hirn, but with a slight lag (Ross 1990, pp. 4ti0-81; Ross & Lennie
f96S). This effect rnay be sirnilar to lags noted by Graybiel ancl
Brown (1951) and Grcgory (1958). Lags or lcads rnay occur whetr
there is other information llcsides vestibultrr clr visual inforrna-
tion (e.g., passive tactile or active mclvemertt infonnation) that
rnay subtract from or add to the vestibular or visual effect.

Wertheirn thinks it unlikely that the gain of the reference
signal is close to 1.0 during first bocly rnovetnents but that the
discrepancy fails to cause apparer-rt rnovernent of the visual
world, perhaps because the JNDs for the reference signal are
too large (sect. 5.4, para. 5). Yet body rnovement can cause
illusory visual rnovement under arnbiguotrs circurnstances. For
example, Thompson (1U79) described walking up a path to the
Clifton suspension briclge and watching it move up and down iu
relation to his steps whcn observed intermittently through
trces. Hill walkers often report that rocks appear to move in a
rnist, resernbling rnoving clirnbers (Ross 1974, pp. 128-29). Tliis
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phenornenon lnay be an exirmple of arrtokinertic rnovernent
without a preclictable direrction, but the effect usually occurs
only when the observer is rvalking (in which case the rocks
appear to movc in the direction opposite to the motion of the
walker). The excessive apparent rnovernent rnay be caused by
exaggerated apparent distance in a mist, a given angular rnovc-
rnent corresponding to a greater l inear rnovernent at a grcater
distance; but it rnay equally well be causecl by an undersized
visual cor-rtributiun to the reference signal in strch circum-
stances. Kinaesthetic inforrnation rnay lte inadetpate for a
veridical reference signal without a norrnal visual scene
cornponent.

What does linear vection tell us about the
optokinetic pathway?

Xavier M. Sauvan
k36407 0(a czh rzu 1 a. bitnet; Dep artm ent of Neu rology, U niversity Hospital,
CH-8091 Zurich, Switzerland

Wertheirn states that an optokinetic (visual) pattern rnust be
large,, rnust have relatively low spatial frerluency characteristics,
rnust not move too fast across the retina, and rnust rernain visible
ftrr rnore than a very brief period. It should be possible to get a
rnore accuratc understanding of the optokinetic pathway by
studving linetrr ego motion. This has not been done exhaustively
in the target article.

Regarding the low spatial frecpency charactcristics of an
optokinetic stirnulation, it has lteen shown tl iat rectil inear and
curvil inear vection is perceived when the spatial frequer-rcy of
the optokinetic stimulation is less than I c/deg (Sauvan dr
Bonnet 1989). Rectil inear vection corresponds to the sensation
of moving in a straight l ine (Berthoz et al. 1975), and curvil inear
vection to the sensation of making a turn. The latter is sirnilar to
the actual observer ego rnotion in a curved path and is induced
by asyrnmetrical visual stirnuli, especially with respect to spatial
frequency (Sauvan & Bonnet 1993). Mt)ret)ver, the perceivecl
velocity of curvil inear vection varies (decreases) to spatial fre-
(luency (Sauvan & Bonnet 1993). The experienced velocity of
curvil inear vection therefore, depends on the sptit ial charac-
teristics of the optokinetic stirnulation, els in circular vectior-r (de
Graaf et al. 199t)). This should irc related to the low spatialband-
pass characteristic of gatir-rg rnechanisrn clefincd here by
Werthcirr.

There is also a zone of rnaxirnal scnsitivity to the contrast fcrr
rectil inear vection centerecl on the low spatial fre<ltrcncies irncl
the rniddle ternporal frequencies (Sauvan & Bonnet 1988). It has
also been shown that the perceivcd velocity of curvil inear
vcction varies (incretrses)with contrast (Sauvan & Bonr-ret 1993).
F-urther investigation shotrlcl indicate how this contrast input is
involved in the gating and/or comparator rnechanisrn.

How the optokinetic pirthrvar,v resltonds to :rngular velocity
seelns to depencl on the kind of ego rnotion. Indeed, l ir-reirr
vt-'ction is perceivecl u'hen thc angultrr velocity of the stirnulation
is slower than about 40 cleg/sec (Sauvtin & Bonnct f989); circular
vection can be inducecl rvitl i laster angular vekrcity up to luore
than 100 deg/sec (Bi i t tne:r  & [ Ienn l98l) .

Linear ego motion can bc indtrced with central or periltherral
visutrl stin-nrlation of srnnll size. Rectil inear vecti<ln ctrn be
inducecl with central racliallv expanding depth patterns as srnall
as 7.5 deg (Anderscn & Braunstein 1985).  Also,  curv i l inear
vection ctrn be generated rvith drifting sinewtrvc grirtings clis-
played peripherally behind trn aperture subtencling a visual
ar.rgle of 23 dcg (Sauvan & Bonnct l9{J9; 1993). Moreover, it has
becn shown that circular vection can be obttrinecl with ccntral
stimulations as srnall as 13.5 cleg (Howerrd & Heckmann 1989).
Conserrluently, ther optokinctic parthway actually responds not

only to snrall and large but also to central and peripheral
opt<lkinetic patterns.

It is known that complex visual infonnation can characterize-'
optokinetic stirnulation such as depth cues. Andersern and
Braunstein (19u5) trscd radial flor.v patterns that sirnulated linear
rnovcrnent through a thrcer-clirnensional cloud of dots for induc-
ing rectilinear vection. It was four-rcl that apparent depth (intro-
clucccl by' Lrsing kinetic occlusion ir-rfonntrtion) influences hori-
zontal linear vection strength (Telford ert al. 1992). Therefore,
the parietal dorsal medial superior temporal (\,{STd) area shotrld
be a main part of thc optokinetic pathway at the cortical level.
Indccd, nerlrolls have been founcl in this area u'hich codc:
rnotion in clepth (Coodale & Milner 1992), respond to optic flow
stirnuli (Wurtz & Dufry 1992, or project to the accessory optic
systern (Maioli ct al. 19t39).

In short, it is worthwhile and challenging to cornpare linear
ego rnotion with circular ego motion. A better understanding
not only of complex self-motion should thereby be reached btrt
also of visuo-vestibular interactions. Indeed, there is doubt as to
the extent to which visuo-otolith and visuo-semicircular canal
interaction pathways are segregated. We thirik it is now irnpor-
tant to propose specific and testable hypotheses about the
physiological mechanisms ancl anatomical pathwa;'s involved in
visuo-vestibular interactions.

A C K N O W L E I ) G N I E N T
This work was suplx)rted bv ESPRIT 6615 N{rrcom II.

Ecological efference mediation theory and
motion perception during self-motion

Wayne L. Shebilske
wls9357(izeus.tamu.edu; Department of Psychology, Texas A&M
University, College Statlon, TX 77843-4235

Wertheim's rnodel of nrotion perception cluring selflrnotion ar-rcl
Shcbilske's (1984; 19fJ7a; l9fl7b; 1990) ecological efference rne-
diatior-r (EEM) theory harve rnututrl irnplications that highlight
irnportant parts of Wertheim's contribution. First, Wertheirt
rnakes a strong case that rnotion perception cluring self-motior-r is
determined by an interaction of in{ilrrnatior-r originating in l ight
pattcrns and inforrnation originating inside tl"re observer.
Seconcl, although Wertheirn's cluantitative rnoclel of this interirc-
tion sterns frorn inferential theory, tl ie moclel r,vith respcct to
relativc rnotion is consistent with direct perception theor\', ls is
the rnoclel with respcct to trbsolute rnotion, though with oncr
cxception: Thc mainstrearn of direct perrcerption therory hrrs
restrictcd its analysis of visual perception to the investigilt ion o{'
optic flow invirriants ars docurnented in Werrtheim's Note 2. As
cklcurnenterd in thc strrne fi lotnote, hou'ever, Cibson's (1966,

pp. 2ft3-84) earlier systerrns approach rccognizecl that sensory
inforrnation originating in l ight ancl st:nsorv infbrn-rntion origi-
nating in the observer coulcl cnter into ir uniclue invariant
rclation tl iat coulcl directlv cleternrine perceptions.

EEN'l therory extenclccl this rctrsoning to inclucle special in-
variarnt relations bertween liuht-basecl irncl cfkrrence-based infor-
rnirtion. Wertheirn's <1uirr-rtit irt ive rnodel can be thought of irr
terrns of this special kincl of inr' 'ariant relirt ion. The imprcssivc
prcdictivc arbil ity of Werthcirn's moclel suggests that direct
perception theorists rnirde ti falsc step r.vhen thev confinecl therir
analysis of visual perception to infr;rrnation originating in l iglit
patterns. l)ircct pcrccption the<lrv was orl t l ie right trirck rvhen
it e:ncotrrarged the consiclerartion of invirriant rerlationships bc-
trveerr scrlsory infonntrtion originrrting in l ight ancl sensory
in{rlrrnation originirtir-rg in the observer. Furtherrnore, the suc-
cess of Werthcirn's moclel suggests tl iat EENI theory is on thc
riqlrt trrrck.
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EEM theory holcls, with othcr ecological theories, that
pcrception-action relationships are shaped by the interactior-r of

an organisrn with its environment and that operations firr encocl-

ing sensory inforrnation approaclt optirnii l efl icierncy in the

environrnent in which a species er.'olved. In contrast rvith the

dominant ecological theories, howerver, it trlso holds that (a)

clI 'erence-based inforrnation (e. g., frorn the octrlornotor systern)
interacts witl i higher-order l ight-basecl infurmation (e.g., fronr

optical lbw pattems) to determine perfi.rrmance cltrrir-rg nirtural
events and that (b) fall ibil ity in both visual ancl eff 'erence-basecl
inforrnation function synergistically to shape both tl ie ph,v-

Iogeny and ontogeny of the visual systern (Shebilskc et al. 19ft4).

EEM tl-reory is supportercl by rese,irrch on minclr rnotor anorna-
l ies (MMAs) -  dysf t rnct ional  statcs of  s l ight  rn is l l ignnrent  or
misregistration of body part positions (Sliebilske I9{J4; 1987a).
These rnotor states are abnorrnal in thc sense tltat tl iey trre

dysfunctional rathcr than rare, and minor as opposecl to lnajor
errors (such as paralvsis). For exarnple, after people rnaintain arr

erccerrtric direction o[ gaze for about 30 serc or krngcr, the biased
gaze direction catrses a misregistrirtion of eye position, which in
turn causes observers to nrisjudge visual direction. Tli is MMA
influences pointir-rg and dart throwing in reducctl and full
v iewirrg concl i t ions (Shebi lske 1977:1984).  Sir r r i lar  MMAs inf lu-
ence pointing to different distances (Sliebilske et al. l9fi4) and
bnseball batting (Shebilske 19ti7b). Thesc cxperirnents have
induced NIMAs cluring narturnl events antl have rneasurecl
MMA-illusions during nirttrrirl events. Thus, ther perccivecl
clircction of obiects in a giveri l ight pattenr, including those
occurring dtrring nerttrral ervents, depcnds on the state of ocu-
lorlotor infbrrnation; and the vistral conse(luences of change in
oculornotor inf<rnnation clerpend Lrpon the state of visual infor-
rnation. This pattern of results is exactl,v what woulcl bc expectccl
if visual ancl oculornotor infclrmation interract.

A gap in the previous strpport {ur EEM theorv, however, was
the lack of a cluantitartive nroderl of the intc'raction. Wertheim's
rnodel fi l ls that gap. Accordinglv, if !IMAs can be firund for thc
estirnators of eye velocit,v in the orbit or l iead velocitv in spircc,
Wcrtheirri 's n-roclel willbe able to preclict precisely the influence
of these \I\{As on rnotion pcrception during selLmotion in
naturirl events.

Evcn without MlIAs, Wertheirn's cltrantitative predictions

sliould trl low precise spercifications of boundarry conditions that
are preclicted b,v EEN,I theory. 

'fhe 
theory distinguishes be-

tween conscious pcrccptions ancl sensorilv guicled actions that
are not merdiatecl bv conscious perceptions. It predicts that
practice ctrn bring a sensoril,v guided skil l under the control of i in
unconscious rcpresentation generated by ir unique input opera-
tion. EEM theory hence rc'iects the linear rnodels tl iat hiive
guided diverse scicntif ic theories accorcling to which sensorily
guided pcrfi lrmancc is based on perccption (cf. Goodaler l98U).

Advocates of l inetrr rnodels would n<-rt deny that perceptions

with and with<xrt action rcquire diff 'erent processes, but they
wotrld insist on the assumption thtrt the separate sensoritnotor

rnodules diverge afte:r perceptual constancy mechanisms yield

the stablc reprcsentations needed for skil led performance.

Linear theorists rnust insist on this :rssurnption becattse it is a

necesstrr)/ conse(luence of a rnodel in rvhich action is based on
perceptual representtrtions. This rationale could account fbr the

ernphasis on appearance as t-rpposed to performance in the

constancy literaturc. Diverging theories, cortstructs, trnd opcra-

tions in constancy rersearch suggest, howevcr, that l inetrr modcls

ctrnnot account for constancy data (Shebilske & Peters, in press),

and thirt progress toward synthesis will be rnade when unilinear
trpproachr,s that ask cithcr-or cluestions abotrt perception are
replaced bv a rnulti l inearr approach that investigates multipler
spatiirl rcprcscnttttions frrr pcrccptiolr trncl pcrformance ir-r spe-
cific inteerirtecl sensorirnotor rloclrrle,s.

Tlie clistiriction betlr,eel-r inferreritial trnd direct is accordingly
krst in thc clomain stuclied bv Wertlieim. lxrt the distinction is

C ommentary lWertheim: Motion perception

not resolved for other consttrncies (Shebilske & Peters, in press),
and we cannot assurne that it is resolved for all sensorily guidecl
actions cluring self-rnotion either.

At this early stage in its clevclopment, the ecological effercnce
nrediation theorl, provides only a loose packaging frrr the con-
stancv data. Quantitativer rnodels such as Wertheirn's should
herlp articulate the intcgration and coordir-ration of cliverse oper-
rrt ions (e.g., unconscious inference or direct perception), by
specifving the bounclary conclitions for the operation of specific
rnultiple representations that ernerge as a result of interactions
between an organisrn and its environrnent.

The idea that space perception involves
more than eye movement signals and
the position of the retinal image has
come up before

Alexander A. Skavenski
skavenski(t neu.edu; Department of Psychology, Northeastern U niversity,
Boston, MA 021 15

The rnair-r thrust of Wertheirn's target articlc is that controversy
about how visual perception of rnotion takes place c:rn be
resolvecl if it is realizerd that elobal retinal stirnulation such as an
optokinetic drurn actually cor-rtributes inforrnation that supple-
rnernts vestibular signals about how the lrody is moving in space.
This suggestion has been raised by nurnerous investigators of
the oculornotor cornpcnsation for body rnotion who notcd that
the dynamic ranges of ther vestibular and optokinctic systerns
were cornplerrnentarv (fbr revir,rv, see Collewijn 1985; Sirnpson
& Graf l9fl5; Young 1985). As Wcrthcim notes, ir problern in
rnotion perception is that infirrrnation about hetrd rnotion in
spac€r rnust be used in acldition to retinal irnage motion and
extraretintrl c,yc rnovernent signals referenced to ther hcad.
Fltrrl ier, Skavenski (1990) rnade a similar suggestion, and noted
that if both retinal stirnulation by large scenes and verstibular
signals contributccl to the heacl rnotion signtrl this would rrccount
f<rr a nurnber of i l l trsory, situations often taken to supprlrt a
Iirnitetl role for nolrrc-'t inal signrrls in space perception.

Skavenski rnade this suggestior-r to counter the Post ancl
Leibowitz (1985) suggestion tl iat only thc phylogenetically
newer pursuit systern contributers eye rnovernent signirls tcr
motion percepti<ln u'hilc the older optokinetic systenr movers tlte
eye without signaling perccption of that rnotion. Post &
Leibowitz had erplairrecl the l)unker i l lusion in which ir physi-
cally stationarrv spot is seen to rnovc when it is enckrsecl b.v a
rnoving frame in the {irl lowing rvtiy The friunc produced rctintrl
irnage rnotion thtrt stimulatc:cl optokinetic' nvstagrnus (OKN)

rvithout extruretinal signs. This OKN was countererd by srnooth
pursuit to keep the eye on the sniull spot. The pursuit-generatecl
extrtrrcrtinal signals thrrs causccl pcrccived rnotion in tl.rc sp<lt.
Skavernski notecl that it was erlually plausible that the frarne
rnotion generatecl inforrnation that the heacl rvas rnoving in
spilce. Since the eye did not move in thc hcad ar-rci thc srnerll spot
did not rrove on the retina, it rnust bc: rnoving with the person.

Skavenski also argtrecl thut thc latter idea is nrore erfficient
becauser it, unlike the Post & Leibowitz suggestion, does not
reqtrire an explirnation of why nature u'otrld have ttrken the
troubler to evolve relatively sophisticatecl compensatorv ocu-
lornotor systems to outptrt behavior that rvotrld con{usc thc:
rrnirnal about ob.iect krcation and rnotion.

In surn, Werthcirn's target article mair-rly ofi-crs aclditional
evidence to support the idca that infirrnration beyond that
containcrd in the retinal irnirge is usc,cl in perceivir-rg oljc:ct
nrotion. In this l ight, it is a surprise thart Wertheirn does not also
incluclc the rersults of Hunsen (1979), who reported a high
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quality of extrrrretinal eye position signal cltrring stnootlr ptrrsuit

eye rnovernent or of Hansen irnd Skavenski (19{J5), who showed

that a good <luality cxtraretinal signal (botli in space uncl tinrc)
wns avarilable for localization durinq saccades. Botli of these

reports were concerned with juclgments of tl ie position of

objects, but other such observations which clealt rvith position
judgnrents werc inc luded (e.g. ,  ! la t in et  a l .  1969).

"Sensory" reference frames and the
information for self-motion versus
object motion

Thomas A. Stoffregen
stoffreg @ ucbeh.san. uc.edu ; Department of Psychology, U niversity of
Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45221 -0376

Wertheirn describes a situation in which passive, restrained

observer's experience thernselves as rotating while sitt ing in ir

chair that is stationary with respect to a rotating optokinetic

dnrm. He describes their cxperience as "an il lusorl, sensation of

ego rotation." He does not explain why this percept is inter-
preted as an il lusion. There is, however, a clear irnplication that
"il lusory" self-rnotion is not real, that it constitutes tr perceptual

error. Therc is an irnplied assurnption (cornrnon in the self-

motion literature) that rnotion of the self relative to the sub-

straturn and gravity is "real," whereas rnotiot-t relative to the

optical (or acoustic) surround is "i l lusory. " Wertheim defines

motion relative to earth gravity as "absolute" motion. Sirnilar

interpretations arc rnade in the vestibular community in the

case of the so-called oculogravic and audiogravic i l lusions (Gray-

biel 1952; Graybiel & Niven l95t). In the literature or] per-

ccivcd orientation, gravity is assurned to be prirnary (Schcinc

f984). In none of these cases is any a priori (theoretical)justif ica-

tion offered for the prirnacy of gravity. In all of these cases,

subjective reports that deviate frorn gravity arc i l lusory only if

we assurne that observers are basing their perception of self-

motion on earth gravity.

In fact, the distinction between absolute and relative rnotion

is inaccurate and rnisleading; there is nothing absolute about

motion relative to earth's gravit.v, as Einstein showed (Einstcin

& Infeld 193f1). Moreover, there is reason to believe that gravity

is not a fundarnental referent for anirnals. Recent theory and

experimentation have shown that gravity is not the prirnary

referent for the perception or cor-rtrol of orientation. Rather,

orientation is perceived and controlled with respect to the

direction of balance, which often differs from the direction o{'
gravity (Riccio ct al. 1992; Riccio & Stoffrcgen 1990; Stoffregen

& Riccio f988). Thus, the assurnption that orientation and
rnotion are perceivcd and controlled relative to gravity is not

only theoretically problernatic but contradicted by rcccnt data.

The discussion of absolute and relative rnotion has itnportance

for Wertheirn beyond thc interpretation of subjective reports. It

supports <lne of his rndor conclusions: "Direct perception the-

orv is concerned with the perceptior-r of relative rnotion and

inferential theory with the perception of absolute motion. " This

arnounts to a clairn that direct perception addresses perception

of motion relative to objects, whereas inferential theory ad-

dresses perception of rnotion relative to the earth. I doubt
whether either camp would accept this characterization. Shorn

of its incorrect terrninology the clairn becornes both less inter-

esting and less defcnsible.
Perception can be understood as a form of rncasurernent and,

like other forms of rneasurement, it rnust be scaled rclative to a
frame of reference (Bingharr"r f 987). Wertheim's analysis is con-

sistent with traditional assumptions about scales or referents for
perception. One assumption of the traditional view is that there

is a separate "reference frame" for each perceptual systcrn. The

hypothetical referents are defined external to the trnimal, in

terrns of thc types of enerrg,v tl i i tt stirnulate clifferent pcrccptuii l

s.vsterns. F-or exarnple , the referent for tho vestibular svstetn is

lrelieved to be spccific force, for tl ie auditory systern, airbortre
nrechanical vibrtrtions, ancl {irr vision anisotropic optical strttc-

ttrre. An irnpurtirnt propcrty of tl iese scnse-specific ref'erence
frarncs is that they are nrutually exclusive. This leads to the

conclusion that erach perceptual systcm carn indicate oltject or

scl{'-rnotion indepcndcntly and that they often ir-rclicate: differer-rt
(incornpatible) rnotion rclationships between thc self and all or
part of thc environrnent (cf. Stoffregen & Riccio l9fJ8). Thesc

assurnptions unclerlie the comrnon belief that an anirntrl can htrve

a perception of orientation or rnotion that is peculiar to a

particular perceptual systern, as whcn Wertheiln, without any
preludc or subserluent iustif ication, defines his area of stucly as
"tltc aisuol percept" of "rnotion or stationarity," (errnphasis

addccl). t Thc assertiorr that we can have a visual perception of

self-rnotion or stasis (physical events that stirnultte rr-rultiple
perrceptual systerns; Stoffregen I990) entails strong assumptions
about relations alnong perceptual systerns. These ttssrttlptiot'ts

irre rarely explicitly presented or defended. Thc belief in sense-
specific perception of sclf-rnotion is comrnon in the literature on
vection (e.g., Sauvan & Bonnet 1993; Warren & Kurtz 1992), but

it is not universal (e.g., Stoffregen & Riccio 1990; 1991; cf. DiZio

& Lackr.rerr 1986).

Recent theoretical developrnents have questioned traditional
assurnptions alrout ser]sory reference frarnes. Stoffregen and
Riccio (19fl|; f99l) have argued that the perceptual systetns are

not sensitive to extrinsic reference frames defined in tertns of

stirnulus cnergy. Instead, the referents for perceptual systems

are kinematic events and states of the interaction between the

anirnal and the environrnent (and, hence, intrinsic rather than

extrinsic; cf. Mark 1987). For exarnple, rather than being sensi-
tive to specific f<rrce, as has traditionally been assurned, the
vestibular systern appears to be sensitivc to kinernatics that have

consequences for the control of posture, such as clynalnic orien-
tation relative to the direction ofbalance (Riccio et al. 1992). The
perception of these kinematics can be achicved without prior or

concurrent sensitivity to specific force. Inforrnation about dy-

narnic orientation relative to the direction of balance is available
to other perceptual systcrns in addition to the vestibule. For

example, postural sway gives rise to optical flow and the pararne-

ters of this optical flow (e.g., patterns of changing acceleration)
are specific to dyr-rerrnic orientation relative to the directior-r of

balance. Sensitivity to this infonnation does not depend orr

sensitivity to anisotropic optical structure. These exarnples
il lustrate the argument that orientation can be perccived with-

out appeal to sense-specific reference frarnes (Sto{Iregen &

Riccio 1988; l99l). Tliese postural kinen'ratics are deterrrrincd

by dynarnical properties of the body in interaction with the

environrnent rather than by thc dyr-rarnics of receptors <-rr "esti-

rnators" tliat are central to Wertheirn's approach.
How does this analysis apply to the perception of self '-rnotion

(translation) and its differentiation from obiect motion?

Stoffregen and Riccio (1990; Stoffregen l9U5; 1986) arnalyzecl

kinematic stirnulation that is created by rnotion of the sclf
(postural sway) and rnotion of objects (looming, or irnpending

collision). Rather than relying on sulrjective reports of self- and

obiect rnotion (which have the problerns of interpretation dis-

cussed above), this research relies on adaptive behavioral re-

sponses to different events (cornpensatory sway, dodging in

avoidance). Our data and analysis of the literature indicate that

self- and object motion cannot bc differentiatecl reliably on the

basis of stirnulus variables such as optical velocity and thc

angular extent of stirnulation, the kinds of variables thtrt are

central to Wertheirn's modcl. Optical velocity does not provicle

reliable information about pararneters of physical rnotion; it can

function as no morc than a probabalistic cue (Stoffregen 1986).

Its use as a cue for estimating these parameters would be

unnecessary if the differing dynarnics of self- and object motion

were specified directly in perceptual stimulatior-r. Stoffregen
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iurd Riccio (1990) arguecl tl iat this is thc ctrse: thert sclf-motiotr

and object rnotion, being clifferent cvettts, give rise to cliffererlt

pattcrus of sensorl' stirnultrtion, ancl that these pattc-rns of

stirnulation are lau'fully (and uriicltrely)rclertecl to thc underlying

cvcr-rts, so thart they provicle infirrnlttt ion {irr the cvents.

Hence, thc differing physical dyr-rarnics of olrject tnotiotr trucl

rnotion of tl ie bocly rrre irvailable itr perceptual stirnttlation. Tcr

the extent thirt perceptual svsterns are sensitive to these clyuirm-

ical differences, olject ancl self-rnotion ctrn bc cliffcrentiatecl

directl.v, that is, without the neccl ftrr iuternally generated

(rnecliated) estirnates. This is sirnilar to Wertlieiln's chtrracteriza-

tion of the direct perception vie',v as one in which veridictrl

perception arises exclusively {iom affereut infclnnation. Horv-

ever, Wertheirn's understtrnding of afferent information is in

terms of sense-specific probabilistic clucs ir-r retinalflow, while in

rny view afferent infonnati<-rn is in tcrtns of arnodal or cross-

rnodal patterns of stirnulation that are detertninistically specific

to object-rnotion and sclf-rnotiort events.

N O T E
l. The power of' this assumption can be extratrdinarv. Wertheinr

rettrins the terrl inology ol'"the vistral perception of sel{-rnotiotr" despite
the fact that he discusses nonvisual (vestibular) in{luences on the
percept. Apparentl.v, vestibrrlar stimulation influences the perception of
self-motion withotrt distrrrbing or cornprornising its "visual" character.

Does the reference signal cancel
visual f ield motion?

Arnold E. Stoper
astoper(u seq.csuhayward.edu ; Psychology Department, California State
University, Hayward, CA 94542

Wertheirn's atternpt to explain a wide variety of rnotion phenorn-
cna in terrns of a simple refercncc signal that adds vectorially to
the retinal signal has considerable appeal. Flowever, I believe
that a serious problern in his presentation is a failure to distin-
guish between "visual field" rnotion and "visual world" rnotion
(Gibson f950).

In the original Filehne (1922) illusion, thc observer tracks a
moving point in normal room illurnination and observes retro-
grade rnotion of the backgrouncl. As I described it (Stoper 1967;
1973), this is a paradoxical rnotion - the background rnoves, but
it doesn't go anywhere. Tliis can be characterized as a motion of
the "visual field" rather than "visual world" (scc Mack 1978 and
Rock 1977, for sophisticated discussions of tliis distinction).
According to Gibson, one must take a "pictorial attitudc," that
is, view the world as a picture, in order to experience the visual
field, and in this case, visual field rnotion. On a first dernonstra-
tion, only about 50% of observers will spontaneously report such
motion, but with appropriate guidance (and patiencel) I have
founcl that r-rearly everyone will report it. All observers will
agree that the background "srnears" somewhat when one is
following a rnoving targert. Once attention is called to this
"srnearing," observers will agrce that the irnage of the back-
ground does not j trst srnear, i t  also moves, in some scnse. At the
samc timc, in another sense, the backgrouncl rernains stable,
that is, there is no rnotion of thc "visual world." Rcaders can
easily clernonstrate these phenornena for themselves simply by
tracking a pencil point moving ovcr a page of text.

Wertheirn concluded (as did Mack 1978) that the Filehrre
illusion is caused by an ur-rderregistration of pursuit velocity,
hence a reference siqnal too small to cancel the background
retinal signal. However, the Filehne illusion as rneasured by
Wertheim seems to differ in character from the one originally
noticed by Filehne. Wertheirn rneasured the illusion by nulling
until the observer reported "stability. " For a large, continuously
present background (sect. 5.I and Fig. 4), he finds no Filehne
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illusion ilt arll, but these trre preciscly the conditions in which
Filehne first noticed his illtrsion, and the ones I describe above.
If Wertheim's obscrvers were nulling visual worlcl tnotiou in-
stearcl of visuirl fielcl rnotion they rvoulcl, of course, have seen the
Itrrge backgrotrncl stable with no nulling necessary, ancl this
would arccount for the lack of any llleasurecl illusion; it seetns
likely that this rvas in fact the casc. Evcn thotrgh the large
backgrouncl was reportccl stable, it would still have had visual
ficld rnotion. If this acc<lunt is correct, thcn the illusion
Wertheirn rneasurcd was sornething other thirn the original
Filehne illusion. Werthcirn's experirnents thus firil to show that
thc reference signtrl has trny capacity at all to canccl retinal image
motion once it rcsults in visual field rnotion and his explantrtion
of the Filehne illusion in terrns of the undersized reference
sigr-ral is not applictrble to the illusion originally described by
Filehne.

The theoretical importance of the visual field motion of the
background seen during pursuit arises frorn its absence in the
ctrse of a saccade. In a norrnally illuminated environtnent, there
is no hint of the field rnotion seen during pursuit. I showed
(Stoper 1967; f973) tliat this difference in appearance is not due
to the srnooth "dragging" of the irnage during pursuit as opposed
to the "hopping" of the irnage during the saccade, as hacl been
suggested by Gregory (1958). I believc that this difference
between pursuit and saccade presents problems for Wertheim's
assurnption (Note 7) that the sarne reference signal and essen-
tiallv the sarne JNI) (just noticeable difference) raising process
are responsible fcrr both stability during pursuit and stability
during the saccade. My conclusion was, and rernains, that some
central process must take place during the saccade which does
not occur during pursuit. One candidate for such a "saccade

only" central process is the simple suppression of the retinal
signal, as suggestecl by Wallach and Lewis (1965).

In firct, it is cluite possible, as I suggested (Stoper 1967), that
once generated the retinal signal is nevcr cancelled by vectorial
addition of a reference signal, no matter liow large. If the retinal
signal does not add vcctorially to the retinal irnage signal, how
do they interact? One possibility is illustrated by the farnous
"rnotion analysis" dernonstration of Johannsorl (1982), consisting
of a wheel rolling ir.r the dark. If a point on the rim is illurninated,
it is seen to describe a cycloid, which is its actual trajectory in
space. If a point at the center of the wheel is illuminated, it will
have only linear translational motion. If both points are illun'ri-
nated and the point at the center is pursued, the reference signal
will be translational and the retinal signal of the rim point will be
circular. If these two signals were to add vectorially, the "true"

motion of thc rirn point in space would be seen; it would be the
sum <lf the circular and translational components, that is, a
cycloiclal rnotion. As is wcll known, this is not the percept at all.
Instead, what is seen is a wheel rolling - the point at the rirn is
seen to describe a circular motion about the center and the
entirc wheel is seen to translate. The point at the rirn has both
circular and translational cornponents - it goes around the
center, but it is part of the wheel and translates with the wheel -

but these two cornponents do not add vectorially. They rernairl
independent, and can be perceived separately.

Returning to the explanation of stability, perhaps it really is
visual world motion that is irnporttrnt, and as Gibson woulcl say,
visual {ield rnotion is just an artif,rct produccd by unnatural
viewing conditions. Can stability of the visual world be brought
about by Wertheirn's proposed rnechanism; that is, by vec-
torially adding a refercnce signal to the retinal signal? This is at
least plausible in the cases of eye rnovernent or of purely
rotational moverncnt of the observer, when the image rnotion
has one constant velocity at any one tirne over the entire retina.
It would be at least theoretically possible for a single valued
reference signal to "cancel" this retinal n-rotion by subtraction.
However, if thcrc is any translational component to the rnotion
of the observer, the optic flow and the corresponding irnage flow
on the retina become much more complex, with a wide range of
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vclocities at any one instrtnt in timr:. Thc irnage ntovernent
would be a function of both distancer and direction to each
particular sur{ace elcrnent in thc world (see, er.g., Gibson 1954).
Any reference signal wliich is strbtractc,d from thc rctinarl signal
must have a range of values sirnilar to that of the retinal signal at

one instant of tirne in order to producc stability. A single valuecl

reference signal strch as the one proposecl by Wcrtheirn cannot
f,ri l to procluce cancellirt ion of the retinal signal ancl stabil itt, of

the visual world during translati<lnal obscrver rnovernent.

Finally, consider the appearance of the visual field in the case

of translational olrserver lnovement. Despite tl ie apparent sta-

bil ity of the visual world, the "optic florv" of thc field rerrnains

visible, that is, nearby oll jects appear to rnove back faster tl ian

clistant ones. This is, of course, visual ficld rnotion, and catr be

taken as showing that the retinal irnage rncltion is not cancellecl.
A bettcr dcscription of what happens to this fierlcl rnotion would

seern to be tl iat of l)uncker (1929): the field rnotion is attributecl

to the rnotion of the observer rirther than rnotion of the world.

Spatial motion perception requires the
perception of distance

Michael Swanston
bstmts(acluster.cc.dct.ac.uk; Dundee lnstitute of Technology, Bell Street,
Dundee DDl 1HG, Scotland

Wertheim presents a rnodel oftl ie process b1, which perceived

motion is derived frrlrn retinal and extraretinal inforrnation. The

rnodel proviclers an account of a wide rangc of motion phenoln-

ena, including veridical and nonvcridical percerptions, thc rno-
tion aftereffcct, incluced rnovernent, and vecticur. Most cru-
cially, the rnodel is expressed in terrns of motion in space (of the
eyes, of the observer, and of stimuli), and thus appears tcl
provide a complete system of explanation. This impression Inay

be misleading, however, despite the use of the subscript "space

to indicate the frame of reference for velocity terrns in varicrus

formulae.
The problern is apparent {rorn a consicleration of the sitttati<tn

discussed in section 5.4. Wertheirn derscribes thc carsc of a train
driver looking forrvtrrcl as the train accerlerrates frorn rcst. hri-
tially, thc vcstibular systcrn provicles inforrnation fi lr ego mo-
tion. This is said to proviclc a reference signal which will bc:
"approxirnaterly e<1tral to the retinal signal evoked by the rnoving
image of the visual world," ar-rcl the clriver's worlcl is thereforcr
perceptually stable, but this is clearly unworktrble. The rcfer-
ence signal frorn the vestibular systcrn dcfines an accelerration
along the z-axis. 

'fhe 
retinal rnotion infirrrnation is rnultidirec-

tional, and variable in magnittrde ircross the retina. Therc is no
single rctir-ral signal frorn wliich thc vestibular reference signal
can be subtrirctecl. What is requirerd for this is a transforrnation
of the retinal inforrnation to express the spatial motior-r of objects
relertive to thc observcr. Such a sigr-ral, which is egocentric
rather than retinocentric, cotrlcl be cornbinecl adclit ively with a
reference signal {br self-motion to givc a perceptually stable
visual world. Gogel ancl Tictz (1992) have recently dcscribed
experirnents which show thtrt thc pcrceived sagittal rnotion of
objects during self-motion is cletemrinccl by tl ic pr<;duct of
retinal motion and perceived disttrnce ancl not just by the
subtraction of perceived self-rnotion frorn retinal rnotion.

In gencral, thc operation clf subtracting a ref'erencer signal
frorn a scrlsory signal cirn be considerccl ar conversion <;f the
frarne of reference witl i respect to which ther serlsury signal is
expressed (Swanston et al. l9fJ7). Thus, subtraction of a ref'er-
ence signal representing rnovernents of the eyes with rc:spect to
the head frorn a sensory signal {or imargc rnotion ovcr thc retinac:
yields a vtrlue which represents ilnage rnotion with respect to
the head. Such a signal rvil l be altcred bv rlovements of the head
in spacc ancl by pcrceived clistiurce (Swanston & Wade l98tJ;

1992a). This rnay, r-rot seem to be the case, however, if an
observer is stationrrry, perceived distance is constant, and reti-
nal rnotion is entirely clue to object or eye rnoveutents. Under
such conditions, which olrtain in the experirnents described by
Wertheirn in scction 5. l, onlv one frarne of re{'erence (egocen-

tric) will allpear to be operatir-rg tind the influence of perceived
distar-rce will not be apparer-rt.

Even if physical distancc is l ield constant, the influence of
perceived distance on perceived rnotion can readily be dermon-
strated. Gogel's extensive work on this issue (see Gogel 1990 for
an overview and synthesis of his theorctical and ernpirical
investigatior-rs) can hardly be ignored by any theory of rnotion
perception that aims to describe object and observer rnotions ir-r

three dimensions. Wertheim cloes not refer to this work, which

cannot bc accounted for by the rnodel presentcd in the target
article. Consider the case of an observer rnaking lateral head

rnovernents while fixating an object at a fixed clistance. There
will be no moticln cln the retina, and the rotation of the eyes in

the hetrcl will be such as to cancel out the erffects of tl ic lateral

heacl rnovernents on the retinal position of thc object. If, as

Wertheim rnakes clear, registered values for irnage tnotion, eyer

rnovcrnents, and hcad rnovernents are vericlical, then the obiect
will appear to be statir)narv. However, this will not bc so if there
is any misrnatch betrveen ther object's physical ancl pcrceivecl

distance. If ther oll ject is scen to be nearer than its phvsical

distance, it wil l appear to be rnoving r.vith the hcad. If it is seen as

farther away, it r,vill appear to rnover against the heacl. These

effects are indistinguishablc frorn, and additive with, retrl rno-

tions, rind they occlrr equally in a structurecl visual field (Gogel

1982; Gogel et al. 1985). Thus, a physical rnotion can be
pcrceptually increasecl, car-rccllcd, or reversed, solely by the

manipultrtion of perceivcd distance. Itr Wertheirn's tnodel, only

tr single virlue of the refbrcnce signal reprcsenting e,ve ttlove-

rnent "in space" is available, rcgardless of the perceivercl distar-rce

of the stirnulus object, irnd thtrs no iufluetrce of perceived

distance on perceived rnotion woulcl l. le predictecl.

A sirnilar problern irrises when there is relativer tnotiou be-

tween visiblc olrjccts. In section 5.3, Wertlieitn states that such

rnotion signals are inclepenclent of eyc tnovetnents; tl i is is only

thc case if ther l iead is statior-rary, however, and the eyc nlovc-

rncnts are rotations in the heacl (Wade & Swanstori 1987). If t l ie

heacl rnoves, and the retinae rnovc in space, then the objects'
physical distances will deterrnine their relative retinal tnotiot-ts

and give rise to rnotion parrallax. The pcrceivccl outcotne is thcn

sorne cornbination of relativc depth (Rogers & Graham f9T9)

and relativc rnotior-r, the balance between the two being in{lu-

enccd by the percerivecl egocentric distance of the objects (On<r

ct trl. 1986). We have discussecl thc role of relative motiotr

infbnnation in induced rnovernent (Wrrdc & Swanston 1987)ancl

the rnotion aftercilect (Swunston & Wade 1992b) in the context

of a rnoclel of motion perccption wliich explicitly incorporates
perceived distance and covers rnuch of tl ie sarne ground as that
proposed here by Wertheim. In addition, we have arguecl that

the issucs of binoctrlar cornbination and visurrl direction frorn the

cyclopcan eye should be arcldressed b1, anv rnodcl of spatitrl
rrotion perception (Swanston et al. 1990).

Fronl our point of view, Wertheinr has providccl a cletailccl

irnalysis of the eirrl-v stagcs in rnotion perception, ct)ncenling the:
dcrivation of an egocentric signal fiorr-r nrotions of atrd over it
retina, whcre the forn"rer are cltre to equal nrtertions of botli eycs.
Much valuable inforrnation regarcling tl ie psychophvsics of this
proccss is surnrnirriscd, but the model itself does not irppear to

be able to support a truly spatial accouut of rnotion perccption.
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A cortical substrate for motion perception
during self-motion

Peter Thier," Roger G. Ericksonb and Johannes Dichgans"
uthier€nmailserv.zdv.uni-tuebingen.de; "Department of Neurology, University
of Tdbingen, 72076 Tubingen, Germany and oLaboratory of
Neurophysiology, National lnstitute of Mental Health, Poolesville, MD 20837

Wertheirn's target article provides a rnodel of tnotion perception
during self-rnotion that rests on the assurnption that percepts of
object rnotion are derived by cornparing retinal slip of the object
imagc with an internal reference signal. The reference signal
suggested by Wertheirn clescribes how the eycs rnove iu space
and relies on both visual and nonvisual inforrnation. His theory
is largely based on psychophysical observations. Quite under-
starndably, the question of where and how in the brain the
mechanisrn he proposcs rnight be irnplernented is accordingly
not the focus of his attention. The results of our recent experi-
rnents using rnonkeys shed sorne light on this as well as on sorne
of the other issues discussed by Wertheirn.

In our experiments, single-unit electrophysiological record-
ings frorn cortical visual areas were used to cotnpare the re-
sponses of visual nerlrons to slow retinal irnage rnotion caused
either by object rnotion or pursuit eye rnovelrent. Three of our
results arc dircctly relevant to the target article. First, direc-
tionally selective cortical visual neurons that respond selectively
only to externally induced visual rnotion were found (we narned
these "passive-only" cells). Second, these neurolls were lo-
calized in a single visutrl area (the dorsal part of rnedial superior
ternporal area MST). The over-whehnir-rg rnajority of neurons
samplecl from other cortical visual areas (including tnedial tern-
poral area, !1T) coulcl not discrirninate the source of retinal
image motion. Third, our results clearly showed that both visual
and apparcntly nonvisual signals contribute to the passive-only
properties of cells in MST. We therefore support lVertheirn's
suggestion that both visual and nonvisual signals contribute to
cvaluation of objcct- and self-rnotion.

The passive-only neurons found in MST rcspond vigorously
to retinal image motior-r resulting from object motion ("passive"
irnage slip) but weakly or not at all if the sarne retinal irntrge slip
results frorn smooth pursuit eye rnovements ("active" irnage
slip). Assurning tliat rnonkeys perceive a stable visual world
during ego rnotion rnuch as we do, these MST passive-only cells
are currently thc only known candidate substratc for spatial
stability during ego rnotion. Our finding that most other parts of
the rnonkey visual systern sirnply ignore the source of retinal
irnage rnotinn (object rnotion or ego rnotion) sirnply reaffinns the
fact that visual motion information call contribute to several
aspects of visual perception in addition to spatial orientation and
ego rnotion. This is dernonstrated clearly by our finding that
rnost neurons in area MT, the prototypical cortical tnotion-
processing area, clo not discrirninate object motiou fiorn ego
rnotion (Erickson & Thier l99l). The same inability to disclirni-
natc: olrject rnotion and ego motion also charactcrizes earlier
stages of visual-rnotion processing. As early as 1969, Wurtz had
shown that visual nelrrons in area 17, the prirnary visual cortex,
could not discriminatc high velocity retinal irnage rnotion
caused by saccaclic eyer rnovernents frorn those carused by object
rnotion. Altirough one rnight arguc that the neurons studied by
Wurtz (1969)rvere rnostl.v nondirectional visual neLrrons, that is,
lleurons not involvecl in the analysis of visutrl rnotion, the
absence of passivc-only properties in directionally selective MT
nerurons indicates that this ir-rforrnation is not available to the
direction-specific Vl r-reurons pr<rjecting to MT, a fact recently
confirrncd in our laboratory (Ilg & Thier 1993).

Our rurerlysis of the rnechanisrns contributing to tlie passive-
only propcrty is directly relevant to evaluatir-rg the cornpeting
theories of rnotion perception cliscussed by Wertheirn. Propo-
nents of the direct percepti<;n theory have suggested that the
abilitl ' to discrirninerte olrject- and self'-rnotion rnight be derived
frorn rctinal infonnation alone. One visual cue that rnight bc

C ommentorg lWertheim: Motion perception

used for this purpose is the coherent displacernent of the entire
visual background that occurs during eye movements. The work
of Tanaka et al. (1986)has shown that full-field visual motion can
activate otherwise silent directionally specific inhibitory recep-
tive {ield surrounds in some MST neurons, thus suppressing
responses that would otherwise result from the motion of con-
tours across the receptive field center if contours outside the
field were rnoving in the same direction. Our experiments
showed that sorne of the passive-only cells did indeed appear to
depend on this strictly visual mechanisrn. When possible, such
cells could rely solely upon easily calibrated relative-motion
cues to discrirninate the visual conditions that usually occur
when self-rnotion occurs in an environrnent with arnple back-
ground visual contours.

These cells lose their passive-only property, however, during
eye movements against a background that is relatively dark or
featureless cxcept for the stirnulus crossing the receptive field.
In this instance it is necessary to rely upon other, possibly
nonvisual reference signals. Our results demonstrated that
sorne of the passive-only cells did not have center-surround
visual interactions of the type described bv Thnaka et al. and
instead relied upon apparently nonvisual inputs to cancel the
normal effect of retinal irnage rnotion across the cells' receptive
field (Erickson & Thier 1992). We therefore agree with
Wertheirn that both visual and nonvisual rnechanisms are neces-
sary to provide an accurate sense of ego motion under the entire
range of natural conditions. Our analysis has not yet addressed
the question of whether passive-only cells that use nonvisual
reference signals are able to enhance their selectivity for object
rnotion when additional visual inforrnation is available to help
discrirninate ego motion. At any rate, our results show that, at
least at the population level, the integration of both visual and
nonvisual signals rcfcrencing eye rnovements is present.

While the contribution of both visual and nonvisual cornpo-
nents to the reference signal is in general agreement with
Wertheim's model, an apparent discrepancy between the
single-unit data and his model should be rnentioned. According
to Wertheirn, the visual component of the reference signal
basically corresponds to an optokirretic signal which, despite a
short onset latency, is characterized by slow buildup and decay
involving a reinterpretation of the source of the perceivcd visual
rnotion, that is, whether the rctinal irnage motion represents
target or self'-rnotion. On the other hand, the discrimination of
self-induced retinal irnage slip represented in the discharge of
MST passive-only cclls was always prompt and stable. It would
be interesting to detennine whether visual conditions provok-
ing optokinetic responses larger than those usually prevailing in
our cxpcrirnents also induce gradual changes in the responses of
passive-only cells. We do not, however, feel that lack of this
direct comparis<,rn calls into rluestion otrr atternpt to reltrte
Wertheirn's unified theory of motion perception to a cortical
substrate.

A C K N O W L E D C M E N T
Tlris work is supportecl bv DFG Clrants SFB 307-Al and KFG Zr ll9-I.

Two straw men stay silent when asked about
the "direct" versus "inferential" controversy

J. R. Tresil ian
j am es.tresi I i an (q: m rc - ap u. c am. ac. u k; M e d i c al Rese arc h Co u n c i I ( M RC )
Applied Psychology Unit, 15 Chaucer Road, Cambridge CB2 2EF, United
Kngdom

According to the "infercr-rtial" theory, visual inforrnation about
irntrge motion is compared to extravisual infonnation about eye
rnovcrnent to deterrrnine whether it is rnotion of the eyes or of
the environrnent that is giving rise to the irnage rnotion. This
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sirnple theory is so obviously wrong that it harrclly rnerits rnen-

tioning. It predicts that if the eyes are stationtrrv in thc heacl as
the heacl rotates, the resulting irnage motion will bc intcrprctccl
irs rnotion of thc environrnent, yet evervone knows thiit this doers
not happen. As pointecl out in the target irrticler, it is rnotion of
the eyes with respect to the fixr:cl environment that sliould be:
cornparecl with irnage rnotion if the "infi:rcntial theory" is to
work. Thus, the inferentii i l  theort, is the hl,pothesis that irnager
rnotion is interprctecl as being due to eye rnovelnent or tcr
environrnental rnotior"r by tr cornparison with infonnirtion irbotrt
how the eyes are rnoving relirtiver to the environrnent.

This inferential theorv is rnost bizarre. Despite all the theo-
retical work which clernonstrates tl itrt global irnage rnotion

specifies how the eyes ar€r moving rclative to the environrnent
(e.  g. ,  Bruss & Horn 1983; Gibson et  a l .  1955; Koendcr ink & van
l)oorn l98l; 1987; [,ee 1974; Longuet-Higgins & Prazdny
lgtil), the inferential theory asserts a priori that this inftrrrnation
is not used. Instead of using global irnage rnotions as inforrnation
about how the eyes are rnoving, the Lrrain has to intcrpret thcsc
image motions as due to eye rnovcrnent or environmental
rnotion by actually cornputing how the eyes rlre rnoving, using
articular, vestibular, and efference copy inforrnation. The infer-
ential theory makes this rnost extraordinary assertion without
any justif ication. Hardly surprisingly, it is wrong; it has been
known for a krng tirne that global image flows givc rise to the
perception of ego rnotion.

The "direct theory" described in Werthcim's targct article
states that irnage rnotion is interpeted as being due to eve
movernent or environrnental rnotion directly, that is, without
any use of extravisual inft;nnation. The idea is sirnple: global
irnage flows specify rnovernents of the eyes u'ith respect to the
environment and are thus perceived as such. This direct theory
is also obviously wrong. It predicts that in the absence of global

irnage flows the eycs will not be perceived as moving when, fclr
example, pursuing a moving target. That this is, in general, false
is arnply dernonstrated by people's ability to accurately perceive
the rnotion of sclf-lurninous objects in the dark (e. g., Rosengren
et al. 1988), something many people have experienced and can
casily verify.

The major distinction l;etween the two theories is not, as

irssertccl in the target rrrticlc, that the inclircct theory tntrittttrins

that "infonntrtion rrbout hou' eyes rfiove (in space) is tihvays

llecessrrrv to perccivc object rn<ltion or stationarrit,v" (sect. 3,

para. 8) whilc the clirect theory denies this. Both theories taker

this to be a {hct. The two theories differ only in rvhat sensorv

systerr thev consider to be the source of inforrnatiou ttlttxtt evc

rnovcrncnt in spirce (Table f).

The two "theories" must be straw tnen, ltecausc they tnake:

unjusti{ied, a priori assertions rvhich are obviotrsly wrong.

Moreover, thev do not bcar on thc "direct" versus "inferentitrl"

cuntroversy which thev misrepresent by rcducing it to a debate

over whether nlotion perceptiou involves only retintrl (r ' isual)

infonnation or both retinal aucl extraretinal infonntrtion. Re-

gardless of Gibson's opinion about the source(s) of infonntttion

involved in visual motiorl perception, his notion of clirectnerss

centres on the idea that stimulus infonnation (across all settses:

there exist what Gibson called "intermoclal invaritrnts") is sufi-

cient [<tr veridictrl perception - nothing need be added. Associ-

ated with this is the notion that the processes of informtrtion

extraction cannot be meaningfully clecomposed into a se(ltlence

of subprocesses (disctrssed cxtensively in Ulhnan 1980). Theo-

ries which contrast with direct perception arc those r.vhich

propose either that stimultts information is not sufficient or that

information extractir-rn proceeds in a series of stagcs. Neither

contrast is made in the target article, which cannot, thcrefcrre,

be considered relevant to the controversy. There is sotne tnetr-

tion of a clairn that extraretinal information about eye rnovctncnt

is insufiicient but no reasons are given - though onc calt see that

there will typically bc no extraretinal inforrnation at all about

translation of the eyes through space when moving at constant

velocity; but this case is not discussed.

There appear to be a variety of hypotheses about the source(s)

of information about how the eye(s) move in space thtrt rnight be

proposerd to account for rnotion and no-rnotion perception. Six

are listed in Thble l. The only hypotheses worth considering are
"dual mode," MDM (rnodified dual mode), TA (hypothesis

prcsentecl in the target article), and MTA (rnodified targct article

hypothesis) because these propose that all available sourcc:s of

inforrnation are used (though not necessarily all at the satne

tirne). Dual rnode theory is the hypothesis that wlien visual

Thble I (Tresilian). Sir hypotheses about the source(t) of information used in generating percepts of motion ttnd stationarity

Direct lnferential Dual rnclde M D M " TAD MTA.

Visual only Extravisual only When "large-field"

image motion is
present only visual
in[r,rrrnation is rrsed.

Extravisual
otherwise

When "whole-field"

irnage rnotion is
present only visual
information is used.

When less than
whole field image
motion is present ex-
travisual information
is used as well.

When no visual {ield
inftrrmation is pres-
ent only extravisual
inforrnation is used.

Both v isual  and ex-

travisual may be

used when available.

Not clear exactly

what influences

whether a sclurce is

uscd and what con-

tribution it makes to

perception. Perhaps

the extent of a wide-

f i ie ld imagc mot ion

infltrenc'es its c'ontri-

bution.

Both visual and ex-
travisual may be
used when available.

Whether a source is
used and thc contr i-
bution it rnakes to
perccption depcnd
not only on whether
it is available but
also on the task and
the context. Thus,
sometimes only visu-
al information rnay
be used despite ex-
travisual information
being available (and
vice versa).

"MDM is a modilied version of the dual mode hypothesis.
'TA is the hlpothesis prcsented in the target article.
.MTA is a modiffed version ofTA which supposes that the use and contribution ofan information source depends on several factors.
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infrrrmation about eye rnovernent is available it is used and when

it is not, other inforrnation is used. I doubt whethcr this theory

can really be crit icised on the grotrnds that Inotion is perceivcd

when pressing on the eyebal l  (sect .  5.1,  para.  4) .  When I  press

on rny eyeball I sce rnoti<ln, btrt if soneone asked rne if I saw the
'uvorld lnove I would stly no, I sirw the irnage rnove - I suppose
that rvith a bit of effrrrt you could pcrstrrrde solreonc to say that
the1, saw the world rnove, but this cloes not prove irnything.
Whirt is needed is an objective rneasure of rvorlcl-rnotion (as

opposed to ego-rnotior-r) perception following eye-ball pressing.

I do not scc that the rnatcritrl reviewed iri the ttrrqet article
allows one to distingtrish lletween tl ic MD\{, TA, and MTA
theories as described in Thble I (the TA tl ieory is rather velgue
about what factors influcncc thc sources of the cye-rnovernent
iniirnnation trsed and tl ieir contribution to perception). Tlie
interesting ernpiricril questions errc not conccrncd r.vith thc
distinction between direct and inf'erential perception (r.vhich is
essentially philosophical). Some interesting tltrestions ar€r,
"What sources of inforrr-ration trre usecl? If rnore than one sourct:
can be used are these sourcers alwrrl,s used when they are
available or does their trse depend on the task and stimulus
conditions? When trvo or more sourccs arc used t<lgcthcr, how
are they cornbined? Are they diflbrentially weighted ticcording
to task and context? Research described in the target article
addrcsscs son-rc of these questions; I think it is unfortunate that
it has been subrnerqecl in a battle between two straw rnen.

Space as reference signal? Elaborate
it in depth!

Boris M. Velichkovskya and A. H. C. Van der Heijdenb
avsli6ll(lrhrz.uni-bielefeld.de and bheiidenfu rulfsw.leidenuniv.nl; aQsn1., 1.,
lnterdisciplinary Research, University of Bielefeld, W-4800 Bielefeld,
Germany; Faculty of Psychology, Moscow State University, 103009
Moscow, Fussla and oDepartment of Psychology, Leiden University, 2333
AK Leiden, The Netherlands

Early psychologists/philosophers distinguished two different
problerns in the field of visual spatial perception: the perception
of two-dirncnsiclnal position and size on the one hancl and the:
perception of dcpth on the other (see Kaufrnan 1974, pp. 213
and 322). The perception of size and of two-dimensional position
were not regtrrded as problernatic issues. An image of an ol;jcct
covers a portion of the retina at a particular krcation. It can
therefore be argued that the location on thc retintr deternrines
the object's perceived location and that the arnount of retinal
sur{'ace covered detcrrnines the size of the olrject. In contrast,
depth perception was indeed regarded as problernatic. Because
the retinal surface is two-dirnensional, depth perception cannot
be related in the same obvious way to one or irnother aspect of
the retinal irnage. Thus, the perception of depth required a
different scienti{ic treatment from the perception of size and
two-dimensional position. For this problern, two questions had
to be answered. Thc first was: What cues are used in depth
perception? The second: How are thcse cues used in producing
veridical depth perception? The first rluestion brought discov-
eries such as "pictorial cues" (detail perspective, irnage size,
relative brightness, interposition, etc. ) and "physiological cues
(accomrnodation, convergence, retinal disparity, etc.). The
second question is conventionally answered by a farnily of
models using weighted linear cornbinations of various depth
cues (Cutting et al. 1992a), although, for instance, afuzzy logical
(Bayesian) model can handle the empirical data eclually well
(Massaro & Cohen 1993).

Nowadays there is sufficient reason to ask whether this theo-
retical encapsulation - one type of explanation for size and
position perception and another, rnore liberal, type of explana-
tion for depth perception - is forced upon us by external nature.

C omrnentarg lWertheim: Motion perception

One can doubt (as Gibson 1979 and Krjhler 1947 did) whether

retinal size ancl retinal position arc indeed the fiurdarnental

givcns that theories about perception tnust start with. Possibly

otlier retinal and "erxtraretir-ral" parameters are irnportant. One

caln even take the view that for visual perception what is

pictured on the back of the retina is of no itnportance (see

Gibson 1979, for cornpclling argutnents). Then one is clearly in

ther position to argue that exactly the sarne two scieutific prob-

lerns rnust be solvecl for sizer and position perception as for depth

perception: What cues are trsed and how arc they used in

proclucing vericlical size perception and veridical position

pcrception?
Wcrtheirr-r's thcory of tnotiou perceptiort during self-motion

rnakes these tluestions erven lnore pressing. On the one hand,

Wcrtheirn takes au itnportant step fonvard ir-r clairning that it is

the representation of sparce that plays the role of final frarne of

referrence ("ref'erence signal") firr tnotion ar-rd self-tnotion per-

ception. On the othcr hand, he does not seetlt to recognize all

the conse<luences of this conclusion. He explicitly follows only

clne linc of ar-rtrlysis clerived {rorn the conclusion, narncly, the

idea of interrr-rodal, visual-vestibular contribution to the rnotitln

and velocity perception. r In general, however, his theory sti l l

belongs to the traclit ional "size and position" category and not in

the "depth perception" class.

In Werthcirn's theory, inforrlation processing for tnotion

perception and for velocity perception starts with one retinal

given, a "retinal signal" reflecting irnage tnotion on the retina,

and only results in a veridical perceptual rnotion and velocity

intcrpretation after subtraction of the "rcference signal," reflect-

ing artefactual irnage rnotion due to tnovements of the observer.

In a similar veir-r, in orthoclox size and position theories the size

and position of the retinnl irnage was taken as the starting code:

code size is taken as size code and code position is takeu as

position code. For tnotion and velocity such an easy equation is

not possible, of coursc, and a more abstract code must be looked

for. This code has to lte derived frorn, or calculated on the basis

of, the retinal in{brmation. In Wertheim's theory the retinal

signal, V,,..,, is this rnore abstract cocle. But again thc rnagnitude

of the signal in general corresponds to the retinal irnage vekrcity

(even if coding errors can occur in this velocity as when, for

instance, retinal signals underregister irnage velocity; see sect'

6 .4 ) .
In other respects, however, Wertheirn's theory tnust be quali-

tatively rnore sophisticatecl than other metnbers of this category.

Thus, in rnost orthodox size and position theories the problern of

how to undo thc raw retinal code from its artefactual compo-

nents is solved in one step: veridical size equals retinal size

tirnes distance and veridical position ecluals retinal position

rninus eye position. For absolute velocity perception such a

sirnple operatiou will not clo. The problern is not that the

reference signal is a compound signal whicli includes au effer-

cnce copy, a vestibular colnponent trnd a visual cornponent (see

sect. 3) that nll htrve to be "subtractecl" frorr-r a retinal vekrcity.

Rtrther, contrary to what Wertheiln's theory secrns to suggest,

veridical absolute velocity perception also recluires distance to

be taken into account. In terms of thc classical approach, the

equation for absolute perceived velocity has to be as follows:

Distance r (total retinal velocitl, - artefactual retinal velocity)

Indecd, there are rather drarnatic detnonstrations of the

importance of depth inforrnation exactly in the dornain of

Wertheim's rescerrch. One of us (Vclichkovsky 1982) has, fbr

exarnple, described the following eflect of an excessive eye

vergence in the situation of induced n-totion perception and

vection. If the convergencer is strong enough to warrant the

binocular fusion of vertical drum stripes shifted one period then

the stripes suddenly jump closer to the observer, with their

width diminishing accordingly. Of course, all this is to be

expected on the basis of ther comlnon size-distance relationship
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consiclerations. Btrt at the same tirne ancl to thc siune extcnt the
perception o{' rnotion is changing: botli perceived rnotion of
fixated objccts rind sel{'-rnotion becorne much skrr,ver although
thc phvsicitl stin-rtrlation (retinal rnotion) ancl hvpothetical srrb-
trrrctive col]rponents of Wcrtlieirn's theorl' rentain cfi-cctivelit
unchanged.2 Tirgcthcr rvith wcll-known {ircts alrorrt the clcpcn-
dence of thrcshokls and perceived prrrametcrs o{'real (Karno
1970; 

'Ivler 
& Folerv 1974) as well as appart:nt (Corbin 1942;

Larscn et al. l9fJ3) rnotirtn on thc trajectory in l l-D spircc thescr
observations paradoxicrrl ly support the r)rrl in iclca of
Werthcinr's work ("space as tl ic ref'ercnce for visrral nrotion'), lrtrt
cast  doul t ts  r )n hou'  hc t r ies to c: l i r l torate th is ins iuht .

Therc rlre sor)-tc aclclit ionii l complexities connectecl rvith thc
organization of'perceptual sparce. Not only is perceptuirl spacc
threre-clitnensional irncl intcrrnoclal (or trmoclal). In contmst to thc:
space of Newtoniirn pliysics, it is also iurisotropic ancl nor)-
hotnogeneous,  so our spat i i r l  < l r icntat i<tn rc l ics on i r  rnrr l t i t r rch of
sirntrltaneouslv presentcd fi ' i imes of refi:rernce. hr firct, a {irirl-r,-
colnlnon experiencc in inrltrcecl rnotiotr situatirtns is that scvcrrll
franres <lf re{erence arc simultaneotrslr, at rvork: stnlng vection
can coexist with errluallv strong rnotion lterception of thr: "<l1t-

tokinctic" l lackgrouncl. A ri it l ier sirnilar eflcct of multiple krcaliz-
trtion o{'an olfect is rrlso knurvn fr'orrr investigtit ions of sparti irl
pcrcelttion during saccrrclic L)vc movernents (Bischof & Kramer
1969). The Gestalt school - being perhaps n)ore ser-rsitivc t<r
pectrlirrr aspccts of phcnorncnal cxyrrrierrcr - \\ ' irs vr.l 'v con-
cerned with describing and theoretically interprcting sucli plic-
nornena (sec Duncker 1929). According to one of thcse inter-
pretations, proposed by Metzger (1941), spatii i l  frarnes of refcr-
ence can build functional hierarchies restricting erxactly the
applicability of vector analysis to the problerns of visual rnotion
perception (cf. sect. 6.5).

Orthoclox sizc ancl lrosition theories were collvincing largcly
becausc of thcir simirlicity. As is now clear, in Wertheirr-r's theorv
of motion ancl vclocitv perception this tenrpting simplicity is
corr-rpletclv absent. [n l i is theory, rctinal ntovcrncnt irr-rd retir-ral
velocity are not codes but rntrst l le calculated on the: birsis o{'
retinal infirrrnation. Thc rcference sigr-ral needcd frrr a correct
perceptual interpretirtion of this cocle is not a sitnple signal ltut a
crxnp<ltrncl one crrlcultrtecl rl-r the biisis of :r rl iversity of incle:pcn-
clently calctrl itted contriltutions. Ancl tl ie vericlicirl pcrccpturrl
interpretation is not trrriverd at rif icr ir single irrithntetic operatiorr
lttrt retltrires at lcirst servertrl inclerpendcnt calctrl irt ions rvithin
clifferent clornains of processing. The rnultiple of inclirect carlcu-
lations rntrkcs one rvoncler whether this typer of rnotiorr pcrcep-
tion therorl. is reallv on the right track. Maybc thc tirne hirs corncr
t<l analvzc two irnprlrtant rluestions ir-r clepth: Wliat ctres arc rrsccl
in rlotion ancl vckrcity perccptiorr ancl how are thesc ctres used
in proclucing veridicerl pcrception?

N OT! ]  S
l. f 'he list o1'possible intermodal coorclinations in the visrral pcrccl)-

tiort o{'tnotiotr can incleecl l le larger: there are clata on the p<lssibil itv o1'
inf)uer.rcing visrral arrtokinesis l lv providing a stable or rn<lving rrcorrstic
lanclscape (\'elichkovskv I 971).

2. These <lltservations also present a strong argrrr.ncrrt agrrinst moclenr
t'ersiotts <tf'"irtrrervati<ln" or "cfi irrt" theoric's of perceivecl rnotion (see
e.g., Post et al. l! lft6), especirrl lv in vierv of inrlivichral variabil itv in
p:rrattreters ol' the {ixational optokinetic nvstirgntrrs in this sittration
(Velichkovskr, 1973).

The i l lusion of self-motion in virtual
reality environments

John Wanna'b and Simon Rushton"
j oh n 1 @, ed i n b u rg h. ac. u k an d s. rushton @ ed i n bu rg h. ac. u k; a Dep artment of
Psychology, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh EH? gJZ, Scotland and
bDepartment of Human Movement, University of Queensland, Australia
'fhc 

rnoclerl presernterl bv Wertheinr pror.' ides it usclirl stimulus to
reopcr) cleltate on a dichotonrt, thirt is pirrticultrrlv reler,'ant f<rr
the rapicllv crncrging tecl-nrokrg1, of virtutrl environnrents. A
problcrn wi th rnuch of  thc previous c lebate in th is f ic ld is  that ,  in
tnost ntttural settings, percelttion is vericlical irncl henc,e tltt '
tncchittt istns of perceptirln rcnrtrin arnbigtrous. Bv contritst, the
prirtciplc rtnclerpitrning thc crerrttion of ir virtuirl t 'rtvironrnent
(VE) is  c lecept ion.  I t  is  technical lv  impossib le to present an
obscrver rvitl i a VE that has coh.,rlen".l ,r"..rs thc perccpttri i l
c lonrains (c.g. ,  {br  v is iorr  ancl  vcst ibul i r r  s t inrulat ion),  so the
etnpltarsis ltas to lte on prcserrting visrral displavs thttt rrre sirl ie'nt
cnough to incluce thc rerltrirecl percept ancl to erstablish rvhat
tlthcr seltsorv c<tnclit i<lns rnrt-v be llr)cerssarv to nririntrrin that
i l l r r s io r r .  R t ' sc i r r r c 'h  i r r t o  pc l t . t , l l i i o r r  i r r  VEs  i r l so  r t , l l t ' c . t s  l r i r r . k  o r r to
theon. bv ltrovicling tr ltriclge bctu'ccn tl ie ecologicirl contexts
tlt itt u'errc flvourr,cl bv Clibson (1966, 1979) and the unrrstral
experimcntal conclit ions usccl bv Werthcinr irncl corvorkcrs (e. g. ,
rotating subjects sinusoiclallv in cltrrkness rvith bricf fl itshes of i i
stripecl clislt lav).

A tvpical Vl,i applicrrtion r.voulcl bc birsecl upon ir hcud-
tnounted displa l ,  ( I I \ {D)wi th tu 'o l i rp ic l  crvstal  scnons ( to a l lorv
it stcreoscopic displav), <lnc: ltositiorrecl in fntnt of eirch el,r:, u'ith
Inrrgni{ving optics. Using thr: FI\{l) is irttrirctivc ltccirusc it crut
be rnirckr sensitive t<l hr:ircl movenrent. Hence trsc:rs ciln tunr
tl ieir herads ancl gain a rlew pcrspcctiver or walk fbrwtrrd or barck
to cxplore clctiri l within the conrptrtcr displav. Thc: snrirl l crit
pt rp i l  of  rnost  HN{Ds placcs severe l imi tat ions on the usc of  evcr
tttt lvettlents t<l sample thc environrnent so our prirnitrv interrerst
is in Wertheirn's pnrposals on thc percept of sclf '-rnotion.

Wertl-rcirn presents the simple exantple of a train cnginecr,
rvherc the trrrin rtccelerirtes rrnd hcnce stinttrltrtes thc vcstiltular
trpparratus, eurcl lt locltrces ir suitall le rnotion perrcept (V,,...,,1..: see
targct article). As tl ie trrrin vckrcitv plirteirrrs, Ilorvcver, thcr
vestibr,rlrrr contribution tr) V,,...,,, . is grirclually rcplrrcecl with a
visual refercnce signir.l, aricl the trirnsition is srnoothcd bv a
convenicntlv largc JND. 

' l 'hc 
cxtrrnple of the tri l in r:ngineer te l ls

us l i t t le ,  l tccat tsc iu a n i t turrr l  cnvironnrcnt  i t  is  most  t r r rusrra l  to
httve vcstibrrl irr conditions thtrt con{lict rvith thc vection infbrnra-
tior-r, so thc tri insition is i lssumecl rather than confirmed. Bv
contrrrst, ther obscrver in ir VFI rnav expcriencer visuitl-vestibular
conflict. In otrr lab lve have sat ollservers on rr chair irncl sent
thern on a virtLral (visual) rollcr-coirster ride r.vherc thc visual
expcricncc shoulcl clearl,v bc correlatcd with vestibtrlar stirnular-
tion. Most ntrive users report <pite ti goclcl itnpression of'eg<t
motion and while this is di{ficult to explain {r'om nn in{erential
perspectivc, it pru:scnts few proltlems fbr cither clircct therorists
or Werrthcirn's rn<tclerl: V1,.".1,, builcls up as a result of saturirted
vcctiotr in thc trltsencc of vestibultrr stintulation. Or-r this point
we rnitker two ollservartions.

(l) In rccreating a virttral rnoclel of Dtrvicl Lcc's (l, ishmrur &
Lee 1973) swinging roorn, wc ger)€rrnlly note thut posturtrl
responses tcl cxpansi<tn and contraction of ar visuul texturer arrav
irre itnltrecliatte ancl do not erppear to lxrild up ovcr ir strttrrartion
periocl, wliicli irr-gu€rs fitr a rnore dircct route thrrn the ltrop<lsccl
gnt ing rncchanisrn.

(2) Althotrgh sonrc nirivc users ciul f incl our rollcr-coaster ir
rn<lving experriencc, it is not cornpelling, ancl it is clear that
vection is trot suflicient to rnaintailt ir perccpt of eg<l ruotion
bcvond the transient pcrturbilt ions of Lishnran irncl Lcc (1973).
It is also werll establishccl that to prodtrce rrn ego-ulotion erprr-i-
eucc strong enough to gencrate rcvel)ue frclnr the ptrlt l ic re-
rltt ires the adtlit ion of vestibtrlar stin'rulatiun that is correlatecl,
but  not  neccsstrr i l l '  ver ic l ical  (e.g. ,  thc type of  publ ic  i lcccss
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simulator built by Universal Studios). This in turn argues for

some additive rnodel for the perception of self-rnotion sirnilar to

that proposcd by Wertheirn.

So i1 what way rnight visual and vesti| l lar i lputs contriltuter

to thc Vr,..,..t., refcrence? Well, further oltservirtions arise fron"r

tl ie conditions trnder whicli t l ie Vtr ollserver tnay trot lrc sfaf-

icallU rocketir-rg aroulcl a roller-coaster. The o|scrverr rnely

sudder-rly letru or walk ftrr-wilrd, producing er conflicting vcstil ltr-

Itrr signtrl rather tl ian the convenieut silertrce of the static oll-

s.rver or train gngineer. Sotlc VEs have cvetr l leeu clc:signecl on

thc ltasis of conflict, witl i obserrvers locotlrotirlg arorlnd thc Vli

lt."- using sntall nirtural footsteps which trre scarlecl to largcr leaps

in thc visr,ralr,vorld thcv sce. Tlle rltrcstiou fircitrg thc dcsigner of

VE conccrls whethcr a sta|ler pcrccpt of t|er worlcl ciru bc:

rntrintainecl in the face of visttirl-vt:sti l ltrlar conflict. This then

reflects on theoreticirlmoclels ofperceptiotl: How is this ptrttenr

of stability/nonstability to be explainccl iu tcrrns of a (nonlincar)

aclclit ive rnoclel of ego-rnoti<;n perccptiotr?

Iruagilc t|e fgllgwilg scelario: Participrrnts sit otr ir plal'

grouncl srving etncl clou an Il M D tlirougli which the,v cirt'r ollscn'c

a tc'xtured virttrtrl r.vorlcl. We push thetn so tliat tlicy fc'el tl-totiotl

thr<lugh the cnvironuternt itncl irt the satne titne sce irn etltt ivaltlt lt

optic expiutsion. As the,v stirrt to krse trnrplitttcltr in tl ieir trctutrl

sr.ving, howevcr, we lnaintain the salncl exl)atrsitltr irncl cotrtrac-

tion of the visual display. An inferential pcrspective rnight

preclict ir breakdown in thc perccpt of a stable visualworld, but

both Gibson (1979)ancl \Azerthcim coulcl account ftrr the sull jects'

perceiving that thel'rvere sti l l srvingir-rg u,it l i t l ie: srrme ittnpli-

tucle irnd that visuitl infirrrntrtiotr citn overwhcltn cor-rfl icting

vcst ibular  ct res (e.g. ,  l , is l t tnatr  dr  [ ,cc 1973).  Strppose,  horvever,

tl iat we give then a sec.,1d p1sh, s9 therir acttral arnplituclc

increitses, ltut rve rapiclly clccreasc ther visr-ri i l amplituclc of tl-rt: ir

swing. A poilt 9f '-lr:t-rlrt lre l luSt occllr ltctrvectr tr t[c:<lrv thirt

stresses the prirnircv of one infbrrnirtiol) source (visiort) i lt lcl er

theory thatt srrggests the prcviotts perrccpt restrltecl frotn strotrglv

rvciglrting a signal (vision) that is norv clintitt isli ing turtl u l ightlv

rveightcd signii l t|at is ttgrv itrcretlsing (r'estibuli ir ir{I 'ererlce).

Unfortunirtcly, 've coulcl trot get ir plirygrouncl srving btri lt in

our l it ltorart<lr.v lteftrre the dcircll inc ft;r this coltlrnetltttr\ ', l l ttt lvc

{icl trturslirte this situirtion to thc rotirrv ecltrivirlent. This l it ls tl ie

irclviurti lge of lteing silnilar to the "vc:ctit lt-t drtttn" trsecl l ly

Werrthcitn, althotrgh vr.'c fir-rcl it a lcss clesiraltle l laracligrn lrccilttsc

of the potctrtitrl itrf luencc of cycl l l lovcll lt l l l ts (nl,staglrrus) artrcl

trlso ltccirtrse utrif i lrtn texture {lorvs ircross t}re visrrirl {ielcl very

selckrm occllr in nirturrrl settings. Rottrtior-ral lnoveltteltts tlf thc

heacl irre trlso uortnally couplccl closel,v lvith visuirl tntlt iotr ftrr

mally VE itpplications, but thery servc to i l ltrstritter the paracligrn.

Suliects kne,lt otr ir sr.vivel pltrtftrrrtr rvhile u'caring an fIMD.

On tl ie clisplal' thc,v u'ere preselrtecl lvith cither a (stereroscopic)

vier'v of tr drtun rvith diffcrcrttt textttrtl striptls or a thrcer-

climensional stercoscopic rvorlcl rvitl i f ields, roacls, ancl builclings

in vieu,. Tlier view tlten either rotitted cot-ttiutrtlttsly at 60 cleg/scc,

or it rotatcd sir-rtrsoidally (80 deg amplitucle) to sitrrulutc thc

visual patten] that r.voulcl rr:sult f l 'orn the sultjccts' srvivell ing

birck and forth un the cliair. hr ir second variirtrt o{'the ltack-irncl-

fbrth conclition, irn acttral ltody rotation wits iutrocltrcecl thirt u'trs

initially botli in-phaser with tl ie visual rotatiou ancl of a sitniltrr

arnpl i tude (Fig.  l ) .

The sulic,cts initiarlly closed their cyes, then opeucd tl iern ancl

fixattccl a srnall rcctangle presentecl at a coustant (fusible) posi-

tion on etrch screcn. Thcy then rcportcd whethcr thcy hacl the

itnpression they lvcre tnovitrg irrtcl whethcr thc w<rrlcl r.vas stall le'

In ther back-ancl-forth condition, thc an'rplitucle of arctual nlovc-

rtreltt wils first steircli lV rcclrrcecl trttcl the'tr ittcreitsecl as proptlsed

firr the plrrygrotuxl swing cxperirnent (i ibove). Sotne furthcr

observtrtions trrisc {rtlm thcstl pilt lt expelri lrlc:tlts:
(3) It rvas nrlc| etrsier to i1d1ce thc percept <tf serlf-mgtion in

t|er l l i tck-ancl-fbrth (ccokrgical) context thirn lvith cotrstaut rttt i-

clirectiorial rotettiot-t, clcspitc the fact that the bilck-ancl-fbrth

rnotion wotrkl ordinarily have proclttccd tnoret vilri irble vestibtr-

Swivel
Chair

Phase (A:V) =
Gain (A:V) = <7 ;  >7

F igure I (Wann ancl Rtrshttln). Upper: The two coorclinate

systcrns of a VE. The oltserverr is prc-'sentecl with ti visual array

with orientation ancl {low colnponents deterrr-rined lly the speci-

fication of a virtual vier.r'point. Actual trt<tvctnent of the observcr

cirn be rletected via a head tracking systetn. The crucial factor is

that the coupling of trcttral (vestibular) rnotion to the rnotion of

the visual array is done ptrrely through software, and in l lrarlv

cases this coupling htts to be weak to allow effectivc (visual)

cxploration in the absencc of acttral body motion.

Lowcr: Overheacl schernatic of thc experitnent reported here,

where the obscrver is presentecl with visual rotation in the

presenc€r of cliffering clegrccs of actual ltody rotation. In all cases

iher two rnotion pattc'rns are tetnporally synchronised (phase :

0), but can di{Ii:r in arnplitude.

Itrr stirnulation. This in turn seerns to ernphasise the role of

rnot ion "p lausib i l i ty"  in such percepts.

(4) The il lusion of self-rnotign was rnuch stronger if the vistral

clisplay was of a rotarting rvorld rather thtur a tcxture stripcd

clnrrn. Once trgain therc SeeIns ttl lte stltne advrrntage ttl a tnclre

ecological context of gllects ancl strrf-irces, rvhich it l tunt prodtrce

a retinul flow tl iat is not ttnifcrrtn (e.g., there is clifferential

rnotion parallax).
(5) Although it wus possible to reclttcc the umplitudc, of the:

actual (r'estibular) rr-rotion without clisttrrbing strbjects' percep-

tion of their sclf-rnotiotr, this r.virs t-tot a rollttst cffect. hl ptrrtictr-

Itrr, u brc:rkdowtr ir-r the pcrception of a stable worlcl (e. g. , in the

firct that all Slobal visual tnotion is the result of sclf-rnotior-r) was

likerly when tl icre wrls i l srnii l l phase difference ltetwectr visual

and vestibular in{brmirtion. This raisers ther questior-r of hor,v ther

optokirietic pathway cirn provide a strotrg self-rnotion referetrce

siqlal t9 str|stittrte {br decrcasing vestil lular cLres, w|ile thcr
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systcm is at the sarne tirne sensitive to smallphase difl i:rcnces in

visual and vcstibular rnotit-rn. 
'fhese 

results are uot in thcrn-

selves sufficient to resolve irny of the issrtes ririsccl, but they

suggest that in settings where visual and vestibular tnotiou cues

rntrv be in conflict there is rnore to selflrnotion than merets the

eye. They also empharsise that the ttrrget article tnttkcs a substau-

ti irl contribution in restirnulating research on the conditiotrs

supporting thc pcrcept of selfmotion ancl ettviront'uental stalti l-

itv. Wc would stress our doubt, however, that ri suitaltle theory

of self--rr-rotion perception can be lirsli ioned purely on data
glear-red frorn highly constrained experirneutal conditions or

unustral i l lusions such as the vectiou clrutn. What is required is a

translation of such hypotheses to tnore narturalistic settings that

can stil l be controlled experirnentally. Tb take this rnodel further

there is a need to present subjects with natural optic arrays ancl

flow characteristics whilc at the satne titne relnaining altlc t<r

manipulate the stability of the observcr or visual world inclepen-

dently. Although currcnt VE systerns htrve a nutnber of inaclc-

quacies, rve believe thev car-r providc a varluable winclow ou

hurnan perception; the experiments quickly devised for this

commentary provide example of this.

A C K N O W L E D G N { E N T S
The production of tltis cornrttetttitry was supportetl by rt gratrt to J. Wann

from the Joint Councils hrit iative (U.K.) Ior Hrrmirtr Coruptrter Interac-

tion iurcl bv both of the Departtneuts listecl {irr the first irrrthor.

The significance of the active pick-up of
information in ecological theories of
motion perception

Lucy Yardley
l.yardley@,uct.ac.uk; Department of Psychology, University College London,
London WCl E 68T, United Kingdom

The target article presents a welcome reaffirmation of the

contribution of vcstibular inforrnation to the perception of ego

motion relative to visual space. As Werthciur rightly notes, the

contribution of vestibular inforrnation to visual perception has

been underestimated or neglected by rnany investigators, and

sorne of those who have adopted a "direct perception" approach

have cluestioned the util ity of the vestibular system as a source of

inforrnation about absolute orientation (Stoffregen & Riccitr

1988). Nevertheless, a number of studies have confirmed that

information picked up by the vestibular systern has a significant

influence on judgrnents o1'visual orientation (e.g. , Marendaz et

al. 1993; Mittelstaedt 1983).

Wertheim also provides a valuable integration of research into

ego and object motion, yielding many interesting and irnporteurt

analyses and questions for future research. His rnodel of thc:

processes involved in perception, however, appears to be an

extension and refinement of the inferential approach; and his

clairn that the concept of a "reference signal" can incorporate,

reconcile, and supersede both the infercntial and direct theories

of perception is collsequently unconvincing. Wertheirn has

defined direct perception theory solely in terms of recent

atternpts to identify features of the optic flow that can visually

specif.v olrject or ego motion. Although some proponents of

Gibson's ecological theory of perception have been principally

engaged in the search tbr visual kinaesthetic invariants, Gibson's

original ecological theory of perception (as Wertheim himself

acknowledges) contained many other vital elements, notably the

idea that perception consists of the actiae detection of propcrties

of the environrnent which are of significance in the context of the

organism's activities; "The observer . explores the available

fields of l ight, sound, odor and contact, selecting what is rele-

vant and extracting the information" (Gibson 1966, p. 32).

Gibson conceived o{'inforrnation pick-up as multirnodal, ent-

phasising that "informatior.r about the self is multiple and that all

kinds arc picked up concurrently" (1979, p. lf5). Hence, :rl-
though Gibson and his followers rvere interestecl in propcrties of
thc visual array which could offer the organisrn irnmediate
veridical inforrnation about ego rnotion, the visual systern wns

considered to be jtrst one sorlrcc of congruent information which
coulcl bc pickcd up by marlry rneans and sensers durir-rg active
expkrration of ther ntrtural envir<nrnent.

The rlultimodirl nature of ther "rcfcrence signal" is therefcrre
rtot incomprrtiblc with ccological theor,v, but the cluasi-
rnathernatical cornputtrtion of ego rnotion frorn visual and ves-

tibular "cucs posited by Wertlieirn is inconsistent rvitl-r the
ccological rrpproach. Vection and other experirnentallv ir-rcluced
frrrrn s of rnisperception constitute perceptual iuornalies, occrlr-
ring only whcn tlie available perceptual infcrrn-rtrtion is irnpov-
crished or unusual , and uhen expktration is prexenferl; if head
rnovernent is perrnitterd, thc il lusion of vection is deltrycd ancl
irttenuaterd (Lackner & Teixeirer 1977), while rnore extensive
exploration (e.g., rnoving around freely and touching the op-
tokinetic clrurn) can dispel the il lusion altogether. Artif icial
cxpcrirncntal conclit it)ns can provide a useful rreans of exposing
constrtrints trnd biases inherent in our neurophysiology ancl
perceptual habits, precisely because these conclit ions violarte

thc naturally occurring environrner-rtal regularities to which we
are attuned by evolution and expcrience (Runeson 1988). How-
ever, such conditions deliberaterly atternpt to cxclucle most of
the processes involved in natural perception, narnely, thc irc-
tive, {Iexible utilisation of rneaningful inforrnation clerived frorn
rich. vcridical. rnultirnodal sources.

Nevertheless, clespite strict experimental control, the experri-
ence of researchers who have previously attcrnpted to establish
how visual ancl vcstibular "stimuli" cornbinc to "produce spc)-
cific sensatior-rs of ego motion has showr-r that inter- trnd intra-
subjcct variabil ity is typically very wicle ancl seerns to be more:
closely tied to perceived higher-order properties of the environ-
rncnt such as the foreground/background distinction (Ohrni ert
:rl. 1987) than to physical pararneters such as the area and
velocity of rnotion in thc visual field. Moreover, perception of
ego rnotion has already been shown to be influenced not only by
visual and vestibular inforrnation but also by auditory and
sornatosensory information, cognitive evaluatiorrs, ancl sen-
sorimotor activities, experience, and skil ls (see Yarclley 1992, for
a review). If Wertheiln s conception of a referencer signal is to
provide a truly "unified framework," able to account for natural
perception as well as fcrr the various situations in which rnisper-
ception occurs, it wil l be necessary to detennine how the
reference signal (perhaps rnore appropriately terrned the "rno-

tion percept") is influenced by neurophysiological constraints,
multirnodal infbrrnatir)n, sensorimotor experience, and pur-
poseful activity.

Author's Response

Motion perception: Rights, wrongs and
further speculations

Alexander H. Wertheim
wertheim(o)izf.tno.nl; TNO lnstitute for Human Factors, 3769 ZG
Soesferberg, The Netherlands

R1. Ego-motion perception

The defining feature of inferential theory is its assulnption

that extraretinal infonnation is used in the perception of
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object rn<ltion. It is this f'euture wliich direct perception

theory finds di{Iicult to accept, My rnodel provides an

trlternative tcl that debate, rather than an alternative to

current theclries of egcl-rncltirln perception. Many com-

rnentators do nclt seern to have understood this. Yardley'

for exarnple, calls the rntldel tr "welccltne reaffinnation of

the contrilrution clf vestibular infclnnation to the percep-

tion of ego rnotion," and Kim & Turvey tnisrepresent the

rnodel by stating that it irnplies that when a retinal signal
"is rnatched by the reference signal then it is ego rnove-

rnent that is taking place. " However, as noted correctly bv

Honda, the rnodel was propclsed as a descripticln of how

we perceive clbject tnotion, not ego tn<ttitln.
The description of object-tnotion perception should

also lle valid during ego rnotion of the observer. This is

why the rnechanisrn responsiltle for perceiving ego mo-

tion had to be included as a uodule in tlie rnodel. The

olrject-rnotion perception rnechanism needs to "know"

about ego rnotion, otherwise it cannclt estirnate how the

eyes move in space (see Becker & Mergner, who consider

this so "logical" as to call it "trivial").

In describing the subsystern fbr ego-motion percep-

tion, however, I did not hypothesize (as assumed by Wann

& Rushton). Instead, I just borrowed from the existing

body of (rnainly neurophysiological) literature, in which

the mechanism responsible for sensaticlns of ego tnotion,

vection, and visual-vestibular interactions is described in
great detail. This literature - which rarely rnakes refer-

ence to rnechanisms of object-tnotion perception - is

often unfarniliar to researchers in the field of visual
perception. This is i l lustrated by some of the comrnen-

taries. Thus, for example, Coombs provides sorne ideas

about how we should investigate possible effects of con-
firmatory or conflicting vestibular stirnulation cln the

sal ience and t irne course of vection sensations. Rieser
(who gives a partial answer to Coornbs) speculates about

hclw exocentric ego-rnotion perception rnight be empiri-

cally rneasured. Wann & Rushton suspect that the com-
plementary interaction between vestibular stirnulation

and vection in my exarnple clf the train engineer is "as-

sumed rather than confirrned" (see also Rieser's doubts).

But there is already a long research tradition and a rich

literature on all these issues (for classic reviews see Cohen

& Henn l9B8; Dichgans & Brandt 1978; Guedry 1974;

Henn et al.  1980).
This is why I deerned it necessary to summarize the

literature to the extent that seerned relevant for present

purposes. I rnay rightly be reprimanded for being incom-
plete. Thus, I  discussed only those developmental t i rne
courses for visual vestibular interactions that were
needed tcl illustrate certain theoretical arguments. This
no doubt caused Kim & Tirrvey to remark that I seetn to
overstate the time course of development of circular
vection as presented in section 2. Other objections
(Becker & Mergner, Belopolsky, Coombs, Da Vitoria
Lobo, Previc, Rieser, Ross) refer to rny incornplete cata-
logue, or lack of a mathernatical description, for additional
factors contributing to the inputs of the mechanisrn that
generates percepts of ego motion and vection (postural

and tactile information, arthrokinetic feedback from the
joints, afferents from the neck rnuscles, or specific cogni-
tive inputs such as expectancies and depth perception,

and whether egcl rnotion and self-motion are active or
passive). These objections are valid clf course, and I arn
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indebted to those cclrnrnentators (".g.,  Bti t tner &

Straube, Probst, Sauvan, Thier et al.) who have taken

the trouble to review in their ccltntnentaries tnuch rnore of

the relevant recent infrlrrnation from this field of

research.
Although the present model can be used to add to this

body of l i terature (see sect. 5.4), one might of course

challenge these ego-motion theories from a different
point of view and speculate about alternatives. Such

challenges are found in the commentaries of Riccio, Kim

& Turvey, Coombs, Stoffregen, Yardley, and Wann &

Rushton. The main thrust of these arguments stems from

direct perception theory, and is focused on the belief
(expressed explicitly by Kim & Turvey) that much more

attention should be devoted to the nature of the visual

input to the systern. This illustrates the point I made
(perhaps a little too strongly) in Note 2, that the main line

of research in the tradition of direct perception theory

concerns the analysis of this visual input. Nevertheless, as

the note states, I agree with Stoffregen, Yardley, Sheb-

ilske, and Riccio that even within that tradition some

attention has also been given to other inputs, such as

vestibular ones.
These challenges, however, (and whether or not they

are sensible) are quite secondary to the rnodel proposed

in the target article as they do not relate to obiect-motion
perception.

The erroneous belief that the rnodel is intended to

explain ego-rn<,rtion perception rnay have led some coln-

rnentators to become confused about the role of ref'erence

signals. The rnost obvious examples are Kim & Tirrvey
(according to whorn I supposedly hypothesize that "for an

organisrn to perceive. self-rnotion. a special refer-

ence signal is needed"), Previc (who assumes that I use

the cclncept of a "visual reference" to explain "whole-body

percepts such as vection," or to establish "whether or not

self-rnotion has occurred") and Riccio, (who assumes that

rny paradigm serves to describe the effects of extraretinal

signals on "the phenornenology of ego rnotion"). These

cornmentators apparently assume that the reference sig-

nal affects percepts of ego motion. It does not: in my

Figures I and 7, reference signals feed only inttl the

mechanisrn for object-rnotion perception.

Whatever the reason for these misunderstandings,
they should serve as a warning not to use the term
"motion perception" carelessly, without mentioning
whether object or ego rnotion is meant. One can easily be
misundersto<ld. For exatnple, Riccio criticizes the first

sentence of the second paragraph of my section 1, where I
claim that acc<lrding to direct perception theory "the

perception of motion derives exclusively fiorn afferent
retinal information." Riccio erroneously assumes that I

rnean the perception of ego rnotion, but I rneant the
perception of object motion: up to this point in the target

article the only topic discussed is object-motion
perception.

R2. The reciprocity assumPtion

The rnixup of ego- and object-tnotion perception rnay well

stem from what I would like to call the "reciprocity

assumption. " This is illustrated most explicitly in Probst's

commentary. In his Figure 2, he proposes a model that
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dillers in an irnp<lrtant way frcln'r the present one (apart
frorn its {irilure to descrilte how eve n-lovernents all'ect
olrject-rnotion percerpticln): it postulates a reciprocal rela-
tionship ltetv,zeen percepts of oltject rnotion ancl percepts
of ego moti<xr (see the dotted reciprclcal arrows betweerr
the boxes which represent the rnechanisrns for self- and
olr jc 'ct-rnotion percepti<ln). A sirni lar assurnpti<ln is rnade
by Andersen, whcl criticizes rny rnodel rln the grounds
that the percept of self-rnotirln shoulcl also be an otrtput of
the object-mclt ion percepticln systern.

As Belopolsky correctlv notes, there is no such interac-
t ion in rny rnodel (see Fig. 7). I  postulate something else:
that the object- and ego-m<lt ion perception systerns
share, to a large extent, the sarne inputs. Hence their
clutputs (the percepts) often develop rnore or less syn-
chronouslv. This creates the impression that the tw<-r
percepts are rcciprocal, but it is rnore appropriate t<l
speak of a corn plern en tarity (Skavenski) between pe rcepts
of'ego and oltject rnotion, a cornplernentaritv I have called
the interfacing ofobject- ancl ego-rnotirln percepts. But no
reciprocal two-rvay interaction, such as present in the
Probst rnodel, is irnpl iecl.

The recipnlcity assurnption is easi lv associatcd with rny
exarnple of circular vection in section 2, because here the
tirne course of clevelopn'rent of ' the percept of 'circular eg<r
rnoti<xr rurls so nicelv parallel to tl're deveklprnent of the
percept <lf (a graclually slowing clown of) object rnotion.
Sirni lar paral lel t i rne courses bctween olr ject- and ego-
rnotion percepts occ,ur in rnany normal nonlaltr lratory
situations - sucli as when we kl<lk trt a rnclving train next to
our own stationrrrv train, or', as Rieser ntenticlns, when a
car next to <lur <lwn stationary car unexpectccll.v lltovcs -

cretrt ing both vection and a concurrent percept of cl lr ject
stationaritl,, Such instances rnly ilcleecl give risc tg thc
iclea that olrject-rnotiou perccpts afI'ect ego-nroticln per-
cepts, or vice versa (see Andersen, who states that "sta-

t ionarity result ing {ronr vection saturation necessari lv
irnpl ies t l iat the observcr perceives self-moti<ln").

The present nr<ldel dcles not take the apparent reciproc-
i ty between percepts of ego and olt ject rnotion as an a
priori ,  self-evident prernise, but as sornething that rnust
be explained. In firct, the rnoclel was devekrped with this
purpose expl ici t ly in rnind, as should be obvi<ltrs lrclrrr rrrv
intr<lductr lry questior-r in section 2: "Wh.v',  during satu-
rated circular vecticln, is the drtrrn perceived as stationarl,
in space?" I  rnight as well  have phrased this r luestion:
"Why can we not perceive the drurn as rnoving in space
whcn vection has reached its rnaxirnrrrn steadl, state?"

The reciprocitv assurnption sornetirnes takes a hidderr
forrn. This happens when we ask <pestions strch ars: "Hclw

does the system choosc it ccnnltination of eg<; rnotion ancl
olrject rnotion that accclunts fcrr the oltservations P"
(Coombs), rlr: "How does an animal clistinguish its or,vn
rnovernents {i'orn th<lse clf olrjects?" (Kim & Thrvey), Such
questions presuppose acceptance of 'a reciprocitv nssulnp-
t ir ln. They irnply that percepts can l te arnbiguous as to
whether they ref'cr to olrject or ego nrotior.r (Held). This
implies that one can have percepts that d<l not rnean
anything unti l  the l l rain "decides" what they rnean, trsing
a kincl of trade-off rule in which part of ' thc "percept" is
attrilluted to olrject moti<tn and the rernuining part to eg<;
rnotion or vice versa. Rieser, { irr  example, seems tcr
assurne that the brain uses visual and vestibular infbrrna-
tion to take the decisirln. and Probst rnentions that he has

extended his n-rodel to accornrncldate the assurnption that
the "perceptual decision between oltject motion and sel{--
motion" takes place at the level of the vestiltular nuclei.

In nly rncldel, however, no such decisions are taken. It
sirnply postrr lates the existence of two dist inct rnecha-
nisrns, which create percepts of different events (object
moti<ln and ego rnotion), often in ternporal svnchrony.
Thus how such clecisions are rnade lrecornes a non(lues-
t ion. A part icularlv interesting case of a hidden reciproc-
i ty assurnption is the prcl l l lern presented by Kim &
Tlrrvey. They clairn that the rnodel rnust be in error,
because it cannot explain how we can have a single
experience of ego rnotion in the presence of rnany oltjects
rnoving at various speeds. I f  clne ernbraces the reciprocitv
erssumpticln, and believes that perceived <lbject rncltion
afi'ects percepts of ego motion, Kirn & Tlrrvey would lle
r ight. This shows the problematic consequences of the
reciprocity assuntption. Without i t  Kim & Tirrvev's prob-
lem is nonexistent.

I t  should be noted here that, although some cl irect
perception theorists uppear to adhere to a reciprocitv
assurnption, i t  is not a rerl tr irement clf 'direct perception
theorv at all. Accrlrding to that approtrch, there is no
ambigrritv in optic (or retinal) fklw, ltecause infilnuatirln
i,tltout object ancl ego rtrotion is present in sepurtrte invirli-
ants. Both Tresilian trncl Stoffregen make this <ltrite clear.
But tradit ir lnal in{erential theory does not need thc reci-
procity asstrrnption either, I tecause i t  postulates thi l t  per-
cepts of olrject motion stern fi'orn retinal and extraretinal
signals und in{ 'erential theorv does not concern i tself  wit l i
percepts of ego rnotion (with the notable exceptirln of the
Rlst arrrd l,eibowitz (1985) therrlry,, but that theclrv also
irnpl ies nrl  recipnlcity asstrnrpt ir ln).

Btrt i{'nclt fi 'orn direct rlr inferential theor1,, rvhere cloes
the reciprocity assumption stem f i '<lru P NIv gtress is that i t
or iginated in thc phvsiological l i terattrre on visuarl ves-
t ibular interacti<lns and ego rnotion (see Probst, who
rnenti<lns his own uncl Dichgans and Brandt's [197fJ]
treurophvsiological hvpotheses to explain the reciprocity
asstrmption, and Mergner and Becker [1990] f i l r  a surn-
rnary rer. ' iew of '  discussicxrs arourrd the assumption).
C<ltrlcl it be that perceptirln theorists have borrowecl the
recipr<lcity assulnptir ln j trst to explain what happens in
cases where i t  is dif l icult ,  i { 'not inrpclssible, to appl l '  the
traclitiorrarl concepts of extraretinal signals or oltject-
r r ro t ion invar i i rn ts?

R3. The optokinetic component in the
reference signal

The example of 'circnlar vection was brought up to i l lus-
trate problems filr lloth direct and infbrential tlieories if
clne does nclt accept the reciprocity assuntption: how to
explain the part ictr lar t ime course of developrncnt <lf  the
percept of object ( i .e.,  drtrrn) rnotir ln and stat ionarity in
spalce, which is known to concur with the developrnent o{'
circular vection insicle un optokinetic drtun. This is where
the optokinetic cornporlent in the refbrence signal cornes
in. I t  explains thut part icular t i rne course.

The firct that rt is a rnore or less new concept (ltut see rnv
reply t<l Skavenski below) seerns to have motivertecl Held
to consider i t  an example of "contorted reasrlning. " As
Probst correctlv states, the narne "optokinetic cotnpo-
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nent rnight create sorne confusion (perhaps I should have

called i t  just tr  "vistral component"),  but that is clnly a

rnatter of serni lnt ics. Held's doubts about whethetr t l i is
"clubiotrs" ancl "strange" postulute is "necessarv at i l l l "  cl t l

not stern frtxn the name I gave the ctlrttpotretrt. They stctn
{rom his trcceptance of the reciprocity arsstrurption, which

apparently ecl ipses ntv extertsive cl iscttssiotrs tr l t t l t r t  the
reasons {ilr postulating the con'rp<lnettt aucl abclut ther

strong explarnatrlrv arncl preclictive power of this c<lncept,
issues which are addressed throughout tlie ttrrget paper.

Held's argurnent against the optokinetic cotnponent
clerives fi'orn his belief that during circular vecticln there

sirnply is no re{brence signal, ancl that my tnodel there-
{bre does not appl,v tcl such circutnstunces. Tcl bolster his
view, Held refers to the phetromenotr clf "waxing and
waning" ofvection sensations in the optokinetic clrurn. He

clairns that this phcnornenon "confimrs the validity" of his
bel ief that no re{.erence signal is present during verct ion
because it irnplies a perceptual elrnbiguity. Accorcling to
Kim & Tirrvey, the arnbiguity reflects what one would
nclrmally expect in such a situation of "ecological contru-
diction" (which is why Stoffregen rvould not call it an
illusion), but Held explains it by referring to the reciproc-
itv assumption: it presurnably sterns frorn "the tracle-off
between percepticln of self-movetnent and oltject
rnovernent. "

These cornmentators present the "waxing ar-rd waning"
phenomenon as a nonnal characteristic clf'vection. But in
f'act, it occurs only sporadically - rnclstlv during circular
vection induced with a fixecl sernicirctrlar screen (ou

which rnoving stripes are projectecl) ancl during trials
which last very long. Usually i t  does not happen at al l
inside a real ly rotat ing clptokinetic drurn. As Rieser notes,
everyone who has ever experienced vection inside such a
drum can testifl, to the overwhehningly powerful ancl
usually continuous sensaticln of ego rnotion. Neither
Held, nor Kim & Tirrvey, nor Stoffregen seern to attri-
bute any significance to this {'act,

The "waxing and wuning" phenornenon does not con-
tradict rny rnoclel as Held strggests. On the contrar,v, it can
easily be explained as sternrning frorn rnodulations of the
reference signal: first, the "waxing ancl waning" phenorne-
non has, to rnv kn<lwleclge, never been reportecl with
empirical evidence that the clbserver's eves ancl heacl
rernain fixed in space, as was the case in rny cxarnple of
circular vection. Thus, when i t  happens, i t  might well  be
relatecl to eye or heard rnoverrents of the observer (for

discussion see Mergner & Becker 1990), whicl i  bv chance
stabilize the irnage clf'tlie striped clrtrrn on the retinue.
Vection sh<luld then stop. This is not rn1, prediction, but a
prediction of Mergner uncl Becker (1990), who showed
this to happen during sinusoidal vection (see my sect.
6.1). There are in fact rlore reasons why the inputs to the
rnechanism responsible for perception of egcl rnotion (i. e. ,
vection) may be distorted, such as habituation (as Held
hirnself notes) or attentional factors (see Coombs's sugges-
tions, and Da Vitoria Lobo's observation that we do not
seem to experience vection in the cinerna). Thus, I  do
indeed recognize that vection may sometimes change or
is occtrsionally lclst entirely. Such features of the ego-
motion perception rnechanisrn are nclt at all incornpatible
with rny rnodel.

Second, the rnclclel trses precisely these f'etrttrres to
explain the "waxing uncl r.vaning" of perceived drurn rota-
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ti<ln in space: as rnentionecl llefbre, inputs to the ego-

motion percepti<ln systetn alstt serve to generate refer-

ence signals. Hence, when these inputs change they

change ref'erence signal magnitucle, ancl thus percepts of'

object ( i .e.,  clr tun) rnotiotr in space. In <tther worcls,

whenever' (and {ilr w}ratever retlsort) vection "waxes aud

wanes," the percerption of clrttt-u rtltltion itt space wallcs

arnd waxes."

R4. Retinal image motion has no
perceptual meaning

Held's clairn that drtrrn velocity is perceived as "u'axing

ancl waning" because rlf'tln altsettce <lf ref'erence signals

irnplies that we crln sornehow perceive tlbject rnotirln

withotrt  using referetrce signarls. This runs counter to the

rnain prernise of the model - which is also the rnain

premise of all in{'erentizrl theories clf object-rnotion per-

ception: irnage rnotion across the ret ina cannot in i tself

serve as inforrnation about obiect tnotion. Da Vitoria

Lobo also disagrees with this prerrnise, but for another

reason, He cloes nclt believe in an efibrence copy signal.

Instead he assurnes that all inforrnation in the reference

signal about eye lnovetnents derives {rorn cornputations

rnade on the basis clf retinal in{orrnaticln. The concept of

such a "visual eff'erence copy was discussed in section

6,3. I  questioned i t  because when such visttal inforrntrt ion

is not rrv:r i lable, we can st i l l  perceive object rnotion (".g.,

the rnotion ofa single dclt rnoving in total darkness; see the

comrnentary of Tresilian). If Da Vitoria Lolto agrees that

this is true and still rnaintains that eve Inovement inforrna-

tion is purely visual, it follows that he believes there exist

situations where oltject motion in space can be perceived

in the absence of reference signals. [ Ience his opposit ion

to rny analysis of the graph presented in Figure 3 of the

target article: he assumes that it is specific to experitnen-

tal conditions that do not exclude visual infonnation about

how the eyes rnove (presurnably stemming frorn the visi-

bility of the borders of the screen). This is not true, how-

ever. Such a graph is always obtained, including with a

very srnall stimulus visible in an absolutely darkened

environrnent (e.g., De Graaf & Wertheim 1988), that is,

when there is no visual inforrnation (screen borders, etc. )
{rom which knowledge about eye rnovements might be

abstracted.
Figure 3 is sirnply a plot of the velocity of the retinal

irnage of a stimulus at the tw<l <tpposite thresholds f<lr

rnotion ( of that stirnulus) obtained while the eyes tnove

across that st irnulus. Other st irnul i ,  or st irnul i  presented

in absolute darkness, rnight yield different thresholds, but

one always gets thresh<llds. The slope or width of the no-

rnotion range rnight differ, but there will always be a

certain no-rnotion range, an area abclve that range where

the subject perceives stin-rulus motion against the eyes

and an area below that range where the stimulus is

perceived as rnoving with the eyes. Any horizontal line

will always necessarily cross through these areas. Hence,

whatever the conditions of the experiment, the argument

that retinal irnage motion itself has no perceptual mean-

ing rernains val id.
The strrne can be said of the reference signal. This signal

has in i tself  no perceptual meaning either. The percep-

tion clf absolute obiect rnotion - that is, the awareness that
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we are seeing something that rnoves in space - arises from
a specific interaction between retinal and reference sig-
nals. Neither of these signals has any priority over the
other. Sorne comrnentators have not understood this
basic point. For exarnple, Yardley proposes that I should
have tenned the ref-erence signal "the rnotion percept, "

and Andersen incorrectly assurnes that my rnodel irnplies
that ret inal motion is "the prirnary perceptual st irnulus,"
Bridgeman & Blouin also err when they clairn that rny
rnodel supports their assurnption that "in a normal struc-
tured visual environment, retinal signals provide the
dominant information. for perceiving the rnotion of a
visual object," while "in a dark roorn. extraretinal
signals necessari ly dorninate. "

R5. Frames of reference

Several commentators (".g. , see Swanston, Velichkovsky
& Van der Heijden) suggest that the vector subtraction
process between retinal and reference signals can or
should be viewed as a process of redefining retinal image
motion in terms of an exocentric frame of reference. This
is true, but I avoided that terminology because it could
mix levels of analysis, confusing cognition with physiol-
ogy. Belopolsky, however, seems to believe that such
translations are irnpossible (there being "no uniforrn rule
for transforrning one coordinate system into another"),
and Swanston, in his final remark, doubts whether my
model supports such an account of motion perception. Yet
there is no reason for such doubts. In this section I will try
to illustrate this, as it rnight elucidate several other issues.

Retinal image motion is encoded in the retinal signal as
image slip across the retinal surface, that is, it is defined in
terms of a retinal coordinate system. If image motion is to
gain any other meaning, it must be redefined in coordi-
nates of another frame of reference, one created by the
brain itself.

It is possible to assume that this self-generated frame
represents a head- body- or egocentric coordinate system,
as mentioned by Becker & Mergner and by Swanston.
Percepts are then generated of how objects move relative
to the head or body. The model presented in my Figures I
and 7, however, is not about such percepts at all. Kim &
Tirrvey's remark that the model is limited to an "object

displacing relative to the observer" is incorrect. The
model concerns percepts of absolute object motion,
which is object motion defined in terms of the spatial
coordinates of exocentric space. To generate such per-
cepts, the brain must translate the retinal coordinates of
image motion into coordinates which somehow corre-
spond to the abstract "Newtonian" dimensions of environ-
mental space. Those who like to use the terminology of
cognitive psychology might refer to this self-generated
frame of reference as a rnental representation of the
dimensions of external space. The signal that carries the
building blocks for this mental representation - or, stated
differently, the signal that enables the appropriate coordi-
nate translations of image motion to be carried out - may
be called the "information-for-an-exocentric-frame-of-

reference signal. " I prefer the shorter name of "reference

signal. "

The generation of a percept of object motion in space
can thus be viewed as a recalibration ofimage motion with

the help of the reference signal. Shebilske thus rightly
suspects that rny rnodel may be classified as a calibration
rnodel in the sense intended in the Bridgeman, Velich-
kovsky, and Van der Heijden article in this BBS issue. It is
this recalibration that I have described forrnallv as a
vectorial subtraction of retinal and reference signals.
Hence, I agree with Stoper that the subtraction does not
rnean that a retinal signal is (partially) canceled, that is,
annulled. The subtraction is needed to detennine the
difference between the two signals. It is this difference
that provides the stirnulus for percepts of object rnotion <lr
stationarity in space,

One single reference signal can recalibrate the move-
ment parameters of lnany irnage motions at the sarne
time. Thus the solution to Kim & Turvey's problern (if
there are many rnoving objects at various speeds, "what

could it then mean to speak of perceived object velocity as
due to the rnagnitude difl-erence between retinal and
reference signals. . . ?") is sirnple: the vectorial differ-
ences between all retinal signals on the one hand and that
single reference signal on the other yield a rnultitude of
percepts of how all these objects rnove in space.

It is external environmental space, defined by the
direction of gravitation and the earth's sur{ace, with which
we, and many other organisrns, must deal in an ecological
sense. Hence the rnental representation of this frarne of
reference better be a good one. No wonder the ref'erence
signal uses vestibular afferents as inputs. The vestibular
apparatus is a sensory systern which (arnong other things)
"picks up" the direction of the earth's gravitational field
and thus allows a kind of "anchoring" of the rnental
representation to physical reality.

I hence strongly disagree with Stoffregen, who claims
that our percepts (or the internal estimates involved in
their generation) are not linked to such external physical
parameters as gravitational force. He refers to the fact that
there is "nothing absolute" about Newtonian space, be-
cause Einstein's theory of relativity has shown it wrong.
But that is irrelevant. The dirnensions of Newtonian and
Einsteinian space differ indeed when our subjects, or
their retinal images, move relative to us (the investi-
gators) with speeds approaching the speed of light.
But usually they don't .  Thus Newtonian and Einstein-
ian dirnensions are indistinguishable for all practical
purposes. I concede that my model does not apply to
Superman.

Although this vestibular "anchoring" no doubt im-
proves the veridicality of the internal representation of
exocentric space, it is no guarantee against errors. They
may occur for a variety of reasons, such as errors made by
the vestibular apparatus. In the target article much atten-
tion is devoted to the perceptual consequences (illusions)
of such errors, and to how the perceptual system defends
itself  against them (".g.,  by masking them with the JND)

It should by now be clear why I disagree strongly with
Held, who clairns that reference signals can be absent, but
not zero. They cannot be absent, and sometimes they are
zero. They are always present, because without them the
translation of image motion into percepts ofobject motion
or stationarity in space would be imposslble. Zero is just a
scale value: reference signals can have positive or negative
values, depending on the direction of eye velocity in
space. A zero reference signal simply rneans that the
message encoded in the reference signal is that the eyes
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do not move in space. The sat,re can be said ab<lut retinal

signals (the sign of which expresses the direction of irnage

slip across the retina) an.l about the difference between

retinal and reference signals (the sign of which deter-

mines the direction of perceived object rnotion). Hence,

when we perceive an object as stationary, it means we

perceive it as havingazero velocity. It is wrong to assume

that in such cases the object-motion perception mecha-

nism is inactive and generates no percept,

R6. Perception of relative and absolute motion

It should now also be clear why I consider it crucial
that we distinguish between percepts <lf absolute and
relative motion. Absolute rnotion refers to an absolute
"Newtonian" frame of reference. Relative motion be-
tween two objects does not need any frame of reference
external to the objects thernselves: the relative motion
between two cars is defined by the spatiotemporal rela-
tionship between only the two cars themselves. If they
move relative to each other with, say, a velocity of 50 mph,
that velocity is the same, irrespective of how fast they
move in Newtonian space (they may be moving at 30 and
80 mph, or any other combination of absolute velocities
which differ by 50 mph) or in any other frame of refer-
ence. For example, the two cars will still move relative to
each other with a velocity of 50 mph in an egocentric
frame of reference, for example, when they move on a
road parallel to the track of a train traveling at 100 mph,
from which I look at them (they may then move relative to
me with velocities of -70 and -20 mph). These examples
illustrate that we need not take frames of reference into
ccrnsideration when analyzing percepts of relative motion.
This is why I have stated that reference signals have no effect
on relative motion. Equation 12 is just shorthand for this
argument. This is not to say that relative motion is always
perceived veridically. When the two objects do not move
in a plane parallel to the one in which the observer moves,
their retinal image velocities are affected differentially
(see below), and we will misjudge their relative velocity.

This is why I disagree with the assumption (see Bridge-

man & Blouin and Tresilian) that reference signals are

used only in dark environments. The involvernent of

reference signals in perception does not depend on cir-

cumstances but on the kind of percept we are talking

about: percepts of absolute motion or percepts of relative

motion. These are separate percepts. They do not reflect

different interpretations of the same event but different

aspects of it. The brain does not decide how much image

motion should be attributed to absolute and how much to

relative motion (as claimed by Wallach 1959). To assume

that it does is like assuming that the brain has to decide

how much of an object's image must be attributed to the
perception of its size and how much to the perception of
its shape. These are distinct percepts; they refer to

different stimulus aspects, even though the aspects may
have some physical (".g., perspective) relation to each
other.

I accordingly also object to the assumption that relative
motion distorts percepts of absolute motion. Mateeff &
Hohnsbein criticize my objection by referring to the
"cycloid phenomenon" (see also Stoper): a single light
spot on the rim of a rolling wheel in total darkness is

ResprtnselWertheirn : Motion perception

perceived as absolute motion (its path is correctly seen as
cycloidal). If another light is attached to the hub of the
wheel, the perception of this cycloid disappears. The dot
on the rim of the wheel now appears to rotate, like a real
wheel, around the hub light. This presumably illustrates
the influence of relative motion on percepts of absolute
rnotion.

I disagree: in both conditions we perceive absolute
motion on the basis of the difference between a retinal
and a reference signal. In the condition without the hub
light, where the eyes track the light on the wheel, the
retinal signal is zero, but the reference signal is not. Its
magnitude modulates in a rnanner that corresponds to
how the eyes rnove in space, which is cycloidally. Hence
the difference between retinal and reference signal,
which corresponds to the perceived absolute motion of
the rim light, is cycloidal as well. When the eyes pursue
an added light positioned on the translatory moving hub,
the reference signal encodes a unidirectional eye move-
ment (it represents a velocity vector with a fixed direc-
tion). However, the image of the light on the rim now
moves in a circular path on the retinae (around the fovea).
The vectorial combination of this rotating retinal velocity
vector and the unidirectional reference vector is a velocity
vector rotating around a center, which itself moves uni-
directionally in space. This is what we perceive, although
the percept is not veridical. This explanation corresponds
td the one given by Stern and Emelity (f978)and does not
involve (presumptions of dominance of) relative motion.

This explanation of the "cycloid phenomenon" can be
tested, because it yields a prediction: if we pursue the rim
light in the presence of the hub light, we will again see it
as moving cycloidally, because its retinal signal and the
reference signal are the same as in the condition without
the hub light. Their difference (i.e., the perception of
absolute motion of the rim light) should not be affected by
the presence of an additional image from the hub light. I
tried this on my computer, because I could find no
reference in the literature which includes this condition,
and I can recommend it to my readers: one easily per-
ceives the cycloid again.

The "cycloid phenomenon is interesting for other
reasons as well: it runs counter to two basic postulates of
direct perception theory. First, it shows that our percepts
may be radically different, depending on how we move
our eyes. This contradicts the assumption that eye move-
ments only serve to improve perceptual veridicality (see,
e.g., Kim & Tirrvey). Second, the percept we have when
{ixating the hub light is one we are so accustomed to that
we recognize" it as that of a rotating wheel and therefore
think it is veridical. In fact, it is not. This shows that the
addition of visual information does not necessarily lead to
improved perceptual veridicality. Even worse, the re-
stricted laboratory condition with only a single light in
total darkness (the condition without hub light) yields a
more veridical percept than visually rich everyday situa-
tions. If, for example, we look at the hub of a bicycle
wheel (as we normally do if asked to look at a wheel), we
see the air valve of the tire as rotating in space, that is, we
perceive an illusion. Hence it is not necessarily true that
perception research carried out in "artificial conditions"
runs into "logical difficulties" (Rieser), and needs to be
done with "more natural visual stimulation" (Wann &
Rushton- Riccio).
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Mateeff & Hohnsbein ask what would be the outcome
clfan experirnent on relative rnotion sirnilar t<l the one that
underlies rny Figure 5, but with stimulus patterns that
move not only relative to each other, but also relative to
space. Actually, in the experirnent of Figure 5 this was
already the case. In each conditicln we used a criterion
stirnulus with a fixed absolute velocity', while the absolute
velocity of the other stimulus was variable (it had to be
adjusted by the subject until no relative motion between
the two stirnuli was perceived). In each condition, how-
ever, the absolute velocity of the criterion stimulus was
not zero but slightly below its thresholcl for absolute
motion in that condition (detennined prior to the experi-
rnent, with only the critericln stirnulus and the moving
fixation point). This was done for methodological reasons:
if the criterion stimulus had been perceived as rnoving at
vari<lus absolute velocities, we rnight have been open to
the criticism that this could have affected the results (as
depicted in Fig. 5). I agree with Mateeff & Flohnsbein,
however, that an experirnent in which the criterion stirn-
ulus moves at higher (above threshold) absolute veloc-
ities, would be interesting. The reason is that, although
relative motion cannot affect perceived absolute motion,
the converse is not necessarily true: when two stimuli do
not have the same distance from the observer, their
absolute motions in space affect how we perceive the
relative motion between them, because distance affects
image velocity. But this does not alter rny prediction that
their thresholds for motion relative to each other will still
be a function only of their retinal image velocities and the

JND between them.

R7. The distance parameter

This brings us to the role of distance in motion percep-
t ion. Several commentators (".g.,  Belopolsky, Boothe,
Hadani & fulesz, Rieser, Sauvan, Swanston, Ve-
lichkovsky & Van der Heijden) criticize my model be-
cause it does not take distance into account. This is true.
The model has been developed to explain and test the
effects of other factors on object-motion perception, dis-
tance being constant between conditions. However,
the model can be extended to include a distance parame-
ter. In this section I will rnake a first attempt in this
direct ion.

Image velocity, if expressed as linear velocity across the
retinae, is reduced in proportion to the distance between
the object and the eyes. The proportionality rnay be very
complex, because i t  depends not on distance alone, but
also on the particular combinations of ego and object
motions, that is, their directional, angular, and linear
components  (see,  e .g . ,  Stoper) .

The reduced image velocity witli distance has irnplica-
tions for the re{.erence signal. At the point of subjective
stationarity (PSS), where the stimulus is perceived as
stationary in space, retinal and reference signals are by
definition equal irrespective of how far away the object is.
It thus follows that the reference signal too is scaled down
in proportion to distance. Hence, the de{inition of the
reference signal as the brain's estirnate of eye velocity in
space must be changed to: the estirnate clf eye velocity in
space scaled down in proportion to an estirnate clf dis-
tance. In the terrninology of frames of reference, this
estimated distance parameter in the reference signal
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could be said to correspcnd to the depth axis of the
internal representation of external space.

Honda's suggestion may be right, that "the visual
systern knows that distance is rnathernatically related to
velocity" (see also Gogel 1981; Van de Grind et al.  1992,
Wist et al. 1976). The function according to which the
re{brence signal is scaled down n-right well derive frorn
such knowledge, although it will alwavs include the ob-
server s subjective estirnate of distance.

In a fclrrnal sense we have a case here in which a
cognition (of distance) - whatever its source - is an added
input to the reference signal. That agrees with the finding
that perceived distance afI'ects vection (see Previc and
Velichkovsky & Van der Heijden), because any stirnulus
that serves as an input to the ego-motion percepticln
mechanisrn should also contribute to the reference signal.

This reasoning yields the prediction that when distance
is rnisperceived, the re{brence signal is in error and
illusions rnay occur, for exarnple, those described by Ross
(e.g . ,  i l lusory  rnot ion o f  o l r jec ts  dur ing walk ing.  which
happen when the distance to the oltject cannot easily be
perceived) and Swanston.

It is intriguing to speculate on the possibility that this
also explains (part of) the stationarity tendency of large
objects. The p<lint is that size and perceived distance are
Gestalt related: srnall objects may appear to be further
away than large ones, especially when other distance cues
are absent (e.g,, in a darkened environment). Hence,
reference signal rnagnitude may be reduced with smaller
st imuli .  Consequently, the Fi lehne i l lusion (which is
caused by the fact that the reference signal is already to<t
small) should becorne stronger with smaller stirnuli, even
if they are only briefly visible, as suggested by Mateeff &
Hohnsbein (and Ehrenstein, see sect. 6.3). We are cur-
rently investigating this issue in our laboratory by com-
paring PSS measurernents with large and small  st imuli
placed at various distances from the observer. Cornparing
the magnitudes of reference signals between conditions
might yield an ernpirical measuie of the distance parame-
ter in the reference signal.

R8. Motion parallax

Referring to Gogel's (1990) work, Swanston mentions
correctly that during head and ego rnotion percepts of
i l lusory ollject rnotion (sometirnes called motion parallax)
may occur. However, if the rnodel includes a perceived
distance parameter, it easily explains this phenomenon.
Let us start by restating that, at a certain rnornent in time,
there can be only one "single valued" (Stoper) reference
signal and by assurning that its rnagnitude depends on the
distance D to a certain plane P. Let us further assurne that
a stationary object C), which lies in plane P is indeed
perceived trs stationary in space. Ilence the rnagnitude of
the reference signal equals the velocity of V of O's irnage
on the retinae. Now assurne that at various other distances
there are also solne stationary objects in the environrnent.
Their ret inal irnage velocit ies, that is, their ret inal signals,
are thus srnaller or larger than V, that is, different frorn the
singular reference signal. If these differences become
larger than one JND, those objects are seen to rnove in
space.

hnagine un object farther away than D. Its retinal signal
wil lbe srnal ler than the reference signal. I f that dif ference



exceeds one JND, the object will appear to move in space
in the same direct ion as the eyes of the observer (see sect.
5.2). Conversely, an object closer to the observer than D
will have a retinal signal larger than the reference signal.
Thus it will, if this difference is larger than one JND, be
perceived as moving in space in the direction opposite to
the eyes. This is Gogel 's phenomenon of rnotion paral lax

as described by Swanston.
The JND for reference signals containing vestiltular or

optokinetic components may be rather large (see sect.
5.4). Hence we may nonnally perceive l i t t le i l lusory
object motion if any during ego rnotion, Note that this
description of rnotion parallax rlualifies it as illusory abso-
hrte motion in space. It does not refer to how (irnages clf)
objects move relative to each other on the retinae (as

suggestecl by Swanston).

R9. Perceiving visual world versus
visual field motion

This brings to rnind the distinction between percepts of'
visual world and visual field motion (see Stoper and
Tresilian). It seerns that this distinction just reflects the
distinction between perceiving object motion with a ref-
erence signal that takes proper accclunt of distance and
perceiving object rnotion with a ref.erence signal in which
the distance paralneter is incorrect with respect to that
stimulus. The difference in "salience" that seerls to relate
to the distinction between percepts of world and field
motion may simply reflect an attentional correlate: illu-
sory object motion in space caused by errors in distance
estimation would rernain unnoticed, not only because the
errors yield differences between retinal and reference
signals smaller than one JND. It is also quite likely that we
pay little attention to such objects, although this does not
mean we never perceive motion of unattended clbjects
(".g. , when driving a car, or when specifically asked to, as
in rny experiments on the Filehne illusion, or in the
experiments rnentioned by Becker & Mergner).

This explains why situations such as those described in
the lower right hand panel of Figure 2 in Boothe's com-
mentary do not usually yield such illusory rnotion per-
cepts. Hence, I disagree with Stoper, who calls visual
field motion "an artifact produced by unnatural viewing
conditions" and who attributes it to "the rnotion of the
observer rather than motion of the world" (which irnplies
the reciprocity assumption).

Another reason to doubt the tenability of the distinc-
tion between percepts of visual world and field motion is
that it yields curious contradictions, as illustrated by
Stoper's remarks. He claims that my experirnents on the
Filehne illusion (or on "paradoxical rnotion as Stoper
would call it) do not rneasure percepts of visual world
motion because such percepts are veridical: if I had
measured visual world rnotion, my subjects "would, of
course, have seen the large background stable." Because
sornetirnes they did not see the background as stationary
(".g.,  with a brief ly visible stat ionary background; see
Fig. 4b), they must have been reporting visual field
motion. That cannot be correct, however, because in
other cases (".g. ,  with a continuously visible background)
the subjects correctly reported background stationarity
(see Fig. 4a), although Stoper claims that in such cases
visual field motion should still occur.

ResponselWertheirn: Motion perception

In rny experiments on the Fi lehne i l lusion, the f ixat ion
point and the background stimulus move in the same
plane. Hence, their distance to the observer is the same
and corresponds to the distance parameter in the refer-
ence signal. Both the velocity of the background stimulus
and that of the fixation point are thus perceived with the
appropri:rte reference signal, even though the eyes focus
rlnly on the fixution point. I therefore disagree with
Becker & Mergner's suggestion that my rnodel cloes not
apply to the perception of rnotion of the fixation point.

Just enter its irnage velocity (zero) and the velocity of the
tracking eyes intcl rny Equation 9 and the perceived

velocity of the tracked fixation point will result. In fact,
this is how I explained the Aubert-Fleischl paradox and
center surrouncl induced motion (sects. 5.2 and 5.3).

Rl0. Mathematics

Belopolsky states that tlie rncldel confuses dirnensions be-
cause it irnplies the addition of linear and angular motion
vectors. The use of different clirnensions is just a mathe-
rnatical convention, however. The brain could just as well
use only one dirnension. Thke the exarnple of an observer
who fixes his gaze on a tree while pressing his nose to a
window in a train that moves at a given velocity. The
reference signal then consists of a linear ego-rnotion
component induced by optic flow and a rotary efference
copy colnponent frorn the counter-rotation ofthe eyes. Let
us further assurne that the observer correctly perceives the
tree as stationary in space. Since the retinal signal is zero,
the reference signal must be zero too (approxirnately). In
rny rnodel, this happens because the two reference signal
components cancel each other. Mathematically we can
express this as a requirement to translate the efference

copy angular velocity component into a linearly dimen-
sioned velocity cornponent equal in rnagnitude, but oppo-
site in sign, to the optokinetic component in the ref'erence
signal. Such a translation is simple, although the (esti-
rnated) distance to the tree is needed. At any given
rnoment in t ime i t  would be:

V"lT"..',r"e.orry : -V"*. : 
* " 

t

where V"ff"..,,,.., ..,ou iS the translated linear velocity of eye
rotation, V..n,, is linear ego velocity, D is the (estirnated)
distance on a straight line between eye and object, a is the
visual angle of the eyes in the head, and or is the angular
velocity of the eye rotation.

Becker & Mergner seeln to misunderstand the nature
of a JND (and rny Fig. 5), because they ask whether it also
applies to retinal signals. Yes, it does. The JND can be
conceptualized as noise in retinal and reference signals,
that is, as ternporal variability in the neural firing patterns
of those cells whose output activity forms the physiologi-
cal substrate of these signals (see, e.g., Wertheim et al.
l9B5). I don't know precisely what kind of noise this is. In
Note l0 I assurned it to be Gaussian, but that is anyone s
guess. It may well depend on the types of signals in-
volved. This explains why, as Becker & Mergner note, the

IND is different in Figures 2 and 5: in Figure 2 the JND
represents noise in a retinal and a reference signal,
whereas in Figure 5 it reflects noise in two retinal signals.

Thus, one cannot easily predict the magnitude ofaJND
{rom theory (apart frorn the indications that Weber's law
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applies), especially with such compound signals as the
reference signal, where each cornponent contributes in its
way to the noise level of'the whole signal. I should have
been rnore careful and warned the reader that one can-
not just add or subtract noise components from each
other without arriving at anomalies like those illustrated
in Gregson's Ecluation l7c (see also Becker & Merg-
ner). In this respect, my equations are indeed "quasi-

rnathernatical" (Yardley). However, whatever the answer
to how JNDs add rnathematically, this issue is itself
irrelevant to the rnain thesis, which is that the JND can be
measured and systematically and predictably affects per-
ception. The inaccuracy implied by the concept of a JND
is not so great that it prevents the perceptual systern from
using extraretinal signals, as suggested by Hadani &
julesz.

Gregson suggests that rny vector equations describe or
predict the outcome of the process, not its dynamics, and
he doubts that my ecluations can be used to obtain a
dynamic system analytical description of the process. I
agree. The gain values of reference signals reported in the
target article, with the exception of the one rnentioned in
Figure 6, should not be understood in system analytical
terms. These values reflect the ratio between reference
signal magnitude and physical eye velocity in space, but
only at one point: where the PSS measurernents took
place. Thus, strictly speaking, the values may also reflect
a phase shift in the modulation of reference signals,
relative to eye velocity in space. This can only be figured
out with experirnents in which sinusoidal eye movements
in space are made with many frequencies, while PSS
measurernents should take place at several phases of
these sinusoidal eye movements in space (similar to the
experimental setup that yielded Fig. 6). This rnay be the
reason sorne reported gain values appear to differ from
those reported by Honda and by Becker & Mergner.

Nor should Becker & Mergner interpret the fact that
during relatively short duration ofpursuit eye rnovements
the optokinetic component is small, whereas it rnay grow
much larger if there is no other component in the refer-
ence signal, as a difference in gain of the optokinetic
component. In sections 3 and 6.5 I did mention the
nonlinear contribution of the optokinetic component in
reference signals. These nonlinearities are still largely
unknown (which is why I applied to them no vector
algebra, as Belopolsky notes, and why I agree with Becker
& Mergner that my account of visual-vestibular interac-
tions is insufficiently detailed). The nonlinearities may
well contribute to variations in the time course of develop-
ment of vection (as in Wann & Rushton s example of
David Lee's [1990] swinging roorn). Such nonlinearities
might also have caused the increased "gain" of reference
signals - consisting of an efference copy and an unusually
large optokinetic component - with faster eye move-
ments, in my 1987 study (as noticed by Honda). It is also
possible that the optokinetic component always adds to
the reference signal. If so, my explanation of induced
motion would not be at variance with Becker & Mergner's
unpublished observations about induced motion, which
suggest that reference signals cannot be reduced to zero
when they contain an optokinetic component.

My equations should rather be viewed as a kind of
short-hand which saves space, summarizes ideas, and
allows for precise quantitative predictions. I do not see

why this should make Velichkovsky & Van der Heijden
wonder whether the rnodel "is really on the right track. "

R11.  Pr io r i t y

Probst suggests that there is no need for my rnodel
because he has already proposed a similar one. However,
I considered that rnodel (and others he and Becker &
Mergner list) as part of the body of literature dealing
mainly with ego-motion perception and visual-vestibular
interactions, which I only needed to sutntnarize briefly
(see above). To discuss all existing models from this
literature that may have something to say about object-
motion perception, especially if this is not their main
theme (Probst concedes that his is a "model of visual-
vestibular interactions"), would have lengthened the tar-
get article beyond acceptable lirnits. A great rnany of
these models can be found in the references I gave (see,
e.g., Henn et al. l9B0 for a comprehensive review). In
addition, I did not list Probst's rnodel among inferential
theories, because it lacks their defining feature: an effer-
ence copy or extraretinal signal encoding eye movements.

Skavenski claims that rny explanation of center/sur-
round induced rnotion, as well as my claim that visual and
vestibular signals contribute to the reference signal, is not
new. He is right, of course, but not because he had already
published sorne qualitatively similarideas in 1990 (which I in-
deed overlooked, for which I apologize): he is right because
I have been publishing my ideas ever since 1981, including
a detailed description of my model and its explanation of
induced motion (Wertheim f987). Hints that these ideas
have "come up before are herewith gracefully bearned
back to sender. Skavenski correctly suspects that I do not
cite Hansen (1979) and Hansen and Skavenski (1985)
because these papers do not concern motion, but position,
perception. He is wrong, however, to suggest that this is
unfair, given my attention to Matin's (f982; 1986; Matin et
al. f 969) work on the perception of position during sac-
cades. I referred to these three papers of Matin, not to cite
his work, but because I wanted to mention the source ofthe
term "extraretinal signal," and of the claim that it is
generatedfrom nonretinal information. Both the term and
the claim had to be discussed in the target article.

R12. The direct and inferential controversy

Tresilian calls it a "most bizarre" idea that the perceptual
system would pick up invariants that specify eye move-
ments from optic flow, and would, instead of using this
information, generate efference copies to obtain it. I
agree. The two assumptions are mutually exclusive. This
is why adherents of inferential theory usually reject the
"theoretical work which demonstrates" (Tresilian) that
eye movement inforrnation is picked up frorn optic flow.
Nobody accepts both assumptions at the same time.

Nevertheless, both Shebilske and Yardley state that my
multidimensional concept of a reference signal is compat-
ible with direct perception theory (Shebilske calls my
approach an ecological efference mediation theory). The
compatibility is attained by asserting that invariants spec-
ifying ego motion are not present next to reference sig-
nals, as Tresilian would have it, but are used to generate
reference signals within the system responsible for
object-motion perception (note the exception of invari-
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ants that would speci{y eye lnovetnents - see the above

discussion about the "visual efi'erence copy"). This runs

counter to the basic premise of direct perception theory,

according to which that system only needs optic {low

invariants that specify object rnotion. Questions such as

whether the ego-motion invariants that generate ref-

erence signals are picked up exclusively frorn optic

flow (Kim & Turvey, Hadani & Julesz), or consist of

rnultidimensional cornbinations of sensory afferents

(Stoffregen, Tresilian) are irrelevant. The point is that

these invariants do not specify object motion. Even if they

are encoded in reference signals, they would still have no

perceptual significance because reference signals in

themselves have no perceptual meaning (see above). The

only way to save the direct perception assumption that

object-motion perception derives exclusively {iorn a

invariant would be to assulne that the interaction betweeh

retinal and reference signals yields something that could

be called a "rnultidimensional" or "interrnodal" invariant

of object-motion perception within the mechanism re-

sponsible for object-rnotion perception (Shebilske;

Stoffregen [?]). But that reduces the distinction between

direct and inferential theory to a matter of setnantics.

There are other comments on direct perception theory.

Thus Yardley, Da Vitoria Lobo, and Andersen mention

disagreernents as to whether the perceptual systern does

or can perform computations on retinal or optical informa-

tion (see also Kim & Turvey, and Ulhnan 1980), and one

rnay disagree about whether or not such computatitlns are

mathematically possible (Hadani & julesz, Stoffregen).

These issues are irrelevant to the target article, however,

as they do not concern the distinction between direct and

inferential theory. This distinction is the topic of my

paper: one either believes that object-motion percepts

(not "motion percepts," as Tresilian states) derive only

from visual infonnation, or one does not believe this. I

hope to have shown that, in terms of my model, these two

opposite beliefs are no longer rnutually exclusive.
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